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Introduction
MAGNET™ Office Tools provides a full-featured environment for 
the calculation and adjustment of coordinates based on observations 
created with the family of Topcon and Sokkia instruments.

All experience levels of surveyors/geodesists can use MAGNET 
Office Tools for:

• Processing TS, DL and/or RTK observations

• Least Squares Network adjustment

• Instant reporting of unadjusted traverse closures

• Compass rule, including angle balance, adjustments

• Performing localization using any defined projection

• Uploading and downloading data to a project on the MAGNET 
Enterprise service

• Receiving “Real-Time” data from MAGNET FIELD products

• Importing files on a computer or from a device

• Exporting data to files on a computer or to a device

• Direct export of data to Civil 3D drawing

• Direct export of data to MAGNET OFFICE SURVEY or 
MAGNET OFFICE SITE

• Creating, viewing, and editing a digital terrain model (“surface”)

• Creating, viewing, and editing road and X-section templates

• Creating, viewing, and editing horizontal and vertical alignment 
data

• Viewing and editing MAGNET FIELD Road String Sets

MAGNET Tools has tabular and graphical representations of data:

• Use the Tabular view for viewing points information, viewing 
vector or occupation information, viewing data with the same 
names, and sorting lines in alphabetical order by time or by 
increasing or decreasing values.
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Application Activation
• Use the Observation view for displaying a common network 
configuration, multiple background images, estimating the 
mutual position of points and vectors, and finding the necessary 
vector or point.

• Use the Map view to display lines, surfaces and roads.

• Use the MAGNET Enterprise service to communicate and chat 
with co-workers.

• Use MAGNET Enterprise to transfer data between the field and 
office.

• Use MAGNET Enterprise to locate and monitor company assets 
while in use.

Changes made in either the Observation, Map or Tabular view are 
applied and reflected to the other views, providing faster, more 
convenient, and more effective viewing and editing of data.

Application Activation 
 

To use full functionality of MAGNET Office Tools, you have to 
activate it online or offline. Online activation of the application 
requires an Internet connection of the computer where the application 
was installed. 

When you first start the application, the Product Activation window 
displays:

- click the Online radio button to perform the online activation

- click the Offline radio button to perform the offline activation

- click the  icon to leave the activation and start the 
application in demo mode. In this mode you can view, edit, 
process and adjust no more than five points in a job. If the 
imported file contains more than five points, the application 
imports only the first five points.
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Offline Activation
Offline Activation 
 

To start the offline activation, click the Offline radio button in the 
Activation type page. In the Offline activation page enter the serial 
number in the Serial number field and in the Device id field, select a 
device for which the serial number will work. You can select:

- a system identical number (SIC) of the computer. In this case, 
the serial number is tied with the computer and operation system 
(OS) of this computer. If the OS on the computer is reinstalled, 
the system identical number changes and activation disables.

- an address of the computer network card (MAC address). In this 
case, the serial number is tied with the network adapter. Any 
reinstallation of the OS on the computer does not affect the 
application activation. 

- identical number of the external USB dongle. In this case, the 
serial number is tied with the external USB dongle. You can use 
the given serial number and the given USB dongle to activate the 
application on any computer. NOTE: The application is 
activated only if the USB key is in the USB port.

• If you have an activation code for the given serial number, 
click the Use activation code radio button and enter the code 
in the corresponding field.

• If you received a file which contains the activation code, 
click the Import activation code from file radio button and 
click the Browse button to navigate the folder where the file 
is stored. The field will display the path and the name of the 
file with the activation code. 
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Application Activation
Click the Next button to continue. The application is activated, and 
the following window displays:

Online Activation 
 

To start the online activation, click the Online radio button in the 
Activation type page. When you select the online activation, in the 
Manage account page of the Product activation window you can 
select one of the following methods of activation:

• If you have a login (e-mail) and a password provided by 
your company Enterprise account administrator, click the Logon 
with MAGNET Enterprise account radio button. Click the Next 
button to continue. 

Note: When your company's account administrator adds you to 
the user list, you will receive an e-mail (from Topcon) with a 
temporary password. The temporary password does not allow 
you to establish the connection with MAGNET Enterprise. Please 
follow the instructions on the e-mail to update your password. 

On the Enterprise logon page, enter the login (e-mail) and 
password in the corresponding fields (Login field and Password 
field). After clicking the Next button, the login and password will 
be saved to establish a connection with the Enterprise server.
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Online Activation
On the Online activation page enter the serial number in the 
Serial number field, and in the Device id field select a device for 
which the serial number will work. You can select:

- a system identical number (SIC) of the computer. In this 
case, the serial number is tied with the computer and 
operation system (OS) of this computer. If the OS on the 
computer is reinstalled, the system identical number changes 
and activation disables.

- an address of the computer network card (MAC address). In 
this case, the serial number is tied with the network adapter. 
Any reinstalling of the OS on the computer does not affect 
the application activation. 

- identical number of the external USB dongle. In this case, 
the serial number is tied with the external USB dongle. You 
can use the given serial number and the given USB dongle to 
activate Office Tools on any computer. NOTE: The 
application is activated only if the USB key is in the USB 
port.

Click the Next button to continue.

 In the License agreement page read the End User License Agreement 
and check the I have read, understand and agree with license checbox. 
After clicking the Next button, the application checks the entered 
serial number. If the number is correct, the application is activated. 
The final page of the Product Activation window is displayed:
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Application Activation
The page contains the table of the modules where you can see all 
modules of the application and expiration date for each module. From 
this page you can repeat the activation procedure by clicking the 
Reactivate button. 

• If you need to change the password, click the Change 
password radio button. Click the Next button to continue. 

• In the Change password page enter the old password in the Old 
password field and a new password in the New password field 
and the Confirm new field. Click the Next button. The application 
replaces the temporary password with the new password, and the 
Change password window displays:

Click Ok in the window.

The Enterprise logon page will display. See the first method of the 
activation to continue.

• If you forgot the password, click the Forgot password radio 
button. Click the Next button to continue. 

In the Reset password page you can reset the current password. 
Enter your e-mail in the Login (e-mail) field. After clicking the 
Next button:
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Online Activation
-Topcon will send you a temporary password for your e-
mail. Office Tools automatically resets the current password. 

After clicking OK in the Reset password window, the Change 
password page automatically opens. In the page enter the 
temporary password in the Old password field and a new 
password in the New password field and the  Confirm new field. 
After clicking the Next button the application replaces the 
temporary password with the new password. 

 

• If you do not have a login (e-mail) and a password you 
should create it (if you are an administrator) or obtain it from the 
Enterprise Account administrator of your company. 

A company Enterprise Account administrator can obtain a 
company account. The administrator can also use the 
MAGNET Enterprise web page for creating the company account 
and adding users to the company account.

There may be some confusion in the given way. See a 
scenario for this situation:

A USER from a COMPANY creates a separate account in 
Enterprise. The ADMINISTRATOR of this COMPANY also 
creates an account in Enterprise and purchases some 
Enterprise licenses. In this case the ADMINISTRATOR of 
the COMPANY will not be able to add the USER to the 
COMPANY because this User already exists in Enterprise. 
To avoid such a problem we do not recommend a user to 
create their own account if they are going to work in a team 
of the company.
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Application Activation
To create an account in the application: 

1. Click the Create a new account radio button. Click the 
Next button to continue.

2. In the Create account - contact information page, enter 
your e-mail, first name, last name, phone number, cell 
phone number, fax number and company name. Click 
Next to continue. 

3. In the Create account - billing address page, enter the 
street, city, state, zip code and country where the bill or 
invoice is sent for payment. Click Next to continue. 

4. In the Create account - shipping address page, select the 
Same as billing address check box when the shipping 
address matches the billing address or enter the street, 
city, state, zip code and country where the package is 
mailed to. Click Next to continue. 

5. In the Create account - review information page you can 
validate the entered information in the three previous 
pages. Click Next to continue. 

6.  In the Master Subscription Agreement page, read the 
Magnet Enterprise terms of use text and select the I have 
read, understand and agree with license check box. 

After clicking the Next button:

 - the application creates the account: 

- Topcon will send you a temporary password for your e-
mail (login).

7. After clicking OK in the Create account - review 
information window, the Change password page is 
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Online Activation
automatically opened. In the page enter the temporary 
password in the Old password field and a new password 
in the New password field and Confirm new field. After 
clicking Next the application replaces the temporary 
password by the new password.

8. The Enterprise logon page will display. See the first 
method of the activation to continue.

Job Configuration 
Window
 The Job configuration window allows you to define application 
settings for data viewing, adjusting, and analysis. To obtain an access 
to these settings, you can do one of the following:

 - click Job and click the  icon in the Information 
group,

- click the Edit configuration button on the Create a new job 
window.

The window contains two panels. The left panel of the window 
displays the items used to configure a job. The right panel of the 
dialog box displays parameters for the selected item.

• The application contains a list of default configurations, where 
each configuration has a specific set of job parameters. To see 
this list, click the List configuration button. The default 
configurations differ in the current coordinate type (Ground or 
Datum Lat, Lon, Ell. H), precisions and automatically test for 
Points, GPS Obs, TS Obs, DL Obs, and Loop Closure:

•  TS configuration - for processing and adjusting Total Station and 
Digital Level raw data. The threshold value of precision for a 
distance is 0.03 meters and 0°00'10.0000" for vertical/horizontal 
angles. 
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Job Configuration Window
• GPS+ configuration - for processing and adjusting GNSS raw 
data with centimeter accuracy. The threshold value of RTK 
horizontal precision is 0.02 meters and RTK vertical precision is 
0.05 meters.

• DGPS configuration - for processing and adjusting GNSS raw 
data with meter accuracy. The threshold value of RTK horizontal 
precision is 1 meter and RTK vertical precision is 3 meters.

• Design configuration - for viewing and editing road data.

• Imaging configuration - for processing Total Station raw data 
with image data. The threshold value of precision for a distance is 
0.03 meters and 0°00'10.0000" for vertical/horizontal angles. 

In this window you can:

- delete any configuration from the list (by clicking the Delete 
button).

- rename the selected configuration (by clicking the Rename  
button).

- apply the selected configuration to the current job (by clicking 
Load  button).

- close the window (by clicking the Close button or ).

You can save any settings defined in any items in your configuration 
and then use this configuration in your next job(s). After making 
changes in the tabs of the Job configuration window, click the Save 
configuration button. Enter a name in the Configuration name field 
and click Ok in the Enter Configuration name window. The 
configuration name will be saved in the list of the job configurations.

Display Item of the Job 

Configuration Window
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Display Item of the Job Configuration Window
The Display item contains the four following tabs in the right panel:

• In theIPrecisions tab you can set the viewing number of digits 
after the decimal for the various measurements.

• In the Time tab you can set the GPS time zone offset and 
automatically adjust the clock for daylight savings changes.

• In the  Roads tab you can set the type of number to use for the 
center line position.

• In the Angles tab you can set the format of angular values.

Precision Tab of the Display Item 

 
The Precisions tab sets the viewing number of digits to display after 
the decimal for various measurements:

• Distances - in this field you can set the number of digits displayed 
after the decimal for distances. The default is 3.

• Coordinates (N,E;X,Y,Z) - in this field you can set the number of 
digits displayed after the decimal for plane and Cartesian 
coordinates (northing and easting, or X, Y, Z). The default is 3.

• Heights - in this field you can set the number of digits displayed 
after the decimal for all height measurements. The default is 3.

• Angles (seconds) - in this field you can set the number of digits 
displayed after the decimal for seconds of angular observations 
represented in degrees, minutes, and seconds. The default is 4.

• Angles (dec. degrees) - in this field you can set the number of 
digits displayed after the decimal for angular observation format 
in decimal degrees (dd.ddd). The default is 7.

• Lat,Lon (seconds) - in this field you can set the number of digits 
displayed after the decimal for the seconds in latitudes and 
longitudes. The default is 5.
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Job Configuration Window
• Lat,Lon (dec. degrees) - in this field you can set the number of 
digits after the decimal for the latitude and longitude format in 
decimal degrees (dd.ddd). The default is 8.

• Area - in this field you can set the number of digits displayed 
after the decimal for all area data. The default is 0.

• Volumes - in this field you can set the number of digits displayed 
after the decimal for all volume data. The default is 1.

• Time (seconds) - in this field you can set the number of digits 
displayed after the decimal for time. The default is 0.

 

Time Tab of the Display Item

 

In the Time tab you can select a desired time zone in the GPS Time 
Zone Offset field to calculate and display the local time instead of the 
GPS time. Also you can have the clock adjusted automatically for 
daylight savings.

Road Tab of the Display Item 

 

The Road tab sets the type of distance view to use for the center line 
position.

In the Display CL Pos as field you can select Chainage or Station:

• When you select the “Station” type, the number of the station is a 
value equal to the ratio of distance from the start point of the road 
and the interval for the station. This number consists of two parts:

The first part is an integer of
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Coordinate Systems Item of the Job Configuration 
“i” is the number of elements in the alignment.

“Length” is a distance of “i - element” from the start point.

“Interval for Station” is equal to 100 current linear units. 
(This parameter is not editable).

The second part is a remainder from this ratio. For example: the 
length of the line is 1288.50 meters; the number of the end station 
for this line is 12+88.5.

• When you select the “Chainage” type, the number of the station is 
a value equal to the distance from the start point. For example: 
the length of the line is 1288.50 meters; the number of the end 
station for this line is 1288.5.

 

Angles Tab of the Display Item 

 
The tab sets the format of angular values.

• In the Angles field you can select the format for such angular 
units as Azimuth, Horizontal Circle, Vertical Angle, Zenith 
Angle, Azimuth Residual, Horizontal Angle Residual, Vertical 
Angle Residual, Zenith Angle Residual.

• In the Lat,Lon field you can select the format for such angular 
units as Latitude and Longitude. 

Coordinate Systems Item of 

the Job Configuration Window
 

The Coordinate Systems item contains the two following tabs in the 
right panel:
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Job Configuration Window
• Setup tab sets the current coordinate system and the desired geoid 
for the current job.

• Conversion tab allows you to select the way of transformation 
between NAD27 and NAD83_NO_TRANS datums. 

Setup Tab of the Coordinate Systems 

Item

 

In the tab you can set the current coordinate system, the parameters of 
grid to ground transformation, the corresponding geoid and select the 
desired coordinate type for the current job. The tab contains the 
following fields:

• Projection - displays the current grid projection for the opened 
job. The projection drop-down list contains the pre-defined and 
custom (user defined) grid projections for the job. See Adding a 
custom projection to the projection list. 

 When a projection (except Localization and None) is chosen:

- the Grid->Ground check box is available.

- Grid is available in the Coordinate type list and the list of 
coordinate systems in the Status Bar.

When you localize or import a MAGNET Field job, Localization 
is automatically set in the field. 

 

• Datum - displays the corresponding datum for the selected grid 
projection in the Projection field. When None, UTMNorth, 
UTMSouth or UPS grid projections is selected in the Projection 
field. You can select any predefined or custom datum from the 
drop-down list (and create a custom datum). When any other 
projections are selected in the Projection field, only the 
corresponding datum is shown in this field, and you cannot open 
the datum list. 
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Coordinate Systems Item of the Job Configuration 
NOTE: The application supports the following two datums for 
projections with NAD-83 as the reference datum:

- NAD83 has the following transformation parameters (shifts, 
rotations and scale) to WGS-84 datum:

- NAD83 _NO_TRANS has zero values of transformation 
parameters (shifts, rotations and scale) to WGS-84 datum.

See Adding a custom datum to the datum list.

 

• Geoid - displays the current geoid for the opened job. You can 
manually select a corresponding geoid type from the geoid list, if 
the list contains the given geoid. Also you can add a geoid to the 
list (see Adding geoid to the job). After importing a MAGNET 
Field job into the opened job, the geoid which was selected in the 
MAGNET Field job will be automatically set as current in the 
application job, if the geoid list contains this geoid file. 

Note 1: A geoid transforms the ellipsoidal heights measured 
by GPS to heights based on a physical reference surface, if 
the geoid covers the area where the file’s points are located.

Note 2: The orthometric heights will be equal to ellipsoidal 
heights if a geoid file is not downloaded to the application 
and/or the geoid does not cover the area where the file’s 
points are located. 

• Coordinate type - displays the current type of coordinates of the 
opened job. You can select a type from the list:
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- when a grid projection (in the Projection field ) is not 
chosen (None and Localization is set) and a datum (in the 
Datum field ) is not chosen, only Ground coordinate system 
is available in the list.

- when a grid projection (in the Projection field ) is not 
chosen (None and Localization is set) and a datum (in the 
Datum field ) is chosen, Ground, WGS84 Lat, Lon, 
Ell.H, WGS84 X,Y,Z, Datum Lat, Lon, Ell.H, Datum 
Lat, Lon, Elevation coordinate systems are available in the 
list.

- when a grid projection (in the Projection field ) is chosen 
(except None and Localization) and a datum (in the Datum 
field ) is chosen, Grid, WGS84 Lat, Lon, Ell.H, WGS84 
X,Y,Z, Datum Lat, Lon, Ell.H, Datum Lat, Lon, 
Elevation coordinate systems are available in the list.

- when a localization is performed and / or grid to ground 
transformation is activated, Ground, Grid, WGS84 Lat, 
Lon, Ell.H, WGS84 X,Y,Z, Datum Lat, Lon, Ell.H, 
Datum Lat, Lon, Elevation coordinate systems are 
available in the list.

Conclusion: To add Grid to the coordinate type list, select a 
grid projection in the Projection field. To add Ground to the 
coordinate type list, select None or Localization in the 
Projection field. 

and check box:

•  Grid - Ground - if this check box is selected, the grid to ground 
transformation is performed for the job. To select the desired 
transformation method and set the corresponding parameters for 

each method click .

Note: The check box is available when a projection (except 
Localization and None) is chosen in the Projection field.
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Conversion Tab of the Coordinate 

Systems Item

 

In the tab you can select the way of transformation between NAD27 
and NAD83_NO_TRANS datums. The Convert to/from NAD27 
using field contains the list with two ways:

• NAD27 Datum - the application will apply parameters NAD27 
from the its own database for transformation between NAD27 
and NAD83_NO_TRANS datums,

• NADCON - the application will apply the Federal standard 
(NADCON program) for NAD 27 to NAD83_NO_TRANS 
datum transformations.

Units Item of the Job 

Configuration Window

 In the Units item you can set linear and angular units of measurement 
as current units for the job. You can set the corresponding units in the 
Linear Unit and Angular Unit fields.

 

Equipment Item of the Job 

Configuration Window
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In the Equipment item you can select the default type of GPS antenna 
calibrations. The initial set is 'Default absolute'. Also you can import 
any other antenna calibration from a file to the job.

Note 1: The NGS and TPS calibration contains the absolute and 
relative calibrations:

Relative – the antenna offsets and phase center variations are 
computed with respect to the AOAD/M_T antenna.

Absolute – the recalculated relative calibration that takes into 
account the absolute values for AOAD/M_T antenna.

Note 2: The custom antenna contains only the absolute calibration.

Note 3: You can change the default type of GPS antenna calibration 
for any GPS antenna in the Antenna Type field of the Antenna tab for 
the occupation properties.

  Save Item of the Job 

Configuration Window

 In the Save item you can set the interval for automatic saving 
(AutoSave) opened job. The AutoSave feature is useful in case a job 
crashes. Any data of this job (that you did not save) will be lost. But if 
you turn on the AutoSave feature, then after crashing the job, the 
application will offer to open the saved job.
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 Process Item of the Job 

Configuration Window

 In the Process item you can edit the properties for:

• lineworks

• adjustment of both Total Station and GPS networks by least 
squares method

• computation and adjustment of Total Station coordinates

Linework Properties

 In the Linework tab you can create a polyline for points that have the 
same code and string combination by selecting enable.

 

  Adjustment Properties

 In the General tab and A priori UWE tab you can select the 
parameters for network adjustment.
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General Tab of the Adjustment Properties

In this tab you can select the adjustment parameters in the following 
fields:

•  Confidence Level field - the current value of the confidence level 
for rejecting suspect observations during adjustment when "Tau 
Criterion"is selected in the Rejection Criterion field. You can set 
either 68%, 95%, or 99%. The lower the value of the confidence 
level, the lower the Tau_critical value and accordingly the more 
suspect observations will be rejected from the adjusted procedure. 
The default confidence level is 95%.

•  Rejection criterion field - the current criterion for rejecting bad 
observations. You can select either "By Quality Control" or "Tau 
Criterion". The default criterion is "By Quality Control". If you 
select the “By Quality Control” test, the application will reject the 
following network components from adjustment with residuals 
worse than the values set for the current job. These residuals are 
calculated in the adjustment process for the closed figures and/or 
for repeated observations in the network:

– all plane components of the GPS observations and 
distances and/or horizontal angles of the TS observations for 
plane adjustment,

– all height components of the GPS observations and vertical 
angles of the TS observations for vertical adjustment.

If you select the "Tau Criterion" test, the application will reject 
the following network components from adjustment with a Tau 
value more than Tau_critical. These residuals are calculated in 
the adjustment process for the closed figures and/or for repeated 
observations in the network:

– all plane components of the GPS observations and 
distances and/or horizontal angles of the TS observations for 
plane adjustment,

– all height components of the GPS observations and vertical 
angles of the TS observations for vertical adjustment.
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The formula for calculating Tau is: Tau = (RES) / ?Res, where 

(RES) - designates the residual calculated for the corresponding 
component of the observation,

?Res - the RMS residual error.

Note: The value of Tau_critical depends on the number of 
degrees of freedom and the selected level of confidence in the 
Confidence Level field.

•  Adjust Dimension - the current dimension for adjustment. You 
can select either "1D", "2D", "3D", or "Auto". The default 
dimension is "Auto".

– 1D: adjustment is performed ONLY in the vertical plane.

– 2D: adjustment is performed ONLY in the horizontal plane.

– 3D: adjustment is performed both in the vertical plane and 
in the horizontal planes.

– AUTO: the adjustment will run in 1D, 2D or 3D mode for 
each component depending on presence of control points.

•  Adjustment Type - the current adjustment type. You can select 
either "Automatic Blunder Rejection" or "Interactive Blunder 
Rejection". The default type is "Automatic Blunder Rejection".

If you select the "Automatic Blunder Rejection" type, the 
application will automatically reject a blunder observation from 
adjustment and calculate the final residuals for all adjusted points 
without the blander component(s).

If you select the "Interactive Blunder Rejection" type, the 
application will interrupt the adjustment process and show a list 
of blunders. You can manually delete any blunder component 
from the adjustment or continue the adjustment process. 

and check boxes:

•  Analyse Repeated Observations - if this parameter is checked 
(default setting), the application will perform the test of the 
repeated observations:

- A successful test is where the difference between any two 
repeated observations is less than the horizontal/vertical 
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observation precision set in the Quality Control Item of the 
Job Configuration window.

- A failed test is where the difference is more than the 
horizontal/vertical observation precision set in the Quality 
Control Item of the Job Configuration window. The network 
adjustment process will be interrupted and the Adjustment 
Diagnostic window will display.

Note: The repeated observations are two or more observations 
with common start/end names. The observations N1-N2 and N2-
N1 are assumed to be repeated.

• Analyse Identical Points - if this parameter is checked (default 
setting), the application will perform the test of the identical 
points:

- A successful test is where the coordinate difference for a 
pair of identical points is more than the horizontal/vertical 
point precision set in the Quality Control Item of the Job 
Configuration window.

- A failed test is where the difference is less than the values 
set in the Quality Control Item of the Job Configuration 
window. The network adjustment process will be interrupted 
and the Adjustment Diagnostic window will display.

•  Control Tie Analysis - if this parameter is checked (default 
setting), the application will perform the test of the coordinates of 
the control points. The Control Tie Analysis test compares the 
control coordinates with the corresponding coordinates computed 
using GPS/ TS/DL observations. 

- A successful test is where the difference is less than 
horizontal/vertical point precision set in the Quality Control 
Item of the Job Configuration window.

- A failed test is where the difference is more than the value 
of the horizontal/vertical point precision set in the Quality 
Control Item of the Job Configuration window. The network 
adjustment process will be interrupted and the Control Tie 
Analysis window will display.
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A priori UWE tab of the Adjustment Properties

In the tab you can select as a priory the unit of weight error for the 
GPS vector in vertical, horizontal or 3D adjustment, and for slope 
distance, horizontal angle, and vertical angle of TS measurements in 
network adjustment. The default confidence level is 1. You can edit a 
value in any field of the tab. The tab contains the following fields:

•  GPS vector (3D) or GPS Horizontal field - displays the current 
value of the unit of weight error for the vector in horizontal 
adjustment or in 3D-adjustment. 

• GPS vector, Vertical - displays the current value of the unit of 
weight error for the vector in vertical adjustment.

•  TS Measurement, SD - displays the current value of the unit of 
weight error for the Slope Distance in Total Station measurement.

• TS Measurement, HA - displays the current value of the unit of 
weight error for the Horizontal Angle in Total Station 
measurement.

•  TS Measurement, VA - displays the current value of the unit of 
weight error for the Vertical Angle in Total Station measurement.

Note: Changing a priory UWE affects the blunder search 
algorithm and does not affect the final point precision. 

TS Computations Properties

 

In the TS Computations tab you can set the Refraction Coefficient for 
calculating TS point coordinates from TS raw data and can 
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select a method of traverse adjustment in the Total Station network. 
The tab contains the following fields:

• Refraction Coefficient - the current value of the coefficient of 
refraction. This coefficient is used to correct the horizontal and 
vertical distances (measured by Total Station) for refraction and 
earth curvature. You can select "0", "0.14", "0.2" depending on 
the measured distance and survey conditions.

• Traverse Adjustment Type  - the current type of traverse 
adjustment in the Total Station network. Select the following 
adjustment type:

- Least Squares - statistical method for providing a best fit for 
survey point positions, and detecting and automatic rejection 
of error measurements (blunders) by minimizing the sum of 
the squares of measurement residuals. 

- Compass Rule - this method assumes that the precision in 
angles or directions is equivalent of the precision in 
distances. This method works for closed traverses or 
traverses between two fixed control points.

- Unadjusted closure - calculates the network coordinates 
from the original station coordinates without estimating the 
accuracy. If the network has duplicate measurements, only 
one measurement will be used to compute the coordinates.

and check box:

Use Elevations - This parameter is available when "Compass Rule" or 
"Unadjusted closure" adjustment type is selected. If this check box is 
selected, the application will:
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- adjust the vertical plane by displaying the elevation 
precision for each network point, if the "Compass Rule" 
adjustment type is selected.

- calculate elevation for each network point, if the 
"Unadjusted closure" adjustment type is selected.

Note: The application uses only the least-squares method for the 
adjustment of GPS observations.

Quality Control Item of the Job 

Configuration Window
 

In the Quality Control item you can set:

 - the threshold value of precision for points, GPS/TS/DL 
observations 

- the horizontal and vertical tolerances for loop closures

- choose to perform quality control tests from the predefined list

There are two ways to change the values in the tabs:

- manually: open the corresponding tab and enter the desired 
value.

- automatically: load the corresponding job configuration which 
contains the desired values for all tabs.

 

The Quality Control item contains the following tabs:

• Point Precisions tab

• GPS Obs Precisions tab
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• TS Obs Precisions tab

• DL Obs Precisions tab

• Loop Closure Precisions tab

• Automatic Tests tab

Point Precisions tab of Quality 

Control Item 

 

In the tab you can set the threshold value of horizontal and vertical 
precisions for the coordinates of points of the processed GPS 
observations in static and kinematic modes, and localization points. 
The tabs contains the following editable fields with the values in the 
current linear units:

• Static Horizontal Precision - the current threshold value of the 
horizontal precision for the processed, adjusted or RTK 
coordinates of the static points. If the horizontal precision for a 
point is worse than the value in the settings, the point will be 
highlighted in red in the Points tab, Observation View and 
Reports.

-When you check the "PP Static Precisions" test in the 
Automatic Test tab, the application will highlight only worse 
point(s) after post - processing the network.

- When you check the "Point Standard Deviations " test in the 
Automatic Test tab and check "By Quality Control" in the 
Rejection Criterion, the application will highlight only worse 
point(s) after adjusting the post-processed network and worse 
Topo point(s) of the RTK survey.

• Static Vertical Precision  - the current threshold value of the 
vertical precision for the processed or adjusted or RTK 
coordinates of the static points. If the vertical precision for a point 
is worse than the value in the settings, the point will be 
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highlighted in red in the Points tab, Observation View and 
Reports.

- When you check the "PP Static Precisions" test in the 
Automatic Test tab, the application will highlight only worse 
point(s) after processing the network.

-When you check the "Point Standard Deviations " test in the 
Automatic Test tab and check "By Quality Control" in the 
Rejection Criterion, the application will highlight only worse 
point(s) after adjusting the network and worse Topo point(s) 
of the RTK survey.

• Kinematic Horizontal Precision  - the current threshold value of 
the horizontal precision for the processed or adjusted or RTK 
coordinates of the kinematic points. If the horizontal precision for 
a point is worse than the value in the settings, the point will be 
highlighted in red in the Points tab, Observation View and 
Reports.

- When you check the "PP Kinematic Precisions" test in the 
Automatic Test tab, the application will highlight only worse 
point(s) after processing the network.

- When you check the "Point Standard Deviations " test in the 
Automatic Test tab and check "By Quality Control" in the 
Rejection Criterion, the application will highlight only worse 
point(s) after adjusting the network and worse AutoTopo 
point(s) of the RTK survey.

• Kinematic Vertical Precision  - the current threshold value of the 
vertical precision for the processed or adjusted or RTK 
coordinates of the kinematic points. If the vertical precision for a 
point is worse than the value in the settings, the point will be 
highlighted in red in the Points tab, Observation View and 
Reports.

- When you check the "PP Kinematic Precisions" test in the 
Automatic Test tab, the application will highlight only worse 
point(s) after processing the network.

- When you check the "Point Standard Deviations " test in the 
Automatic Test tab and check "By Quality Control" in the 
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Rejection Criterion, the application will highlight only worse 
point(s) after adjusting the network and worse AutoTopo 
point(s) of the RTK survey.

• Localization Horizontal Precision - the current threshold value of 
the horizontal precision for the localization point(s). If the 
horizontal precision for a localization point is worse than the 
value in the settings, the localization point will be highlighted in 
red in the Localization window, Map View and Reports after 
clicking the Compute Parameters button in the Localization 
window.

• Localization Vertical Precision - the current threshold value of 
the vertical precision for the localization point(s). If the vertical 
precision for a localization point is worse than the value in the 
settings, the localization point will be highlighted in red in the 
Localization window, Map View and Reports after clicking the 
Compute Parameters button in the Localization window.

 
 

GPS Observation Precisions Tab of 

Quality Control Item 

 In the tab you can set the threshold value of horizontal and vertical 
precisions for the post-processed and RTK GPS Observations. The 
tab contains the following editable fields with the values in the 
current linear units:

• RTK Horizontal Precision - the current threshold value of the 
horizontal precision for the RTK vectors (GPS observations). If 
the horizontal precision for a RTK vector is worse than the value 
in the settings, both RTK Topo and RTK Auto Topo 
GPS Observation will be highlighted in red in the GPS Obs tab, 
Observation View and Report, when you check the "RTK 
Precisions" test in the Automatic Test tab.

• RTK Vertical Precision - the current threshold value of the 
vertical precision for the RTK vectors (GPS observations). If the 
vertical precision for a RTK vector is worse than the value in the 
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settings, both RTK Topo and RTK Auto Topo GPS Observation 
will be highlighted in red in the GPS Obs tab, Observation View 
and Report, when you check the "RTK Precisions" test in the 
Automatic Test tab.

• PP Static Horizontal Precision  - the current threshold value of the 
horizontal precision for the static post-processed 
GPS observation. If the horizontal precision for a static post-
processed GPS observation is worse than the value in the settings, 
the GPS observation will be highlighted in red in the GPS Obs 
tab, Observation View and Report, when you check "PP Static 
Precisions" test in the Automatic Test tab.

• PP Static Vertical Precision - the current threshold value of the 
vertical precision for the static post-processed GPS observation. 
If the vertical precision for a static post-processed 
GPS observation is worse than the value in the settings, the 
GPS observation will be highlighted in red in the GPS Obs tab, 
Observation View and Report, when you check "PP Static 
Precisions" test in the Automatic Test tab.

• PP Kinematic Horizontal Precision  - the current threshold value 
of the horizontal precision for the kinematic post-processed 
GPS observation. If the horizontal precision for a kinematic post-
processed GPS observation is worse than the value in the settings, 
the GPS observation will be highlighted in red in the GPS Obs 
tab, Observation View and Report, when you check "PP 
Kinematic Precisions" test in the Automatic Test tab.

• PP Kinematic Vertical Precision  - the current threshold value of 
the vertical precision for the kinematic post-processed 
GPS observation. If the vertical precision for a kinematic post-
processed GPS observation is worse than the value in the settings, 
the GPS observation will be highlighted in red in the GPS Obs 
tab, Observation View and Report, when you check "PP 
Kinematic Precisions" test in the Automatic Test tab.
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TS Observation Precisions Tab of 

Quality Control Item 

 

In the tab you can set the threshold value of precision for a slope 
distance and horizontal/vertical angle of Total Station observations. 
The tabs contains the following editable fields with the values in the 
current linear units:

• TS Distance Precision  - the current threshold value of the slope 
distance precision for the Total Station observations. If the slope 
distance residuals for a Total Station observation after adjusting 
the network is worse than the value in the settings, the TS 
observation will be highlighted in red in the TS Obs tab, 
Observation View and Report. When "Allowed" is set in the 
AutoReject field, the TS observation will be automatically 
rejected from the adjustment process. 

• TS Vertical Angle Precision  - the current threshold value of the 
vertical angle precision for the Total Station observations. If the 
vertical angle residuals for a Total Station observation after 
adjusting the network is worse than the value in the settings, the 
TS observation will be highlighted in red in the TS Obs tab, 
Observation View and Report. When "Allowed" is set in the 
AutoReject field, the TS observation will be automatically 
rejected from the adjustment process. 

• TS Horizontal Angle Precision - the current threshold value of the 
horizontal angle precision for the Total Station observations. If 
the horizontal angle residuals for a Total Station observation after 
adjusting the network is worse than the value in the settings, the 
TS observation will be highlighted in red in the TS Obs tab, 
Observation View and Report. When "Allowed" is set in the 
AutoReject field, the TS observation will be automatically 
rejected from the adjustment process. 
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DL Observation Precisions Tab of 

Quality Control Item 

 

In the tab you can set the precision threshold value for digital level 
measurements. For selection of the desired precisions select the 
corresponding precision order from the list of the Precision Order / 
Class field. Each precision order (except Custom) has a predefined set 
of the non-editable precision values of the DL observations in the 
current linear units:

• Sighting Distance Tolerance - the maximum length of the DL 
sight. If the maximum length of a DL observation is greater than 
the value in the settings and if you check the DL Test check box 
in the Automatic Test tab, the DL observation will be highlighted 
in red in the DL Obs tab, Observation View and Report after 
clicking the Compute Coordinates or the Adjustment icons.

• Sighting Balance Tolerance - the maximum difference between 
the foresight and backsight distances per setup (balance of 
sighting). If a balance of sighting is greater than the value in the 
settings and if you check the DL Test check box in the Automatic 
Test tab, the DL observation will be highlighted in red in the DL 
Obs tab, Observation View and Report after clicking the 
Compute Coordinates or the Adjustment icons.

• Sighting misclosure Tolerance - the current threshold value of the 
level measurement precision. If a level measurement has a 
precision worse than the Sighting Misclosure Tolerance values 
and if you check the DL Test check box in the Automatic Test 
tab, an observation (BS or FS) will be highlighted in red in the 
DL Obs tab, Observation View and Report and rejected after 
adjusting the DL occupation(s).

• Section / Loop Distance Tolerance  - the current threshold value 
of the section / loop distance. If a distance of the section / loop is 
greater than the Section/Loop Distance Tolerance values and if 
you check the DL Test check box in the Automatic Test tab, the 
DL run (DL occupation) will be highlighted in red in the DL Obs 
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tab after clicking the Compute Coordinates or the Adjustment 
icons.

• Section / Loop Balance Tolerance  - the current threshold value of 
the balance of the section / loop. If a balance of the section / loop 
is greater than the Section/Loop Balance Tolerance values and if 
you check the DL Test check box in the Automatic Test tab, the 
DL run (DL occupation) will be highlighted in red in the DL Obs 
tab after clicking the Compute Coordinates or the Adjustment 
icons.

• Section misclosure factor - the current value of the factor in 
meters, which is used in the calculation of the Section 
Misclosure Tolerance: 

If a section misclosure has the precision worse than the Section 
Misclosure Tolerance value and if you check the DL Test check 
box in the Automatic Test tab, the DL run (DL occupation) will 
be highlighted in red in the DL Obs tab after clicking the 
Compute Coordinates or the Adjustment icons.

• Loop or line misclosure factor - the current value of the factor in 
meters, which is used in the calculation of the Loop Misclosure 
Tolerance: 

If a loop misclosure has a precision worse than the Loop 
Misclosure Tolerance value and if you check the DL Test check 
box in the Automatic Test tab, the DL run (DL occupation) will 
be highlighted in red in the DL Obs tab after clicking the 
Compute Coordinates or the Adjustment icons.
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Note: To create your own set of DL precisions, select Custom in the 
Precision Order / Class field (1044) and enter any values. After 
clicking Ok in the DL Observation Precisions tab, the application will 
save these values for further use.

 Loop Closure Precisions Tab of 

Quality Control Item 

 In the tab you can set a threshold value of precision for the Loop 
Closures test. You can run the Loop Closures test for post-processed 
GPS observations that form a loop, by clicking the Loop Closures 
icon. The threshold value (horizontal and vertical) for the test is 
computed by a formula:

 

 If the residual (in the corresponding plane) after performing the Loop 
Closures test for the closed figure is worse than the computed 
tolerance, the residual will be highlighted in red in the Loop Closures 
Report.

The tab contains the following fields in the current linear units:

• Horizontal Tolerance absolute  - the current value of the absolute 
tolerance in the horizontal plane. You can edit the value.

• Vertical Tolerance absolute  - the current value of the absolute 
tolerance in the vertical plane. You can edit the value.

• Horizontal Tolerance relative  - the current value of the relative 
tolerance in the horizontal plane. You can edit the value.

• Vertical Tolerance relative  - the current value of the relative 
tolerance in the vertical plane. You can edit the value.
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Automatic Test Tab of Quality Control 

Item 

 

In the tab you can set which quality control test will automatically run 
and will mark points and/or observations that fail the Quality Control 
test in red. Clearing any of these check boxes will also clear red 
marks and descriptions on the Quality Control tabs of the Property 
dialog boxes. The following tests are available:

• Warn Float solutions  - if this parameter is checked, the 
GPS observations, which have the Float solution, are highlighted 
in red in the GPS Observation tab, Observation View and 
Reports.

•  RTK Precisions - if this parameter is checked, the application 
will compare the current precision of the RTK GPS Observation 
with the values that are set in the RTK Horizontal Precision and 
RTK Vertical Precision fields correspondingly. If the horizontal 
or vertical precision for an RTK vector is worse than the value in 
the settings, both RTK Topo and RTK Auto Topo 
GPS observation will be highlighted in red in the GPS Obs tab, 
Observation View and Report.

• PP Static Precisions - if this parameter is checked, the application 
will compare the current precision of the static GPS Observation 
with the values that are set in the PP Static Horizontal Precision 
and PP Static Vertical Precision fields correspondingly. If the 
horizontal or vertical precision for a static GPS observation is 
worse than the value in the settings, the GPS observation will be 
highlighted in red in the GPS Obs tab, Observation View and 
Report.

• PP Kinematic Precision - if this parameter is checked, the 
application will compare the current precision of the kinematic 
GPS Observation with the values that are set in the PP Kinematic 
Horizontal Precision and PP Kinematic Vertical Precision fields 
correspondingly. If the horizontal or vertical precision for a 
kinematic GPS observation is worse than the value in the settings, 
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the GPS observation will be highlighted in red in the GPS Obs 
tab, Observation View and Report.

• Point Standard Deviations - if this parameter is checked, during 
adjustment the application will compare a point precision with 
the values that are set in the Static Horizontal Precision and Static 
Vertical Precision fields correspondingly. If the horizontal or 
vertical precision for a point after adjustment is worse than the 
value in the settings, the point will be highlighted in red in the 
Points tab, Observation View and Reports.

• Identical Points - if this parameter is checked, the application will 
compare the distance between two points with the Static 
Horizontal Precision and Static Vertical Precision fields 
correspondingly. If the distance is less than the value, both points 
will be highlighted in red in the Points tab, Observation View and 
Report.

• Misnamed GPS Occupations - if this parameter is checked, the 
application will compare the coordinates of the GPS static 
occupation with the coordinates of the corresponding point (for 
this occupation). If the difference is more than 30 meters, the 
point and GPS occupation are highlighted in red on the tables, 
Observation View and Report.

• Misnamed Autotopo Rovers - if this parameter is checked, the 
application will compare the coordinates of the GPS kinematic 
occupation with the coordinates of the corresponding point (for 
this occupation). If the difference is more than 30 meters, the 
point and GPS occupation are highlighted in red on the tables, 
Observation View and Report.

• Invalid Antenna Parameters - if this parameter is checked, the 
application will search for an empty Antenna Type field or/and 
Antenna Height field or/and Antenna Height Method field for the 
all GPS occupations of the job. If one of the fields is empty, the 
occupation is highlighted in red on the GPS Occupations tab and 
Report. 

• DL Test - if this parameter is checked, the application will 
compare the precision for digital level measurements with the 
values that are set in the DL Observation Precisions tab. If the 
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precision for a digital level measurement is worse than the value 
in the settings, the DL observation will be highlighted in red in 
the DL Obs tab and Report after clicking the Compute 
Coordinates or the Adjustment icons.

 

Import Data to a Job
 The application allows you to import a file from the computer or a 
connected device. To import a file:

1.  Open or create a job. 

2. Click Job, and then click the  icon in the Exchange 
group.

3. The Import widow appears. In the Look in combo box you can 
select a disk or Topcon/Sokkia device where the file is stored. 

4. In the Format name field select the desired file format. The 
Import window will display only files with the extension which 
relates to the given file format: 

- if you select the disk, select a corresponding folder and the 
file. The Open button will be enabled. Click the button to 
start importing the file to the job.

 - if you select the Topcon/Sokkia GNSS Receiver, the 
application will automatically search for receivers connected 
to the computer COM or USB port. When finished, all the 
receivers connected to the computer will display in the 
Import widow. You can click the desired receiver to view the 
collected raw files stored in the receiver. To start importing 
the file(s) from the receiver to the current job, highlight the 
file(s) and click the Open button. 

Note 1: Topcon GNSS receivers collect raw data to *.tps file 
format.
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Note 2: Sokkia GNSS receivers collect raw data to *.pdc and 
*. sdr file formats.

 - if you select the Mobile Device, once Microsoft 
ActiveSync (for Window XP computer) automatically 
establishes a connection with the controller, double-click 
Mobile Device or My Windows Mobile -Based Device in the 
Import window. Select the desired file (MAGNET Field job / 
TopSURV job / Spectrum Survey Field job) and click the 
Open button to start importing the file to the job.

Note 3: Microsoft® ActiveSync needs to be installed on the 
computer with Windows XP. If your computer operates 
under Windows Vista, ActiveSync is not needed. A 
connection between the computer and an external device with 
Windows CE will be automatically established after 
connecting your device to your computer physically.

Note 4: The application enables you to import MAGNET 
Field job files (*.mjf), TopSURV job files (*. tsj) and 
Spectrum Survey Field job files (*. tsj). 

- if you select Topcon Total Station/ Sokkia Total Station: 

1.  Add New Station, and enter the personal parameters for 
the desired Total Station to the Create Station window.

2.  Click Ok to save the communication parameters.

3.  Double-click the Total Station icon. 

4. Select the “file1.txt” and the format type (coordinate or 
TS Observations) in the Format name field. 

5. Click the Open button. Perform all the steps listed in the 
Download File From Total Station dialog box to prepare 
the Total Station. 

6. Select the desired file in the Total Station for 
downloading to the computer.

 - if you select the Topcon Digital Levels/ Sokkia Digital Levels:  

1. Add New Digital Level, and enter the personal 
parameters for the desired Digital Level to the Create 
Digital Level window.
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2.  Click Ok to save the communication parameters.

3.  Double-click the Digital Level icon. 

4. Select the “file1.dl” and the format type (DL 
Observations) in the Format name field.

5.  Click the Open button. Take all the steps listed in the 
Download File From Digital Level dialog box to prepare 
the Digital Level. 

6. Select the desired file in the Digital Level for 
downloading to the computer.

Tabular View
The Tabular view contains tabs representing the different types of 
information. The data in the job determines the tabs that display; the 
Points tab always displays. 

Points Tab

The tab is always present in the Tabular View. The tab displays the 
coordinates in the current coordinate system and the currents unit set 
in the Status Bar. Using a Status Bar you can perform coordinate 
transformation to any predefined datum/projection and unit 
transformation.

The tab displays the following point information:

• Icon - a symbol associated with the point. For details, see a list of 
symbols in the Points Tab.

• Name - a point's name. To edit a name, click on the highlighted 
field and enter a new name. The point name is unique and the 
field cannot be empty.

• Point coordinates – the coordinates of the point. To edit the value, 
click on the highlighted field and enter a new value. The 
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coordinate type depends on the selected coordinate system in the 
Status Bar or Job Configuration window:

 - If WGS84 Lat, Lon, Ell.H is selected, the coordinates 
columns have the corresponding names WGS84 Latitude/
WGS84 Longitude/WGS84 Ell.Height. You see latitudes, 
longitudes and ellipsoidal heights in the WGS-84 coordinate 
system in these columns. 

 - If WGS84 X,Y,Z is selected, the coordinates columns 
have the corresponding names X/Y/Z. You see Cartesian 
coordinates (XYZ) in WGS-84 coordinate system in the these 
columns. 

- If Datum Lat, Lon, Ell.H is selected, the coordinates 
columns have the corresponding names Latitude/Longitude/ 
Ell.Height. You see latitude, longitude and ellipsoidal heights 
in the current datum in these columns.

- If Datum Lat, Lon, Elevation is selected, the 
coordinates columns have the corresponding names Latitude/
Longitude/ Elevation. You see latitude, longitude and 
orthometric heights (elevation) in the current datum in the 
these columns. 

- If Ground | None or Ground | Localization is selected, 
the coordinates columns have the corresponding names 
Ground Northing/Ground Easting/Elevation. You see 
northings, eastings, orthometric heights (elevation) 
coordinates in the ground coordinates system in these 
columns.

When a projection is defined for the job, the Status Bar 
contains the Grid coordinate system in the list of coordinate 
systems. If Grid is selected, the coordinates columns have 
the corresponding names Grid Northing/Grid Easting/
Elevation. You see the point's northings, eastings, 
orthometric heights (elevation) coordinates in the grid 
coordinates in these columns.

• Code – the primary code used for the point. If a point has multiple 
codes, all codes of the point will be displayed here using a 
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comma as a separator "1,AA,BB". To edit the code, click on the 
highlighted field and select a new one from the drop-down list of 
existing codes, enter a new code(s), or set the Code to empty.

• Control – the status of the point's coordinates. You can select the 
corresponding status from the drop-down list: 

- None - all coordinates can be changed after adjustment or 
coordinate calculation.

- Vertical - the elevation / ellipsoidal height is left 
unchangeable after adjustment or coordinate calculation. The 

 symbol is set in the Icon column for this status. 

- Horizontal - the horizontal coordinates are left 
unchangeable after adjustment or coordinate calculation. The 

 symbol is set in the Icon column for this status. 

- Both - the horizontal and vertical coordinates are left 
unchangeable after adjustment or coordinate calculation. The 

 symbol is set in the Icon column for this status. 

•  Note – any additional point's note. To edit the note, click on the 
highlighted field and enter a comment.

•  Photo Notes – the number of a photo notes per point. In this 
column the number is read-only and sortable. You can add/
remove/see a picture for the given point in the Photo Notes tab of 
the Properties window.

• Layer - the Layer in which the point resides. The Layer sets the 
plotting style for the point. Every point has a non-empty Layer. In 
this field, you can select any Layer from the list of user-created 
layers.

•  Source – the path of the raw data on the computer disk drive, 
local area network, or storage media.

•  Standard Deviations – the standard deviations for the point after 
adjustment. Std Dev n, Std Dev e, Std Dev Hz, Std Dev u display 
in Grid (N/E/U) coordinate system.

• String - displays a value. A complex of strings and codes allows 
you to create a line in the job automatically. 
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• Control Code - the control code used for the given point.

• Control Code 2 - the control code used for the given point. The 
Control Code 2 has the same functionality as Control Code. 

•  Combined Scale Factor – the scale factor applied to convert grid 
distances to ground distances: Kcomb= ((Ell.Height +R)/R)/
Mapping Scale), where R- is the mean earth radius.

• Convergence – the angle between geodetic north and grid north.

• Color -point color for CAD View. The color can be chosen from 
the list. If you set BYCODE or BYLAYER, the color of the point 
automatically will be set to the color that was selected for the 
point's code or point's layer.

• Point Symbol – a point symbol for CAD View. The symbol can 
be chosen from the list. If you set BYCODE or BYLAYER, the 
symbol of the point will be automatically set to the symbol that 
was selected for the point's code or the point's layer.

•  Geoid Separation - some constant, which is the characteristic of 
the current geoid model and is calculated for the given point. To 
get the orthometric height of the point, subtract the value of this 
constant from the value of ellipsoidal height. This value is 
displayed when the corresponding geoid is selected for this job.

Right-click on a highlighted line to display a pop-up menu. This 
menu contains a set of commands that can be divided into two 
groups:

 common commands for all tabs of the Tabular View

 specific commands for the Points tab

 

NOTE: If the corresponding geoid file is added to the job and the 
geoid covers the area where the job’s points are located, orthometric 
heights will be displayed in the Elevation column, when you select 
Ground or/and Grid or/and Datum with Elevation coordinate systems 
in the Job Configuration window or in the Status Bar. If the 
corresponding geoid file is not added to the job or it does not cover 
the desired area, the Elevation column will display the ellipsoidal 
height for all points of the job.
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GPS Occupations tab 

  

The GPS Occupations tab is shown only when the job contains GPS 
data. The tab displays the following GPS observation information:

• Icon - a symbol associated with the occupation. For details, see a 
list of symbols in the GPS Occupations tab. 

• Point Name - the name of the occupied point. For RTK 
occupation, this column cannot be empty. To edit the name, click 
on the highlighted column and enter a new value.

• Original Name - the initial name of the occupation as indicated in 
the source file. The column cannot be empty. To edit the name, 
click on the highlighted column and enter a new value. 

• Antenna Type - the model of the GPS antenna used for the 
occupation. To change the antenna type, click and select another 
antenna type from the drop-down list. Also you can create a 
custom antenna by clicking the Custom button. See How to add a 
custom antenna for more details. NOTE: If the None antenna 
type is selected, the software will use zero values for A1/A2 
parameters and in this case, the antenna phase center for L1 and 
L2 frequencies coincides with the Antenna Reference Point.

• Antenna Height - the GPS antenna's height for the occupation, in 
the current units. To edit the value, click on the highlighted 
column and enter a new value. 

• Antenna Height Method - the method used to measure the 
antenna height. You can change the type (slant or vertical) using 
the drop-down list.

 Vertical – measuring from the ground point to the antenna 
reference point (ARP) located on the bottom of the receiver.

 Slant – measuring from the ground point to the antenna slant 
height measure mark (SHMM).
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• Antenna Centering Error - the centering error of Antenna 
Reference Point (ARP) position over the mark in the horizontal 
plane. This error will be taken into account when estimating 
adjustment results. To edit the value, click on the highlighted 
column and enter a new value.

• Antenna Height Error - the measurement error of the antenna 
height over the mark. This error will be taken into account when 
estimating adjustment results. To edit the value, click on the 
highlighted column and enter a new value.

• Start Time - the first epoch time of the RTK GPS occupation. The 
column cannot be empty.

• Stop Time - the end epoch time of the RTK GPS occupation. The 
column cannot be empty. 

• Duration - the duration of time in which the observational data 
was logged for the given GPS occupation (Duration = Stop Time 
- Start Time).

• Method - the surveying method for the given occupation. Three 
methods are presented for the RTK occupation:

- Base - data collected on the base station. 

- Topo - data collected during static RTK measurements (The 
rover antenna remains motionless during data collection for 
the point. The name of the rover point is the name of a ground 
point. The name is entered by the user.)

 - AutoTopo - data collected during kinematic RTK 
measurements (The rover antenna is movable during the 
collection of data. The name of rover point is the name of a 
current epoch. The name is automatically created by the field 
software.)

• Note - any additional notes for the selected GPS occupation. To 
edit the value, click on the highlighted field and enter your 
comments.

• Source - the path of the raw data on the computer disk drive, local 
area network, or storage media.

• NEpoch - the number of epochs for the given occupation.
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• Interval - the occupation logging interval in milliseconds.

• GPS week, day - GPS week and day of occupation start time (the 
time from January, 6 1980: the day of the GPS launch).

• Receiver - the receiver's serial number. 

• Receiver Vendor - the name of the vendor which developed this 
GPS receiver. You can select a desired company from the list. 
This selects a vendor of the receiver to accommodate differences 
in post - processing GLONASS measurements by different 
companies.

• H RMS - the horizontal precision estimate of the RTK GPS 
occupation in the current linear units. 

• V RMS - the vertical precision estimate of the RTK GPS 
occupation in the current linear units. 

• Azimuth - the horizontal angle to the offset point in current linear 
units. 

• Offset Dist - the distance from the Start Point to the offset point in 
current linear units. 

• Offset Ht - the height difference between the ground point and the 
offset point in current linear units.

• Offset Across - this field is not used for Azimuth & Offsets data.

 

Note 1: The parameters marked in magenta have non-zero values 
when the imported MAGNET Field job contains Azimuth & Offsets 
data and the offset was performed from the measured point (See the 
picture of the Azimuth & Offsets).

 

Right-click on a highlighted line to display a pop-up menu. This 
menu contains a set of commands. They can be divided into two 
groups:

 common commands for all tabs of the Tabular View

 specific commands for the GPS Occupations tab
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GPS Obs Tab

The GPS Obs tab is shown only if the job contains GPS data. The tab 
displays the value in the current unit, set in the Status Bar. 

The tab displays the following GPS observation (vector) infor-
mation:

• Icon - a symbol associated with the observation. For details, see a 
list of symbols in the GPS Obs tab. 

• Point From - a name of the base station point for RTK GPS 
observation (vector). The column cannot be empty. You can edit 
the name only in the GPS Occupation tab. 

• Point To - a name of the base station point for RTK GPS 
observation (vector). The column cannot be empty. You can edit 
the name only in the GPS Occupation tab. 

• Start Time - the first epoch time of common interval for the RTK 
GPS observation (vector). The column cannot be empty.

• Stop Time - the end epoch time of common interval for the RTK 
GPS observation (vector). The column cannot be empty. 

• Duration - duration of common time interval for base and rover 
occupations for the given GPS observation (Duration = Stop 
Time - Start Time). 

• Note - any additional notes for the selected GPS observation. To 
edit the value, click on the highlighted field and enter your 
comments.

• GPS week, day - the GPS week and day of observation start time 
(the time from January, 6 1980: the day of the GPS launch). The 
column cannot be empty.

• Method - the observation survey method. Two methods are 
presented for the RTK survey:

- RTK Topo - data collected during static RTK 
measurements. (The rover antenna remains motionless during 
data collection for the point. The name of the rover point is 
the name of a ground point. The name is entered by the user).
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- RTK Auto Topo - data collected during kinematic RTK 
measurements. (The rover antenna is movable during 
collection data. The name of the rover point is the name of a 
current epoch. The name is automatically created by the field 
software).

• Horizontal Precision - the horizontal precision estimate of the 
RTK GPS observation in the current linear units.

• Vertical Precision - the vertical precision estimate of the 
RTK GPS observation in the current linear units.

• Solution Type - the type of solution used for the RTK vector or 
trajectory:

- Fixed, Phase Diff: the solution is computed using dual 
frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/GLONASS code and 
carrier phase measurements) of the base (or VRS) and a 
rover. All ambiguities have been fixed to integers.

- Fixed, Phase Diff, mmGPS+: the solution is computed 
using dual frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/GLONASS 
code and carrier phase measurements) of the base (or VRS), a 
rover and mmGPS aided rover receiver. All ambiguities have 
been fixed to integers.

- Fixed, Phase Diff, Degraded: the solution is computed using 
dual frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/GLONASS code 
and carrier phase measurements) of the base (or VRS) and a 
rover with the specified level of vertical/horizontal positional 
accuracy (in the rover receiver's option). All ambiguities have 
been fixed to integers.

- Fixed, Phase Diff, Degraded, mmGPS+: the solution is 
computed using dual frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/
GLONASS code and carrier phase measurements) of the base 
(or VRS) and a rover with the specified level (in the rover 
receiver's option) of vertical/horizontal positional accuracy, 
and the mmGPS aided. All ambiguities have been fixed to 
integers.

- Float, Phase Diff: the solution is computed using dual 
frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/GLONASS code and 
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carrier phase measurements) of the base (or VRS) and a 
rover. All ambiguities are float numbers.

- Float, Phase Diff, mmGPS+: the solution is computed using 
dual frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/GLONASS code 
and carrier phase measurements) of the base (or VRS), a 
rover and mmGPS aided rover receiver. All ambiguities are 
float numbers

- Float, Phase Diff, Degraded: the solution is computed using 
dual frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/GLONASS code 
and carrier phase measurements) of base (or VRS) and rover 
with the specified level (in the rover receiver's option) of 
vertical/horizontal positional accuracy. All ambiguities are 
float numbers.

- Float, Phase Diff, Degraded, mmGPS+: the solution is 
computed using dual frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/
GLONASS code and carrier phase measurements) of the base 
(or VRS) and a rover with the specified level (in the rover 
receiver's option) of vertical/horizontal positional accuracy. 
The mmGPS aided rover receiver. All ambiguities are float 
numbers.

- Code Diff: the solution is computed using L1 GPS/
GLONASS code measurements when positioning.

• Epochs - the number of epochs in the common data time interval. 

• Orbit - only Broadcast ephemeris is used for obtaining RTK GPS 
observation.

• GPS Satellites - the number of GPS satellites. For RTK GPS 
observation it is the maximum number of common GPS satellites 
observed by the base and rover in the common interval.

• GLONASS Satellites - the number of GLONASS satellites. For 
RTK GPS observation it is the maximum number of common 
GLONASS satellites observed by the base and rover in the 
common interval.

• PDOP - the average value of total position dilution of precision 
(PDOP) for common epochs interval. PDOP is equal to the 
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square root of the sum-of-squares of the HDOP and VDOP 
values.

• HDOP - the average value of position dilution of precision in the 
horizontal plane (HDOP), for common epochs interval. 

• VDOP - the average value of position dilution of precision in the 
vertical plane (VDOP), for common epochs interval. 

• dX - the GPS observation's dX component (in Cartesian 
geocentric coordinate system) in current units.

• dY- the GPS observation's dY component (in Cartesian 
geocentric coordinate system) in current units.

• dZ - the GPS observation's dZ component (in Cartesian 
geocentric coordinate system) in current units.

• dN - the GPS observation's dN component (in topocentric 
coordinates) in current units.

• dE - the GPS observation's dE component (in topocentric 
coordinates) in current units.

• dH - the GPS observation's dU component (in topocentric 
coordinates) in current units.

• Azimuth - the GPS observation's azimuth.

• Elevation - the GPS observation's elevation.

• Distance - the GPS observation's distance, in current units.

• Res X - the residual of the X component (in Cartesian geocentric 
coordinate system) of the GPS observation. 

• Res Y- the residual of the Y component (in Cartesian geocentric 
coordinate system) of the GPS observation.

• Rez Z - the residual of the Z component (in Cartesian geocentric 
coordinate system) of the GPS observation. 

• Rez n - the residual of the n component (in topocentric 
coordinates) of the GPS observation. 

• Rez e - the residual of the e component (in topocentric 
coordinates) of the GPS observation.
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• Rez u - the residual of the u component (in topocentric 
coordinates) of the GPS observation.

• Rez D - the residual of the GPS observation's distance.

• Res A - the residual of the GPS observation's azimuth.

• Res El - the residual of the GPS observation's elevation.

• Base Antenna Type - the model of the GPS antenna used at the 
base. To change the antenna type, click and select another 
antenna type from the drop-down list. Also you can create a 
custom antenna by clicking the Custom button. See How to add a 
custom antenna for more details. Note: If the None antenna type 
is selected, the software will use zero values for A1/A2 
parameters, and in this case, the antenna phase center for L1 and 
L2 frequencies coincides with the Antenna Reference Point.

• Base Antenna Height - the GPS antenna's height at the base, in 
current units. To edit the value, click on the highlighted column 
and enter a new value.

• Base Antenna Height Method - the method used to measure the 
base antenna height. You can change the type of the method 
(slant or vertical) with the help of the drop-down list.

 Vertical – measured from the ground point to the antenna 
reference point (ARP) located on the bottom of the receiver.

Slant – measured from the ground point to the antenna slant 
height measure mark (SHMM).

• Rover Antenna Type - the model of the GPS antenna used for the 
rover. To change the antenna type, click and select another 
antenna type from the drop-down list. Also you can create a 
custom antenna by clicking the Custom button. See How to add a 
custom antenna for more details. Note: If the None antenna type 
is selected, the software will use zero values for A1/A2 
parameters and in this case the antenna phase center for L1 and 
L2 frequencies coincides with the Antenna Reference Point.

• Rover Antenna Height - the GPS antenna's height for the rover, in 
current units. To edit the value, click on the highlighted column 
and enter a new value.
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• Rover Antenna Height Method - the method used to measure the 
rover antenna height. You can change the type of the method 
(slant or vertical) with the help of the drop-down list.

 Vertical – measured from the ground point to the antenna 
reference point (ARP) located on the bottom of the receiver.

Slant – measured from the ground point to the antenna slant 
height measure mark (SHMM).

• AutoReject - In this field you can select the status of the given 
GPS observation for Adjustment:

- Allowed - the GPS observation will be used in Adjustment.

- Not Allowed - the GPS observation will not be used in 
Adjustment.

• Adjustment Status - the status of the given GPS observation after 
Adjustment:

- Not Adjusted - the GPS observation is not adjusted.

- Adjusted - the GPS observation is adjusted.

- AutoRejected - the GPS observation is not adjusted, 
because the vector had the status Not Allowed before the 
adjustment procedure.

 - Disable - the GPS observation is not adjusted, because the 
vector was disabled before the adjustment procedure. 

• Engine/Mode - the Engine Type and Engine Mode that were 
selected in the GPS+ PostProcess (the Engine tab) Process sub-
menu option for the last post-processing of the GPS observation.

•  Elevation Mask - an elevation cut-off angle (in degrees) for 
satellites used in data processing. This parameter was entered in 
the GPS+ PostProcess (the General tab) Process sub-menu option 
for the last post-processing of the GPS observation.

• Satellite System - the navigation system (either GPS and 
GLONASS or only GPS satellites) that is used for post 
processing the GPS observation.This selection was entered in the 
GPS+ PostProcess (the General tab) Process sub-menu option for 
the last post processing of the GPS observation.
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• Troposphere model - the current Troposphere model. This model 
was entered in the GPS+ PostProcess (the Troposphere tab) 
Process sub-menu option for the last post processing of the GPS 
observation.

• Meteo model - displays the current Meteo model. This model was 
entered in the GPS+ PostProcess (the Troposphere tab) Process 
sub-menu option for the last post processing of the GPS 
observation.

•  Constant Zenith delay (hours) - the period of time in hours 
(defined by the user in the Troposphere tab of the Process sub-
menu) during which the zenith delay is applied as a constant.

 

Note 1: The parameters marked in magenta relate to the post-
processed GPS observation. For RTK GPS observation, the fields are 
empty.

Note 2: Zero value in the Res fields means that the GPS observation 
is included in the unclosed network and does not contain repeated 
GPS observations.

Right-click on a highlighted line to display a pop-up menu. This 
menu contains a set of commands that can be divided into two 
groups:

 common commands for all tabs of the Tabular View

 specific commands for the GPS Obs tab

 TS Obs Tab 

The TS Obs tab is shown only if the job contains TS raw data. The TS 
Obs tab displays a table containing two panels. The left panel 
contains all TS occupations, and the right panel displays all TS 
observations. The left panel can have the following informational 
columns:

• Icon - a symbol associated with the TS occupation. For details, 
see a list of symbols in the left panel of the TS Obs tab. 
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• # - the number of a TS occupation contained in the raw file. You 
can set any number from the list for a TS occupation. 

• Point Name - the name of the point where the Total Station was 
set. You can set any point's name from the list.

• Instrument Height - the vertical distance from the Instrument 
Center Mark to the ground, in current linear units. To edit the 
value, click on the highlighted field and enter a new value. 

• Instrument Type - the Instrument Type for the given TS 
occupation. To change the instrument type, click and select 
another instrument type from the drop-down list. Also you can 
create a custom instrument type by clicking the Custom button. 
See How to add a instrument type for more details.

• Instrument Centering Error - the error of centering the Total 
Station position over the mark, in current linear units. This error 
will be taken into account during adjustment of the network with 
the given TS occupation. To edit the value, click on the 
highlighted field and enter a new value.

• Instrument Height Error- the measurement error of the Total 
Station height over the mark, in current linear units. This error 
will be taken into account during adjustment of the network with 
the given TS occupation. To edit the value, click on the 
highlighted field and enter a new value. 

• Reflector Centering Error - the error of centering the reflector 
position over the mark, in current linear units. This error will be 
taken into account during adjustment of the network with the 
given TS occupation. To edit the value, click on the highlighted 
field and enter a new value. 

• Reflector Height Error- the measurement error of the reflector 
height over the mark in the current linear units. This error will be 
taken into account during adjustment of the network with the 
given TS occupation. To edit the value, click on the highlighted 
field and enter a new value. 

 

 The right panel can have the following informational columns:
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• Icon - a symbol associated with the TS observation. For details, 
see a list of symbols in the right panel of the TS Obs tab.

• # - the number of the TS observation contained in the raw file. 
You cannot edit this parameter. 

• Point From - the name of the point where the Total Station is set. 
You cannot edit this name. 

• Date - the date and time of the total station measurement. You 
cannot edit this field. 

• Code - code of the TS observation. A TS observation can have 
only one code. The code entered for a TS observation is 
automatically displayed as code for the corresponding point in the 
Point tab. To edit the code, click on the highlighted field and 
select a new one from the drop-down list of existing codes, enter 
a new code(s), or remove the Code and leave the field empty. 

• String - the string for the TS observation. The string entered for a 
TS observation is automatically displayed as string for the 
corresponding point in the Point tab. Using a complex of string 
and codes allows you to automatically create a line in the job. 

• Control Code - the control code used for the TS observation. The 
control code entered for a TS observation is automatically 
displayed as control code for the corresponding point in the Point 
tab.

• Control Code 2 - the control code used for the TS observation. 
The Control Code 2 has the same functionality as Control Code.

• Source - the path of the raw data on the computer disk drive, local 
area network, or storage media.

•  Point To - the name of the point at which the reflector was set. 
You can set any point's name from the list. 

• Type - the current type of the Total Station observation. This field 
contains the list of the Total Station observation types. You can 
select the other type for some types (not for all types). Click here 
for more details.
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• Reflector Height - the vertical distance from the Reflector Center 
Mark to the ground, in current linear units. To edit the value, 
click on the highlighted field and enter a new value.

• Azimuth - the azimuth value that defines the orientation of TS 
measurements by backsight from the station in the horizontal 
plane. The field displays non-zero values only for BKB type. If 
you set a point as backsight in the field, the azimuth value is 
calculated using the coordinates of the station point and the 
backsight point. In this case, you cannot edit the azimuth value. If 
you set an azimuth as backsight, in the field, then you directly 
enter the azimuth value. In this case, you can edit the azimuth 
value in the software. NOTE: The software allows you to edit 
the azimuth value for the BKB observation type only if the Point 
To field is empty.

• Horizontal Circle - for the SS, FS, Horizontal Resection/Vertical 
Resection/Resection types of Total Station observation. This is 
the measured horizontal angle from the previous to the next 
observation. For BKB type, it is the horizontal circle reading 
when pointing to the backsight point. You cannot edit this 
parameter.

• Zenith angle - the vertical angle to the reflector measured from 
zenith. You cannot edit this parameter.

• Slope Distance - the slope distance between the TS station (Point 
From) and the TS observation (Point To). You cannot edit this 
parameter.

• Vertical Angle - the vertical angle to the reflector measured from 
the horizontal plane. You cannot edit this parameter.

• Horizontal Distance - the distance between the TS station (Point 
From) and the TS observation (Point To) in the horizontal plane. 
You cannot edit this parameter.

• Vertical Distance - the distance between the TS station (Point 
From) and the TS observation (Point To) in the vertical plane. 
You cannot edit this parameter.

• Note - any additional TS observation's note. To edit the note, 
click on the highlighted field and enter comments.
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• Offset Along - the distance from the "To Point" to the projection 
of the offset point along the line "From Point-To Point", in 
current linear units.

• Offset Across - the distance from the offset point to the line 
"From Point-To Point", in current linear units.

• Offset Ht - the height difference between the ground point or the 
top of the "To Point" and the offset point, in current linear units.

• Offset Type - the current type of the given offset. For these types 
of offsets (Distance Offset and Line Offset) created in MAGNET 
Field, see "From Observation Line" type.

• AutoReject - In this field you can select the status of the given TS 
observation for Adjustment:

 - Allowed - the TS observation will be used in Adjustment.

 -  Not Allowed - the TS observation will not be used in 
Adjustment.

• Adjustment Status - the status of the given GPS observation after 
Adjustment:

 - Not Adjusted - the TS observation is not adjusted.

 - Adjusted - the TS observation is adjusted.

 - AutoRejected - the TS observation is not adjusted because 
the vector had the status Not Allowed before the adjustment 
procedure.

 - Disable - the TS observation is not adjusted, because the 
vector was disabled before the adjustment procedure.

• SDist Residual - displays the residual of the slope distance after 
adjustments for both enabled and disabled TS observations.

• HAngle Residual – displays the residual of the horizontal angle 
after adjustments for both enabled and disabled TS observations.

• Azimuth Residual - displays the residual of the azimuth after 
adjustments for both enabled and disabled TS observations.

• VAngle Residual - displays the residual of the vertical angle after 
adjustments for both enabled and disabled TS observations.
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• ZAngle Residual - displays the residual of the zenith angle after 
adjustments for both enabled and disabled TS observations.

• HDist Residual - displays the residual of the horizontal distance 
after adjustments for both enabled and disabled TS observations.

• VDist Residual - displays the residual of the vertical distance 
after adjustments for both enabled and disabled TS observations.

• Cross Residual – displays the residual of the horizontal angle 
represented in linear measure after adjustments for both enabled 
and disabled TS observations.

 

Right-click on a highlighted line to display a pop-up menu. This 
menu contains a set of commands that can be divided into three 
groups: 

common commands for all tabs of the Tabular View

specific commands for the left panel of the TS Obs tab

specific commands for the right panel of the TS Obs tab

 DL Obs Tab

The DL Obs tab is shown only if the job contains DL raw data. The 
DL Obs tab displays a table containing two panels. The left panel 
displays all DL Run (or DL occupation), and the right panel displays 
all DL observations. The left panel can have the following 
informational columns:

• Icon - a symbol associated with the DL occupation. For details, 
see a list of symbols in the left panel of the DL Obs tab .

• # - the number of the DL run (DL occupation) contained in the 
current job. You can set any number from the list.

• From - the start leveling point of the job. You cannot select 
another point as the start point.

• To -the finish leveling point of the job. You cannot select another 
point as the finish point.
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• Level Run - the name of the leveling job created in a digital level.

• Date - the start date (day/month/year) and time of creating the 
job. You cannot edit the value.

• Note - any additional DL run's note. To edit the note, click on the 
highlighted field and enter a comment. 

• Distance - the sum of all backsight and foresight distances. You 
cannot edit the parameter.

• Balance - the sum of differences between the DL to BS point and 
the DL to FS point of the job. You cannot edit the parameter.

The right panel can have the following informational columns:

• Icon - a symbol associated with the DL occupation. For details, 
see a list of symbols in the left panel of the DL Obs tab. 

• # - the number of the DL observation contained in the current job. 
You cannot set any number from the list.

• Point - the name of the turning or side shot point. You can select a 
point from the list.

• Type - the current type of the Digital Level observation. This 
field contains the list of the DL observation types. You cannot 
select a type from the list:

- SS - sideshot - the measurement to a sideshot point.

- BS - backsight - the measurement to the previous 
occupation point in the DL run. 

 - FS - foresight - the measurement to the next occupation 
point in the DL run. 

- End of Changing Pt - the end measurement (of the given DL 
run) to the point which is used to carry the measurements 
forward in the DL run.

- End of Bench Mark - the end measurement (of the given DL 
run) to the point with a known elevation.

• Ht. Measurements - the rod reading on the given point in current 
linear units. You cannot edit the measurement.
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• Vert Offset - the vertical offset from the horizontal plane for 
traverse and sideshot points.You can edit the measurement.

• Distance - the measured distance from DL to the given point. You 
cannot edit the measurement. 

• Instrument Elevation - the elevation of sight that includes the 
elevation of the BS point and the rod reading on the BS point. 
You cannot edit the measurement. 

• Std Dev - standard deviation for the level measurement. This 
value is created in the Digital Level. You cannot edit the 
parameter. 

• Note - any additional DL observation's note. To edit the note, 
click on the highlighted field and enter comments.

• Date - the start date (day/month/year) and time of creating the 
measurement. You cannot edit the value.

•  Source - the path of the raw data on the computer disk drive, 
local area network, or storage media.

• Ht. Residual – adjustment residuals for the level 
measurements.You cannot edit the value. 

• Elevation - the elevation on the FS point that includes the 
elevation of sight and rod reading on the FS point. You cannot 
edit the value. 

• AutoReject - In this field you can select the status of the given DL 
observation for Adjustment:

 - Allowed - the DL observation will be used in Adjustment.

 - Not Allowed - the DL observation will not be used in 
Adjustment.

•  Adjustment Status - the status of the given DL observation after 
Adjustment:

 - Not Adjusted - the DL observation is not adjusted.

 - Adjusted - the DL observation is adjusted.
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 - AutoRejected - the DL observation is not adjusted because 
the vector had the status Not Allowed before the adjustment 
procedure.

 - Disable - the DL observation is not adjusted, because the 
vector was disabled before the adjustment procedure.

Right-click on a highlighted line to display a pop-up menu. This 
menu contains a set of commands that can be divided into three 
groups:

common commands for all tabs of the Tabular View

 specific commands for the left panel of the DL Obs tab

 specific commands for the right panel of the DL Obs tab

Lines Tab

  

The Lines tab is shown only if the job contains polyline data. The 
Lines tab displays a table containing two panels. The left panel 
displays all polylines (type, layers, plotting styles, codes and string) 
in the job, and the right panel displays all segments for the selected 
polyline.

 The left panel can have the following informational columns:

• Icon - a symbol associated with the line. For details, see a list of 
symbols in the left panel of the Lines tab.

• Type - In this field you can select the type of the polyline:

- Line - unclosed polyline

- Area - closed polyline

 When you select Area for a polyline which has the Line type, the 
application automatically adds a segment to close the existing 
polyline (if the existing polyline has more than one segment). 
When you select Line for a polyline which has the Area type, the 
application automatically removes a segment to unclose the area.

• Layer – the Layer in which the polyline resides. The Layer sets 
the plotting style for the polyline (and all segments of the 
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polyline). Every polyline has a non-empty Layer. In this field, 
you can select any Layer from the list of user-created layers.

• Line Style - the polyline style for CAD Preview. The style can be 
chosen from the list. If you set BYCODE or BYLAYER, the style 
of the polyline will be set automatically to the style that was 
selected for the polyline's code or polyline's layer.

• Line Width - the polyline width for CAD Preview. The width can 
be chosen from the list. If you set BYCODE or BYLAYER, the 
width of the polyline will be set automatically to the width that 
was selected for the polyline's code or polyline's layer.

• Line Color - the polyline color for CAD Preview. The color can 
be chosen from the list. If you set BYCODE or BYLAYER, the 
color of the polyline will be set automatically to the color that 
was selected for the polyline's code or polyline's layer.

• Area Fill Style - the fill style for a closed polyline (area) in CAD 
Preview. The fill style can be chosen from the list. If you set 
BYCODE or BYLAYER, the fill style for the polyline will be set 
automatically to the fill style that was selected for the polyline's 
code or polyline's layer.

• Point Type - the symbol for the point of the polyline in CAD 
Preview. The symbol can be chosen from the list. If you set 
BYCODE or BYLAYER, the point symbol will be set 
automatically to the symbol that was selected for the polyline's 
code or polyline's layer. 

• Fill Transparency - the transparency value for a closed polyline 
(area) in CAD Preview. The value can be chosen from the list. If 
you set BYCODE or BYLAYER, the value automatically will be 
set to the symbol that was selected for the polyline's code or 
polyline's layer. 

• Area Color - the color for the closed polyline (area) in CAD 
Preview. The color can be chosen from the list. If you set 
BYCODE or BYLAYER, the area color will be set automatically 
to the color that was selected for the polyline's code or polyline's 
layer. 
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• Point Color - the color for the point of the polyline in CAD 
Preview. The color can be chosen from the list. If you set 
BYCODE or BYLAYER, the point color will be set 
automatically to the color that was selected for the polyline's code 
or polyline's layer. 

The right panel can have the following informational columns:

• Icon - a symbol associated with the point of segment. For any 

segment type the icon  is used.

• Order - the order of the start point of the selected polyline / end 
point of the segment in the selected polyline. You can set any 
number from the list of point numbers.

• Point - the name of the start point of the selected polyline or end 
point of a segment (vertex of a segment). You can select a point 
from the list of the job's points.

• Distance from start - the total distance from the start point of the 
selected polyline to this point (vertex), in current linear units. 
You cannot edit this value.

• Distance from prev - the distance of the segment (from the 
previous point to this point), in current linear units. You cannot 
edit this value.

• Entry azimuth - the azimuth of the tangent to the given point 
(vertex) for the current segment. You cannot edit this value. See 
the picture.

• Exit azimuth - the azimuth of the tangent to the given point 
(vertex) for the next segment. You cannot edit this value. See the 
picture.

Right-click on a highlighted line to display a pop-up menu. This 
menu contains a set of commands that can be divided into three 
groups:

common commands for all tabs of the Tabular View

 specific commands for the left panel of the Lines tab

 specific commands for the right panel of the Lines tab
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Surfaces Tab 

The Surfaces tab is shown only if the job contains a digital terrain 
model. The Surfaces tab displays a table that can contain the 
following informational columns:

• Icon – an symbol associated with the surface. For details, see a 
list of symbols in the Surfaces Tab.

•  Name – the name of the surface. To edit the name, click on the 
highlighted field and enter a new name. The surface name is 
unique and the field cannot be empty.

•  Focus point - the name of a focus point. If the column is empty, 
the triangulation is completed in relation to the ground plane. If 
set to some existing point, the triangulation will be done with 
respect to that point, as if the surface is viewed from that point. 
You can select a point from the list of the job's points.

• Layer – the name of the Layer in which the surface resides. The 
Layer sets the plotting style for the surface. Every surface needs a 
Layer. In this field, you can select any Layer from the list of user-
created layers.

• Number of Points – the quantity of points in the surface, 
including intersecting points of lines forming this model. You 
cannot edit this parameter.

• Number of Triangles – the quantity of triangles created on the 
surface. You cannot edit this parameter.

•  Area – the sum of areas of the triangle projections on the 
horizontal plane (if the triangulation is done with respect to the 
ground plane) and the vertical plane (if the triangulation is done 
with respect to a vertical plane from a focus point for the given 
surface). You cannot edit this parameter.

• Minimum Northing  - the minimum value of northing 
coordinates of points included in the surface. You cannot edit this 
parameter.
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• Maximum Northing  - the maximum value of northing 
coordinates of points included in the surface. You cannot edit this 
parameter.

• Minimum Easting  - the minimum value of easting coordinates of 
points included in the surface. You cannot edit this parameter.

• Maximum Easting  - the maximum value of easting 
coordinates of points included in the surface. You cannot edit this 
parameter.

• Minimum Elevation  - the minimum value of elevations of points 
included in the surface. You cannot edit this parameter.

• Maximum Elevation  - the maximum value of elevations of 
points included in the surface. You cannot edit this parameter.

• Comment - any additional information about the surface.

• Need Update - the current status of the surface. If set to "No", the 
surface is not changed or an automatic update is done. If set to 
"Yes", the surface is changed and an automatic update of the 
changed surface is disabled.

• Auto Update - if this parameter is set to "No" (default setting), the 
automatic update of the changed surface is disabled. If this 
parameter is set to "Yes", the automatic update of the changed 
surface is enabled. You can edit this parameter.

Right-click on a highlighted line to display a pop-up menu. 
This menu contains a set of commands and that are divided 
into two groups:

common commands for all tabs of the Tabular View

specific commands for the Surfaces tab

 

 Road Tab 
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The Roads tab is shown only if the job contains road data. MAGNET 
Field allows the you to create a road using one of following two 
ways:

•  Through horizontal and vertical projections of the center line 
(alignment) and lines representing the surface of the road and 
lying in the planes perpendicular to the center line - X-Section. 

•  Through a set of several strings - String Set. Every separate 
string in the set is defined by one or several pairs of the horizontal 
and vertical alignments.

The application allows you to edit / view any road created in 
MAGNET Field and allows you to create (add) a new road with X-
Section.

 The tab consists of two panels:

• The left panel of the Roads tab contains the list of roads in the 
job. Each road involves horizontal alignment, vertical alignment 
and X-section or Road String Set:

 

 

• The right panel displays the parameters of the objects selected in 
the left panel:

- if you select the road in the left panel, the right panel 
displays the horizontal and vertical alignment in the table and 
2D graphic views.

- if you select the horizontal or vertical alignment in the left 
panel, the right panel displays the horizontal or vertical 
alignment in the table and 2D graphic views.

Road with X-Section Road with String Set
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- if you select a table or graphic view of the horizontal or 
vertical alignment, the right panel displays the corresponding 
view only.

- if you select the X-Sections (for a road with X-Section) in 
the left panel, the right panel displays the X-Sections in the 
table and 2D graphic views.

- if you select the String Set (for a road with String Set) in the 
left panel, the right panel displays the list of road strings 
which form the given String Set.

- if you select a single Road String (for a road with String 
Set) in the left panel, the right panel displays the list of the 
pair(s) of the horizontal / vertical alignments for the given 
string.

- if you select a single pair of the horizontal / vertical 
alignments of the road string (for a road with String Set) in 
the left panel, the right panel displays the horizontal and 
vertical alignment in the table and 2D graphic views.

 - if you select the horizontal alignment or vertical alignment 
of the road string (for a road with String Set) in the left panel, 
the right panel displays the horizontal or vertical alignment in 
the table and 2D graphic views.

 - if you select a table or graphic view of the horizontal or 
vertical alignment of the road string (for a road with String 
Set), the right panel displays the corresponding view only.

Right-click on a selected object (road, horizontal alignment, vertical 
alignment, X-section, or Road String Set ) to display a corresponding 
pop-up menu. Each menu contains a set of commands for the given 
objects. The commands can be divided into groups:

 common commands for all tabs of the Tabular View

 specific commands for the single road

specific commands for the horizontal alignment 

specific commands for the vertical alignment

specific commands for the X-Section
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X-Section Templates Tab

The X-Section Templates tab is shown only if the job contains a road 
with X-Sections data. The tab has two panels. The left panel displays 
a list of available X-Section templates and values of the cut and fill 
slopes in percent. The right panel displays the offset(s) of the selected 
template in table and graphic mode.

The left panel can have the following informational columns:

• Icon - the symbol of the X-Section template. 

• Name - the name of the X-Section template. You can edit the 
name.

• Cut Slope (1:n) - represents the horizontal increment of the slope 
for a unit of vertical increment. The cut slope is used when the 
road surface is below the terrain. By default, cut slope equals 0 
(units in percent). You can edit the parameter.

• Fill Slope (1:n) - represents the horizontal increment of the slope 
for a unit of vertical increment. The fill slope is used when the 
road surface is above the terrain. By default, fill slope equals 0 
(units in percent). You can edit the parameter.

 

The right panel of the X-Section Templates tab has the following 
default columns for segments used in the selected template:

• Icon – the symbol of the offset. For the offsets the icon is 
using.

• Name - the name of the offset. You can edit the name and leave 
the field empty.

• Order – the order of the offset in the template. You can set any 
number from the list of offset numbers.
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• Hz. Dist – the horizontal offset (in the current linear units) from 
the center line for the offset. You can edit the value.

• V.Dist – the vertical offset from the horizontal plane for the 
offset. You can edit the value. When you enter this parameter, the 
Grade will be automatically calculated. 

• Grade – the ratio of horizontal offset (Hz. Dist) and vertical offset 
(V.Dist) multiplied by 100%. When you enter this parameter, the 
V.Dist will be automatically calculated. 

•  Hz. Offset from CL (m) – the horizontal offset from the center 
line for the start point of the given offset. It is calculated using the 
corresponding values of the previous offset(s), and it is not 
editable.

• V. offset from CL (m) – the vertical offset from the horizontal 
plane for the start point of the offset. It is calculated using the 
corresponding values of the previous offset(s), and it is not 
editable.

Right-click on a highlighted line to display a pop-up menu. This 
menu contains a set of commands that can be divided into three 
groups:

common commands for all tabs of the Tabular View

 specific commands for the left panel of the X-Section 
Templates tab

 specific commands for the right panel of the X-Section 
Templates tab

Inverse Tab

The Inverse tab displays a table that lists the results of the inverse 
calculations. The table appears only then you click either the  Inverse 
button in the Toolbar, or COGO -> Inverse in the Main Menu.

The results are displayed in the tab after clicking Calculate Button in 
the Inverse window. This table stores the previous results of the 
inverse calculations.
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The Inverse tab displays the results of the inverse calculation:

•  From / To – the points name (if the point has a name) selected in 
the corresponding fields of the Inverse window. 

•  Forward Azimuth – the calculated value depends on the selected 
coordinate system. If the global coordinate system (WGS84 Lat, 
Lon, Ell.H/Datum Lat, Lon, Ell.H/Datum Lat, Lon, 
Elevation) is selected in the Status bar, the horizontal geodesic 
azimuth from the "From" point to the "To" point is displayed. For 
a Ground/Grid coordinate system selected in the Status Bar, the 
grid/ground azimuth (bearing) from the "From" point to the "To" 
point is displayed. 

• Backward Azimuth – the calculated value depends on the 
selected coordinate system. If the global coordinate system 
(WGS84 Lat, Lon, Ell.H/Datum Lat, Lon, Ell.H/Datum Lat, 
Lon, Elevation) is selected in the Status bar, the horizontal 
geodesic azimuth from the "To" point to the "From" point is 
displayed. For a Ground/Grid coordinate system selected in the 
Status Bar, the grid/ground azimuth (bearing) from the "To" point 
to the "From" point is displayed. 

•  Geodetic Distance – the length of the geodetic line (the shortest 
distance) between the two points on an ellipsoid. 

• Ground Distance – the calculated value depends on whether the 
Grid-to-Ground transformation is activated or not. If the Grid -
Ground transformation is not activated, it will be the geodetic 
distance multiplied by the scale factor, which is automatically 
calculated, taking into account the height of the first point. If the 
Grid - Ground transformation is activated, the Ground Distance 
displays a grid distance multiplied by the scale factor calculated, 
taking into account the average job height.

•  Grid Distance – the shortest distance between two points on a 
projection plane. This value will be displayed when a"Grid" 
coordinate system is selected in the Status bar.

• Slope Distance - the 3D distance between the points.
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• Delev - the difference in orthometric height. This value will be 
displayed, if Ground/Grid/Datum Lat, Lon, Elevation is 
selected in the Status bar.

• Delta Ell.H - the difference in the ellipsoidal height. This value 
will be displayed, if WGS84 Lat, Lon, Ell.H/Datum Lat, Lon, 
Ell.H is selected in the Status bar.

• DN- the difference in the Northing coordinates. This value will 
be displayed when a projection is defined in the Job 
Configuration.

• DE- the difference in the Easting coordinates. This value will be 
displayed when a projection is defined in the Job Configuration.

• Note- displays a user comment. To edit the note, click on the 
highlighted field and enter a user's comments.

Right-click on a highlighted line to display a pop-up menu. This 
menu contains common commands for all tabs of the Tabular View.

Figure 2-1.  Figure: Drawing Different Distances Calculated in the 
Inverse Window
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Antenna List Window

The window displays parameters of all GPS antennas which were 
calibrated either by NGS or TPS. These parameters are viewable but 
not editable. Also the window displays the user-defined antenna 
types. You can edit and remove the custom antennas from the antenna 
list. The tab displays the following antenna information: 

• NGS Name - the standard NGS (http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/
ANTCAL/) or TPS antenna name. This name is editable only for 
the custom antenna type. This name displays in the 'Antenna 
number and type' line of the RINEX observation file and in the 
corresponding line of the TPS raw data file.

• Name - the antenna name is used in the software interface. This 
name is editable only for the custom antenna type. 

• Antenna Calibration - the type of antenna calibration. The 
absolute calibration is a default setting. You can select only the 
absolute calibration for the custom antenna. The NGS and TPS 
calibration contains the absolute and relative calibrations:

Relative – the antenna offsets and phase center variations are 
computed with respect to the AOAD/M_T antenna

Absolute – the recalculated relative calibration that takes into 
account the absolute values for AOAD/M_T antenna.

• Radius - the antenna's radius in millimeters.

• L1 Base Offset (A1) - the vertical offset measured from ARP 
(Antenna Reference Point) to the phase center for the GPS 
frequency L1 in millimeters. 

• L2 Base Offset (A2) - the vertical offset measured from ARP 
(Antenna Reference Point) to the phase center for GPS frequency 
L2 in millimeters. 

• L1 Plane Offset (C1) - the vertical offset measured from the 
antenna slant height measure mark (SHMM) to the phase center 
for GPS frequency L1 in millimeters.
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• L2 Plane Offset (C2) - the vertical offset measured from the 
antenna slant height measure mark (SHMM) to the phase center 
for GPS frequency L2 in millimeters.

• L1 Easting offset (E1) - the easting offset of the phase center for 
GPS frequency L1 from the ARP (Antenna Reference Point) in 
the horizontal plane in millimeters.

• L2 Easting offset (E2) - the easting offset of the phase center for 
GPS frequency L2 from the ARP (Antenna Reference Point) in 
the horizontal plane in millimeters.

• L1 Northing offset (N1) - the northing offset of the phase center 
for GPS frequency L1 from the ARP (Antenna Reference Point) 
in the horizontal plane in millimeters.

• L2 Northing offset (N2) - the northing offset of the phase center 
for GPS frequency L2 from the ARP (Antenna Reference Point) 
in the horizontal plane in millimeters.

• Manufacturer - the antenna manufacturer. This parameter is 
editable only for the custom antenna type. 

• Note - any additional information for the selected antenna. For 
NGS calibration, this field contains a part number of the given 
antenna. For TPS calibration this field contains 
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"TPS Calibration". This parameter is editable only for the custom 
antenna.  

TS Instrument Window

The window displays Total Station parameters. These parameters are 
viewable but not editable. Also the window displays the user-defined 
instrument type. You can edit and remove the custom Total Station 
from the list. The window contains the following fields:

• Name - the unique name of the device.

• EDM - the value of the first component for the calculation of the 
distance determination error when using this device.

• PPM - the value of the second component for the calculation of 
the distance determination error when using this device.

The distance determination error of the instrument is calculated 

by the formula:
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where Distance = the horizontal distance between the station 
and the reflector.

• Vert. Accuracy - the error of vertical angle measurement, in 
seconds.

• Horz. Accuracy - the error of horizontal angle measurement, in 
seconds.

Max Distance - maximum range for this device.

• Note - any additional information for the instrument. 

• Manufacturer - the instrument manufacturer.

Properties Window 
 Each data type has a Properties window associated with it that 
displays editable and viewable information particular to the selected 
data.

Point Properties window 
 

The Properties window for a point contains the following tabs:

• General tab

• Coordinates tab

• Adjustment tab

• Quality Control tab

• Photo Notes tab 

• Code and Style tab 

• Offset tab 
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General Tab of the Properties 

Window for a Point

 

Displays the General tab of the point Properties window. You can 
open this tab after selecting the Properties command from the pop-
up menu for the highlighted line in the Point tab. This tab contains the 
fields:

• Name - a point name. To edit the name, click on the highlighted 
field and enter a new name. The point name is unique and the 
field cannot be empty.

•  Note – any additional point's note. To edit the note, click on the 
highlighted field and enter comments, if necessary.

• Control – the status of the point's coordinates. You can select the 
corresponding status from the drop-down list: 

- None - all coordinates can be changed after adjustment or 
coordinate calculation.

- Vertical - the elevation / ellipsoidal height is left 
unchangeable after adjustment or coordinate calculation. The 

 symbol is set in the Icon column for this status. 

- Horizontal - the horizontal coordinates are left 
unchangeable after adjustment or coordinate calculation.The 

 symbol is set in the Icon column for this status. 

- Both - the horizontal and vertical coordinates are left 
unchangeable after adjustment or coordinate calculation.The 

 symbol is set in the Icon column for this status. 

 

• Code – the primary code used for the point. If a point has multiple 
codes, all codes of the point will be displayed using a comma as a 
separator "1,AA,BB". To edit a code, click on the highlighted 
field and select a new one from the drop-down list of existing 
codes, enter a new code(s), or set the Code to empty.
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• Layer - the Layer where the point resides. The Layer sets the 
plotting style for the point. Every point has a non-empty Layer. In 
this field, you can select any Layer from the list of user-created 
layers.

•  Source – the path of the raw data on the computer disk drive, 
local area network or storage media.

and check box: 

 Enabled - if this check box is selected (default setting for all point 
types), the point and all objects related to the given point(s) is 
included in adjustment, coordinate calculation and export. If this 
parameter is unchecked, adjustment, coordinate calculation and 
export will ignore the point(s) and all objects related to the given 
point(s). A disabled point is grayed-out in all views.

Coordinates Tab of the Properties 

Window for a Point

 

You can open this tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the Point tab. This tab 
contains the fields:

• Point coordinates – the coordinates of the point. To edit the value, 
click on the highlighted field and enter a new value. The 
coordinate type depends on the selected coordinate system in the 
Status Bar or Job Configuration window:

- If WGS84 Lat, Lon, Ell.H is selected, the coordinates 
columns have the corresponding names WGS84 Latitude/
WGS84 Longitude/WGS84 Ell.Height. You see latitudes, 
longitudes and ellipsoidal heights in the WGS-84 coordinate 
system, in these columns. 

 If WGS84 X,Y,Z is selected, the coordinates columns have 
the corresponding names X/Y/Z. You see Cartesian 
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coordinates (XYZ) in the WGS-84 coordinate system, in the 
these columns. 

- If Datum Lat, Lon, Ell.H is selected, the coordinates 
columns have the corresponding names "Latitude/Longitude/ 
Ell.Height". You see latitude, longitude and ellipsoidal 
heights in the current datum in these columns.

- If Datum Lat, Lon, Elevation is selected, the 
coordinates columns have the corresponding names 
"Latitude/Longitude/ Elevation". You see latitude, longitude 
and orthometric heights (elevation) in the current datum in 
the these columns. 

- If Ground | None or Ground | Localization is selected, 
the coordinates columns have the corresponding names 
"Ground Northing/Ground Easting/Elevation". You see 
northings, eastings, orthometric heights (elevation) 
coordinates in the ground coordinates system in these 
columns.

When a projection is defined for the job, the Status Bar 
contains the Grid coordinate system in the list of coordinate 
systems. If Grid is selected, the coordinates columns have 
the corresponding names "Grid Northing/Grid Easting/
Elevation". You see the point's northings, eastings, 
orthometric heights (elevation) coordinates in the grid 
coordinates in these columns.

• Geoid Separation - some constant, which is the characteristic of 
the current geoid model. It is calculated for the given point. To 
get the orthometric height of the point, subtract the value of this 
constant from the value of ellipsoidal height. This value is 
displayed when the corresponding geoid is selected for this job.
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Adjustment Tab of the Properties 

Window for a Point

You can open this tab if the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the Point tab is selected. This tab 
contains the fields:

•  Standard Deviations – the standard deviations for the point after 
adjustment. Std Dev n, Std Dev e, Std Dev Hz, Std Dev u are 
displayed in Grid (N/E/U) coordinate system.

• Error Ellipse Azimuth - stands for the azimuth of the major semi-
axis of the error ellipse for the given point after adjustment. This 
value depends on the current Confidence Level.

• Error Ellipse major semi-axis - displays the length of the major 
semi-axis of the error ellipse for the given point after adjustment. 
This value depends on the current Confidence Level.

• Error Ellipse minor semi-axis - displays the length of the minor 
semi-axis of the error ellipse for the given point after adjustment. 
This value depends on the current Confidence Level.

Quality Control Tab of the Properties Window 

for a Point

 

You can open this tab, if the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the Point tab was selected. The 
Quality Control tab contains:

• pane with information about highlighted points (marked in red on 
the views) that did not pass some of the quality control checks. 

•  check box Ignore QC  - if this parameter is checked, all quality 
control tests are not performed for the given point. This 
parameter is unchecked by default. 
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Code and Style tab of the Properties 

window for a point

 

You can open this tab if the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the Point tab was selected. This tab 
displays the currently used Code(s), String, Control code, Control 
Code 2 and plotting style (Color and Point Symbol) of the highlighted 
point. 

In this tab you can:

- add a new/existing code. Right-click on any place of the left 
panel, select New Code on the pop-up menu and enter the 
corresponding name, or select the existing code from the list. 
This code will be added to the point. 

- delete a code. Right-click on any place of the left panel and 
select Delete on the pop-up menu. This code will no longer 
be used for the point. Note: deleting a code from the Codes 
and Style tab only deletes the code from the list for this point, 
not the job.

-  edit String, Control code, Control Code 2 , and plotting 
style (Color and Point Symbol).

 

Photo Notes Tab of the Properties 

Window for a Point

 

You can open this tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the Point tab. This tab 
displays all images that were attached to the highlighted point. An 
unlimited number of pictures can be attached to a point. This tab 
contains:

•  Photo Note Number field and a panel

•  buttons to add/remove photo images for the point
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GPS Occupation Properties 

Window 
 

The Properties window for GPS occupation contains the following 
tabs:

• General tab

• Occupation tab

• Antenna tab

• Quality Control tab

• Offset tab 

• Covariance Matrix tab

General Tab of the Properties 

Window for a GPS Occupation

 

You can open this tab if the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the GPS Occupations tab was 
selected.

 This tab contains the fields:

Point Name - the name of the occupied point. For RTK occupation, 
this column cannot be empty. To edit the name, click on the 
highlighted column and enter a new value.

Original Name - the initial name of the occupation as indicated in the 
source file. The column cannot be empty. To edit the name, click on 
the highlighted column and enter a new value. 

Note - any additional notes for the selected GPS occupation. To edit 
the value, click on the highlighted field and enter comments, if 
necessary.

Method - the surveying method for the given occupation. Three 
methods are presented for the RTK occupation:
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- Base - data collected on the base station. 

- Topo - data collected during static RTK measurements. 
(The rover antenna remains motionless during data collection 
for the point. The name of the rover point is the name of a 
ground point. This name is entered manually.)

- AutoTopo - data collected during kinematic RTK 
measurements. (The rover antenna is movable during data 
collection. The name of the rover point is the name of a 
current epoch. This name is created by the field software 
automatically.)

• Source - the path of the raw data to the computer disk drive, local 
area network, or storage media.

• Start Time - the first epoch time of the RTK GPS occupation. The 
column cannot be empty.

• Stop Time - the end epoch time of the RTK GPS occupation. The 
column cannot be empty. 

• Duration - the duration of time in which the observational data 
was logged for the given GPS occupation (Duration = Stop Time 
- Start Time).

and check box:

Enabled - if this check box is selected (default setting), the GPS 
occupation is included in adjustment, coordinate calculation and 
export. If this parameter is unchecked, adjustment, coordinate 
calculation and export will ignore the vector with the given 
occupation. A disabled GPS occupation is gray in all views.

Occupation Tab of the Properties 

Window for a GPS Occupation

 
You can open this tab if the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the GPS Occupations tab was 
selected.

This tab contains the fields:
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• NEpoch - the number of epochs for the given occupation.

• Interval - the occupation logging interval in milliseconds.

• GPS week, day - GPS week and day of occupation start time (the 
time from January, 6 1980: the day of the GPS launch).

• Receiver - the receiver's serial number. 

• Receiver Vendor - the name of the vendor which developed this 
GPS receiver. You can select a desired company from the list. 
This selects a vendor of the receiver to accommodate differences 
in post-processing of the GLONASS measurements by different 
companies.

• H RMS - the horizontal precision estimate of the RTK GPS 
occupation in the current linear units. 

• V RMS - the vertical precision estimate of the RTK GPS 
occupation in the current linear units.  

Antenna Tab of the Properties 

Window for a GPS occupation

 

To open this tab, select the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the GPS Occupations tab. You can 
edit the antenna properties for the GPS occupation in the following 
fields:

• Antenna Type - the model of the GPS antenna used for the 
occupation. To change the antenna type, click and select another 
antenna type from the drop-down list. Also you can create a 
custom antenna by clicking the Custom button. See How to add a 
custom antenna for more details. NOTE: If the None antenna 
type is selected, the software will use zero values for A1/A2 
parameters and in this case the antenna phase center for L1 and 
L2 frequencies coincides with the Antenna Reference Point.
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• Antenna Height - the GPS antenna's height for the occupation, in 
current units. To edit the value, click on the highlighted column 
and enter a new value. 

• Antenna Height Method - the method used to measure the 
antenna height. You can change the type of the method (slant or 
vertical) with the help of the drop-down list.

 - Vertical – measured from the ground point to the antenna 
reference point (ARP) located on the bottom of the receiver.

-  Slant – measured from the ground point to the antenna slant 
height measure mark (SHMM).

• Antenna Centering Error - the centering error of Antenna 
Reference Point (ARP) position over the mark, in the horizontal 
plane. This error will be taken into account when estimating 
adjustment results. To edit the value, click on the highlighted 
column and enter a new value.

• Antenna Height Error - the measurement error of the antenna 
height over the mark. This error will be taken into account when 
estimating adjustment results. To edit the value, click on the 
highlighted column and enter a new value.

Offset Tab of the Properties Window 

for a GPS Occupation

 

You can open this tab if the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the GPS Occupations tab was 
selected.

• The tab displays non-zero values when the imported MAGNET 
Field job contains Azimuth & Offsets data and this offset was 
performed from the measured point (See the picture of the 
Azimuth & Offsets). The tab contains the following offset 
information for the given occupation:

• Azimuth - the horizontal angle to the offset point, in current 
linear units. 
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• Offset Dist - the distance from the "Start Point"to the offset point, 
in current linear units.

• Offset Ht - the height difference between the ground point and the 
offset point, in current linear units.

• Offset Across - this field is not used for Azimuth & Offsets data.

 

Note 1: You can edit all fields of the tab.

Note 2 : The Original Name of this GPS occupation is "Start Point". 
The offset point (calculated from the given GPS occupation and the 

linear and angular offsets) has the  icon. 

Note 3: To obtain the coordinates of the new offset point, save the 
entered values by clicking the OK button, and then click the Compute 
Coordinates button.

Covariance Matrix Tab of the 

Properties Window for a GPS 

Observation and GPS Occupation

 

Displays the six modified elements of covariance matrix for the given 
RTK GPS observation and GPS Occupation, in current units:

• Sigma X- the square root of the Cov [X,X] diagonal element.

• Sigma Y - the square root of the Cov [Y,Y] diagonal element.

• Sigma Z - the square root of the Cov [Z,Z] diagonal element.

• CorrXY - dimensionless correlation factor X-Y. Corr[X,Y] 
=Cov[X,Y]/(SigmaX*SigmaY).

• CorrXZ - dimensionless correlation factor X-Z. Corr[X,Z] 
=Cov[X,Z]/(SigmaX*SigmaZ).

• CorrYZ - dimensionless correlation factor Y-Z. Corr[Y,Z] 
=Cov[Y,Z]/(SigmaY*SigmaZ).
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Quality Control Tab of the Properties 

Window for a GPS Observation

 

You can open this tab if the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the GPS Obs tab was selected.

The Quality Control tab contains:

• pane with information about highlighted GPS observation 
(marked in red on the views) that did not pass some of the quality 
control checks. 

•  Ignore QC check box - if this parameter is checked, all quality 
control tests are not performed for the given GPS observation. 
This parameter is unchecked by default. 

GPS Obs Properties Window 

 
The Properties window for GPS observation (vector) contains the fol-
lowing tabs:

• General tab

• Observation tab

• Quality tab

• Adjustment tab

• Quality Control tab

• Covariance Matrix tab

• Base Antenna tab 

• Rover Antenna tab
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General Tab of the Properties 

Window for a GPS Observation

 

You can open this tab if the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the GPS Obs tab was selected.

 

 This tab contains the fields:

• Point From - a name of the base station point for RTK GPS 
observation (vector). The column cannot be empty. You can edit 
the name only in the GPS Occupation tab. 

• Point To - a name of the base station point for RTK GPS 
observation (vector). The column cannot be empty. You can edit 
the name only in the GPS Occupation tab. 

• Start Time - the first epoch time of common interval for the RTK 
GPS observation (vector). The column cannot be empty.

• Stop Time - the end epoch time of common interval for the RTK 
GPS observation (vector). The column cannot be empty.

• Duration - duration of common time interval for base and rover 
occupations for the given GPS observation (Duration = Stop 
Time - Start Time).

• Note - any additional notes for the selected point. To edit the 
value, click on the highlighted field and enter comments, if 
necessary.

• GPS week, day - the GPS week and day of observation start time 
(the time from January, 6 1980: the day of the GPS launch). The 
column cannot be empty.

• Method - the observation survey method. Two methods are 
presented for the RTK survey:

- RTK Topo - the data collected during static RTK 
measurements. (The rover antenna is in motion during data 
collection. The name of the rover point is the name of a 
ground point. The name is entered by a user.)
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- RTK Auto Topo - the data collected during a kinematic 
RTK measurement. (The rover antenna is in motion during 
data collection. The name of the rover point is the name of a 
current epoch. The name is created by field software 
automatically.)

and check box:

Enabled - if this check box is selected (default setting), the GPS 
observation is included in adjustment, coordinate calculation and 
export. If this parameter is unchecked, adjustment, coordinate 
calculation and export will ignore the vector. A disabled GPS 
observation is grayed-out in all views.

Observation Tab of the Properties 

Window for a GPS Observation

 

You can open this tab if the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the GPS Obs tab is selected.

This tab contains the GPS observation components:

• dX - the GPS observation's dX component (in Cartesian 
geocentric coordinate system), in current units.

• dY- the GPS observation's dY component (in Cartesian 
geocentric coordinate system), in current units.

• dZ - the GPS observation's dZ component (in Cartesian 
geocentric coordinate system), in current units.

• dN - the GPS observation's dN component (in topocentric 
coordinates), in current units.

• dE - the GPS observation's dE component (in topocentric 
coordinates), in current units.

• dH - the GPS observation's dU component (in topocentric 
coordinates), in current units.

• Azimuth - the GPS observation's azimuth.

• Elevation - the GPS observation's elevation.
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• Distance - the GPS observation's distance, in current units.

 

Quality Tab of the Properties Window 

for a GPS Observation

 

You can open this tab if the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the GPS Obs tab is selected.

 This tab contains these fields:

• Horizontal Precision - the horizontal precision estimates of the 
RTK GPS observation, in current linear units.

• Error Ellipses Azimuth - the azimuth of the major semi-axis of 
the error ellipse for the given GPS observation.

• Error Ellipses major semi-axis - the length of the major semi-axis 
of the error ellipse for the given GPS observation.

• Error Ellipses minor semi-axis - the length of the minor semi-axis 
of the error ellipse for the given GPS observation.

• Vertical Precision - the vertical precision estimates of the 
RTK GPS observation, in current linear units.

• Solution Type - the type of solution used for the RTK vector or 
trajectory:

- Fixed, Phase Diff: the solution is computed using dual 
frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/GLONASS code and 
carrier phase measurements) of the base (or VRS) and a 
rover. All ambiguities have been fixed to integers.

- Fixed, Phase Diff, mmGPS+: the solution is computed 
using dual frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/GLONASS 
code and carrier phase measurements) of the base (or VRS), a 
rover and mmGPS aided rover receiver. All ambiguities have 
been fixed to integers.

- Fixed, Phase Diff, Degraded: the solution is computed using 
dual-frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/GLONASS code 
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and carrier phase measurements) of the base (or VRS) and a 
rover with the specified level (in the rover receiver's option) 
of vertical/horizontal positional accuracy. All ambiguities 
have been fixed to integers.

- Fixed, Phase Diff, Degraded, mmGPS+: the solution is 
computed using dual frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/
GLONASS code and carrier phase measurements) of the base 
(or VRS), and a rover with the specified level (in the rover 
receiver's option) of vertical/horizontal positional accuracy, 
and the mmGPS aided. All ambiguities have been fixed to 
integers.

- Float, Phase Diff : the solution is computed using dual 
frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/GLONASS code and 
carrier phase measurements) of the base (or VRS) and a 
rover. All ambiguities are float numbers.

- Float, Phase Diff, mmGPS+: the solution is computed using 
dual-frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/GLONASS code 
and carrier phase measurements) of the base (or VRS), a 
rover and mmGPS aided rover receiver. All ambiguities are 
float numbers

- Float, Phase Diff, Degraded: the solution is computed using 
dual frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/GLONASS code 
and carrier phase measurements) of the base (or VRS) and a 
rover with the specified level (in the rover receiver's option) 
of vertical/horizontal positional accuracy. All ambiguities are 
float numbers.

- Float, Phase Diff, Degraded, mmGPS+: the solution is 
computed using dual frequency measurements (L1/L2 GPS/
GLONASS code and carrier phase measurements) of the base 
(or VRS) and a rover with the specified level (in the rover 
receiver's option) of vertical/horizontal positional accuracy. 
The mmGPS aided rover receiver. All ambiguities are float 
numbers.

- Code Diff: the solution is computed using L1 GPS/
GLONASS code measurements in positioning.
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• Epochs - the number of epochs in the common data time interval. 

• Orbit - only Broadcast ephemeris is used for obtaining RTK GPS 
observations.

• GPS Satellites - the number of GPS satellites. For RTK GPS 
observations, it is the maximum number of common 
GPS satellites observed by the base and rover in the common 
interval.

• GLONASS Satellites - the number of GLONASS satellites. For 
RTK GPS observations, it is the maximum number of common 
GLONASS satellites observed by the base and rover in the 
common interval.

• PDOP - the average value of total position dilution of precision 
(PDOP) for common epoch intervals. PDOP is equal to the 
square root of the sum-of-squares HDOP and VDOP.

• HDOP - the average value of position dilution of precision in the 
horizontal plane (HDOP) for common epoch intervals. 

• VDOP - the average value of position dilution of precision in the 
vertical plane (VDOP) for common epoch intervals. 

Adjustment Tab of the Properties 

Window for a GPS Observation

 

You can open this tab, after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the GPS Obs tab. This tab 
contains adjustment residuals for this observation in the current units. 
These values depend on the current Confidence Level.

• AutoReject - In this field you can select the status of the given 
GPS observation for Adjustment:

- Allowed - the GPS observation will be used in Adjustment.

 - Not Allowed - the GPS observation will not be used in 
Adjustment.
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• Adjustment Status - the status of the given GPS observation after 
Adjustment:

 - Not Adjusted - the GPS observation is not adjusted.

 - Adjusted - the GPS observation is adjusted.

- AutoRejected - the GPS observation is not adjusted, 
because the vector had the status Not Allowed before the 
adjustment procedure.

 - Disable - the GPS observation is not adjusted, because the 
vector was disabled before the adjustment procedure.

• Res X - the residual of the X component (in Cartesian geocentric 
coordinate system) of the GPS observation. 

• Res Y- the residual of the Y component (in Cartesian geocentric 
coordinate system) of the GPS observation.

• Rez Z - the residual of the Z component (in Cartesian geocentric 
coordinate system) of the GPS observation. 

• Rez n - the residual of the n component (in topocentric 
coordinates) of the GPS observation. 

• Rez e - the residual of the e component (in topocentric 
coordinates) of the GPS observation.

• Rez u - the residual of the u component (in topocentric 
coordinates) of the GPS observation.

• Rez D - the residual of the GPS observation's distance.

• Res A - the residual of the GPS observation's azimuth.

• Res El - the residual of the GPS observation's elevation.

 

Note: Zero value in the Res fields means that the GPS observation is 
included to the unclosed network and does not contain repeated GPS 
observations.
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Quality Control Tab of the Properties 

Window for a GPS Observation

 

You can open this tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the GPS Obs tab. The 
Quality Control tab contains:

•  pane with information about highlighted GPS observations 
(marked in red on the views) that did not pass some of the quality 
control checks. 

•  Ignore QC check box - if this parameter is checked, all quality 
control tests are not performed for the given GPS observation. 
This parameter is unchecked by default. 

Covariance Matrix Tab of the 

Properties Window for a GPS 

Observation and GPS Occupation

 

Displays the six modified elements of the covariance matrix for the 
given RTK GPS observation and GPS Occupation in current units:

• Sigma X- the square root of the Cov [X,X] diagonal element.

• Sigma Y - the square root of the Cov [Y,Y] diagonal element.

• Sigma Z - the square root of the Cov [Z,Z] diagonal element.

• CorrXY - dimensionless correlation factor X-Y. Corr[X,Y] 
=Cov[X,Y]/(SigmaX*SigmaY).

• CorrXZ - dimensionless correlation factor X-Z. Corr[X,Z] 
=Cov[X,Z]/(SigmaX*SigmaZ).

• CorrYZ - dimensionless correlation factor Y-Z. Corr[Y,Z] 
=Cov[Y,Z]/(SigmaY*SigmaZ).
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Base Antenna Tab of the Properties 

Window for a GPS Observation

 

To open this tab, select the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the GPS Obs tab. You can edit the 
antenna properties for the base station of the GPS observation using 
the following fields:

 

• Antenna Type - the model of the GPS antenna used at the base. 
To change the antenna type, click and select another antenna type 
from the drop-down list. Also you can create a custom antenna by 
clicking the Custom button. See How to add a custom antenna for 
more details. NOTE: If the None antenna type is selected, the 
software will use zero values for A1/A2 parameters and in this 
case the antenna phase center for L1 and L2 frequencies 
coincides with the Antenna Reference Point. 

• Antenna Height - the GPS antenna's height at the base in current 
units. To edit the value, click on the highlighted column and enter 
a new value.

• Antenna Height Method - the method used to measure the 
antenna height. You can change the type of the method (slant or 
vertical) with the help of the drop-down list:

 Vertical – measured from the ground point to the antenna 
reference point (ARP) located on the bottom of the receiver.

Slant – measured from the ground point to the antenna slant 
height measure mark (SHMM).

Rover Antenna Tab of the Properties 

Window for a GPS Observation

 

To open this tab, select the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the GPS Obs tab. You can edit the 
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antenna properties for the rover station of the GPS observation using 
the following fields:

 

• Antenna Type - the model of the GPS antenna used for the rover. 
To change the antenna type, click and select another antenna type 
from the drop-down list. Also you can create a custom antenna by 
clicking the Custom button. See How to add a custom antenna for 
more details. NOTE: If the None antenna type is selected, the 
software will use zero values for A1/A2 parameters and in this 
case the antenna phase center for L1 and L2 frequencies 
coincides with the Antenna Reference Point. 

• Antenna Height - the GPS antenna's height for the rover, in 
current units. To edit the value, click on the highlighted column 
and enter a new value.

• Antenna Height Method - the method used to measure the rover 
antenna height. You can change the type of the method (slant or 
vertical) with the help of the drop-down list.

 Vertical – measuring from the ground point to the antenna 
reference point (ARP) located on the bottom of the receiver.

Slant – measuring from the ground point to the antenna slant 
height measure mark (SHMM).

 

TS Obs Properties 

 

The TS Obs tab displays a table containing two panels. Each panel 
has its own the Properties window. 

The Properties window for TS occupation (the left panel of the TS 
Obs tab) contains the following tabs:

• General tab

• Accuracy tab

• Instrument tab
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The Properties window for TS observation (the right panel of the TS 
Obs tab) contains the following tabs:

• General tab

• Observation tab

• Offset tab

• Adjustment tab 

• Quality Control tab

• Image tab

 

TS Obs Properties in the Left 

Panel

 

The Properties window for TS occupation (the left panel of the TS 
Obs tab) contains the following tabs:

• General tab

• Accuracy tab

• Instrument tab

 

Properties Window: General Tab for a 

TS Occupation (Left Panel of the TS 

Obs Tab)

 

You can open this tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the left panel of the TS 
Obs tab. This tab contains the fields:

• # - the number of the TS occupation contained in the raw file. 
You can set any number from the list for a TS occupation. 
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• Point Name - the name of the point at which the Total Station was 
set. You can set any point's name from the list.

• Instrument Height - the vertical distance from the Instrument 
Center Mark to the ground in the current linear units. To edit the 
value, click on the highlighted field and enter a new value. 

and check box: 

 Enabled - if this check box is selected (default setting for the TS 
occupation), the given TS occupation and all objects related to the 
given observation(s) are included in adjustment, coordinate 
calculation and export. If this parameter is unchecked, adjustment, 
coordinate calculation and export will ignore the TS occupation(s) 
and all objects related to the given observation(s).

Properties Window: Accuracy tab for 

a TS Occupation (Left Panel of the TS 

Obs Tab)

 

You can open this tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the left panel of the TS 
Obs tab. This tab contains the fields:

• Instrument Centering Error - the error of centering the Total 
Station position over the mark in the current linear units. This 
error will be taken into account during the adjustment of the 
network with the given TS occupation. To edit the value, click on 
the highlighted field and enter a new value.

• Instrument Height Error- the measurement error of the Total 
Station height over the mark in the current linear units. This error 
will be taken into account during adjustment of the network with 
the given TS occupation. To edit the value, click on the 
highlighted field and enter a new value. 

• Reflector Centering Error - the error of centering the reflector 
position over the mark in the current linear units. This error will 
be taken into account during adjustment of the network with the 
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given TS occupation. To edit the value, click on the highlighted 
field and enter a new value. 

• Reflector Height Error- the measurement error of the reflector 
height over the mark in the current linear units. This error will be 
taken into account during adjustment of the network with the 
given TS occupation. To edit the value, click on the highlighted 
field and enter a new value. 

Properties Window: Instrument Type 

Tab for a TS Occupation (Left Panel 

of the TS Obs Tab)

 

To open this tab after selecting the Properties command from the 
pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the left panel of the TS Obs 
tab. You can edit the Instrument type for the TS occupation in the 
Instrument Type field. Also you can create a custom instrument type 
by clicking the Custom button. See How to add a instrument type for 
more details.

TS Obs Properties in the Right 

Panel

 
The Properties window for TS observation (the right panel of the TS 
Obs tab) contains the following tabs:

• General tab

• Observation tab

• Offset tab

• Adjustment tab 

• Quality Control tab

• Image tab
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Properties Window: General tab for a 

TS observation (Right Panel of the TS 

Obs Tab)

 

You can open this tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the right panel of the TS 
Obs tab. This tab contains the fields:

• Icon - a symbol associated with the TS observation. For details, 
see a list of symbols in the left panel of the TS Obs tab.

• # - the number of the TS observation contained in the raw file. 
You cannot edit this parameter. 

• Point From - the name of the point at which the Total Station was 
set. You cannot edit this name. 

• Date - the date and time of total station measurement. You cannot 
edit this name. 

• Code - code of the TS observation. A TS observation can have 
only one code. The code entered for a TS observation is 
automatically displayed as code for the corresponding point in the 
Point tab. To edit the code, click on the highlighted field and 
select a new one from the drop-down list of existing codes, enter 
a new code(s), or set the Code to empty. 

• String - the string for the TS observation. The string entered for a 
TS observation is automatically displayed as a string for the 
corresponding point in the Point tab. Using a complex of string 
and codes allows you to automatically create a line in the job. 

• Control Code - the control code used for the TS observation. The 
control code entered for a TS observation is automatically 
displayed as control code for the corresponding point in the Point 
tab.

• Control Code 2 - the control code used for the TS observation. 
The Control Code 2 has the same functionality as Control Code.

• Source - the path of the raw data on the computer disk drive, local 
area network, or storage media.
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and check box: 

 Enabled - if this check box is selected (default setting for the TS 
observation), the given TS observation is included in adjustment, 
coordinate calculation and export. If this parameter is unchecked, 
adjustment, coordinate calculation and export will ignore the TS 
observation(s).

Properties Window: Observation Tab 

for a TS Observation (Right Panel of 

the TS Obs Tab)

 

You can open this tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the right panel of the TS 
Obs tab. This tab contains the fields:

• Point To - the name of the point at which the reflector was set. 
You can set any point's name from the list. 

• Type - the current type of the Total Station observation. This field 
contains the list of the Total Station observation types. You can 
select the other type for some types (not for all types). Click here 
for more details.

• Reflector Height - the vertical distance from the Reflector Center 
Mark to the ground in the current linear units. To edit the value, 
click on the highlighted field and enter a new value.

• Azimuth - the azimuth value that defines orientation of TS 
measurements by backsight from the station in the horizontal 
plane. The field displays non-zero values only for BKB type. If 
you set a point as backsight in the field, the azimuth value was 
obtained by computation using the coordinates of the station 
point and the backsight point. In this case, you cannot edit the 
azimuth value. In the field, if you set an azimuth as backsight, 
you directly entered the azimuth value. In this case, you can edit 
the azimuth value in the software. NOTE: The software allows 
you to edit the azimuth value for BKB observation type only if 
the Point To field is empty.
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• Horizontal Circle - for the SS, FS, Horizontal Resection/Vertical 
Resection/Resection types of Total Station observation. This is 
the measured horizontal angle from the previous to the next 
observation. For BKB type, this is the horizontal circle reading 
when pointing to the backsight point. You cannot edit this 
parameter.

• Zenith angle - the vertical angle to the reflector measured from 
zenith. You cannot edit this parameter.

• Slope Distance - the slope distance between the TS station (Point 
From) and the TS observation (Point To). You cannot edit this 
parameter.

• Vertical Angle - the vertical angle to the reflector measured from 
the horizontal plane. You cannot edit this parameter.

• Horizontal Distance - the distance between the TS station (Point 
From) and the TS observation (Point To) in the horizontal plane. 
You cannot edit this parameter.

• Vertical Distance - the distance between the TS station (Point 
From) and the TS observation (Point To) in the vertical plane. 
You cannot edit this parameter.

• Note - any additional TS observation's note. To edit the note, 
click on the highlighted field and enter a user's comments.

Three check boxes are available for all types of the observations 
except BKB type:

• exclude Horizontal Circle - If the box is checked, the Horizontal 
Circle measurement for this TS observation is excluded from the 
adjustment, calculating coordinates and export.

• exclude Vertical Angle - If the box is checked, the Horizontal 
Circle measurement for this TS observation is excluded from the 
adjustment, calculating coordinates and export.

• exclude Slope Distance - If the box is checked, the Horizontal 
Circle measurement for this TS observation is excluded from the 
adjustment, calculating coordinates and export.
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Properties Window: Offset Tab for a 

TS Occupation

 

You can open this tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the right panel of the TS 
obs tab. The tab displays non-zero values when the imported 
MAGNET Field job contains the Distance Offset and the Line Offset. 
The tab contains the following offset information for the given 
observation:

• Offset Along - the distance from the "To Point" to the projection 
of the offset point along the line "From Point-To Point" in the 
current linear units.

• Offset Across - the distance from the offset point to the line 
"From Point-To Point" in the current linear units.

• Offset Ht - the height difference between the ground point or the 
top of "To Point"and the offset point, in the current linear units.

• Offset Type - the current type of the given offset. For these types 
of offsets (Distance Offset and Line Offset) created in MAGNET 
Field, see "From Observation Line" type.

 

See the pictures for the Distance Offset and for the Line Offset.

 

Note 1: You can edit all fields of the tab.

Note 2: To obtain the coordinates of the offset point, save the entered 
values by clicking the OK button, and then click the Compute 
Coordinates button.
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Properties Window: Adjustment Tab 

for a TS Observation

 

You can open this tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the TS Obs tab. This tab 
contains adjustment residuals for this observation in the current units. 
These values depend on the current Confidence Level.

• AutoReject - In this field you can select the status of the given TS 
observation for Adjustment:

 - Allowed - the TS observation will be used in Adjustment.

 - Not Allowed - the TS observation will not be used in 
Adjustment.

• Adjustment Status - the status of the given GPS observation after 
Adjustment:

 - Not Adjusted - the TS observation is not adjusted.

 - Adjusted - the TS observation is adjusted.

 - AutoRejected - the TS observation is not adjusted, because 
the vector had the status Not Allowed before the adjustment 
procedure.

- Disable - the TS observation is not adjusted, because the 
vector was disabled before the adjustment procedure.

• SDist Residual - displays the residual of the slope distance after 
adjustments for both enabled and disabled TS observations.

• HAngle Residual – displays the residual of the horizontal angle 
after adjustments for both enabled and disabled TS observations.

• Azimuth Residual - displays the residual of the azimuth after 
adjustments for both enabled and disabled TS observations.

• VAngle Residual - displays the residual of the vertical angle after 
adjustments for both enabled and disabled TS observations.

• ZAngle Residual - displays the residual of the zenith angle after 
adjustments for both enabled and disabled TS observations.
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• HDist Residual - displays the residual of the horizontal distance 
after adjustments for both enabled and disabled TS observations.

• VDist Residual - displays the residual of the vertical distance 
after adjustments for both enabled and disabled TS observations.

• Cross Residual – displays the residual of the horizontal angle 
represented in linear measure after adjustments for both enabled 
and disabled TS observations.

Note 1: Zero value in the Res fields means that the TS observation is 
included in the unclosed network and does not contain repeated TS 
observations.

Note 2: The residuals for the disabled TS observation (the 
observation is not included into the adjustment) are calculated as 
differences between the values determined from the inverse solution 
for the adjusted points and the values of measured angles and 
distance.

Properties Window: Quality Control 

Tab for a TS Observation

 

You can open this tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the TS Obs tab. The 
Quality Control tab contains:

• pane with information about highlighted TS observation (marked 
in red on the views) that did not pass some quality control checks.

•  Ignore QC check box - if this parameter is checked, all quality 
control tests are not performed for the given TS observation. This 
parameter is unchecked by default.

Properties Window: Image Tab for a 

TS Occupation

 

Displays the image(s) for the selected TS occupation in the panel. 
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DL Obs Properties 

 

The DL Obs tab displays a table containing two panels. Each panel 
has its own Properties window. 

The Properties window for DL occupation (the left panel of the DL 
Obs tab) contains the following tabs:

• General tab

• Quality Control tab

The Properties window for DL observation (the right panel of the DL 
Obs tab) contains the following tabs:

• General tab

• Observation tab

• Adjustment tab 

• Quality Control tab

DL Obs Properties in the Left 

Panel

 

The Properties window for DL occupation (the left panel of the DL 
Obs tab) contains the following tabs:

• General tab

• Quality Control tab
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Properties Window: General Tab for a 

DL run (Left Panel of the DL Obs Tab)

 

You can open this tab, after the Properties command from the pop-
up menu for the highlighted line in the left panel of the DL Obs tab is 
selected.

 This tab contains the fields:

• # - the number of the DL run (DL occupation) contained in the 
current job. You can set any number from the list.

• From - the start leveling point of the job. You cannot select 
another point as the start point.

• To -the finish leveling point of the job. You cannot select another 
point as the finish point.

• Level Run - the name of the leveling job created in a digital level.

• Date - the start date (day/month/year) and time of the job 
creation. You cannot edit the value.

• Note - any additional DL run's note. To edit the note, click on the 
highlighted field and enter your comments. 

• Distance - the sum of all backsight and foresight distances. You 
cannot edit the parameter.

• Balance - the sum of differences between the DL to BS point and 
the DL to FS point of the job. You cannot edit the parameter.

and check box:

Enabled - if this check box is selected (default setting for the DL run), 
the given DL run and all objects related to the given observation(s), 
are included in adjustment, coordinate calculation and export. If this 
parameter is unchecked, adjustment, coordinate calculation and 
export will ignore the DL run and all objects related to the given 
occupation(s).
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Properties Window: Quality Control 

Tab for a DL Occupation

 

You can open this tab after the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the left panel of the DL Obs tab is 
selected.

The Quality Control tab contains the following:

• pane with information about highlighted DL run (DL occupation) 
(marked in red on the views) that did not pass some of the quality 
control checks. 

•   Ignore QC check box - if this parameter is checked, all quality 
control tests are not performed for the given DL run (DL 
occupation). This parameter is unchecked by default. 

DL Obs Properties in the Right 

Panel

 

The Properties window for DL observation (the right panel of the DL 
Obs tab) contains the following tabs:

• General tab

• Observation tab

• Adjustment tab 

• Quality Control tab
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Properties Window: General Tab for a 

DL Observation (Right Panel of the 

DL Obs Tab)

 

You can open this tab after the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the right panel of the DL Obs tab is 
selected.

This tab contains the fields:

• Level Run - the name of the leveling job created in a digital level. 
You cannot edit the parameter.

• # - the number of the DL observation contained in the current job. 
You cannot set any number from the list.

• Note - any additional DL observation's note. To edit the note, 
click on the highlighted field and enter a user's comments. 

• Date - the start date (day/month/year) and time of creating the 
measurement. You cannot edit the value.

•  Source - the path of the raw data to the computer disk drive, local 
area network, or storage media.

and check box is present:

Enabled - if this parameter is checked (default setting for the DL 
observation), the given DL observation and all objects related to the 
given observation(s) are included to adjustment, coordinate 
calculation and export. If this parameter is unchecked, the adjustment, 
coordinate calculation and export will ignore the DL observation(s).

Properties Window: Observation Tab 

for a DL Observation (Right Panel of 

the DL Obs Tab)
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You can open this tab after the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the right panel of the DL Obs tab is 
selected. This tab contains the fields:

Type - the current type of the Digital Level observation. This 
field contains the list of the DL observation types. You 
cannot select a type from the list:

- SS - sideshot - the measurement to a sideshot point.

- BS - backsight - the measurement to the previous 
occupation point in the DL run. 

-  FS - foresight - the measurement to the next occupation 
point in the DL run. 

- End of Changing Pt - the end measurement (of the given DL 
run) to the point that is used to carry the measurements 
forward in the DL run.

- End of Bench Mark - the end measurement (of the given DL 
run) to the point with a known elevation.

• Point - the name of a turning or side shot point. You can select a 
point from the list.

• Ht. Measurements - the rod reading on the given point in the 
current linear units. You cannot edit the measurement.

• Vert Offset - the vertical offset from the horizontal plane for 
traverse and sideshot points.You can edit the measurement.

• Distance - the measured distance from the DL to the given point. 
You cannot edit the measurement. 

• Instrument Elevation - the elevation of sight that includes the 
elevation of the BS point and the rod reading on the BS point. 
You cannot edit the measurement. 

• Std Dev - standard deviation for the level measurement. This 
value is created in the Digital Level. You cannot edit the 
parameter. 
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Properties Window: Adjustment Tab 

for a DL Observation (Right Panel of 

the DL Obs Tab)

 

You can open this tab after the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the right panel of the DL Obs tab is 
selected. 

This tab contains the fields:

•  AutoReject - In this field you can select the status of the given 
DL observation for Adjustment:

 - Allowed - the DL observation will be used in Adjustment.

 - Not Allowed - the DL observation will not be used in 
Adjustment.

•  Adjustment Status - the status of the given DL observation after 
Adjustment:

 - Not Adjusted - the DL observation is not adjusted.

 - Adjusted - the DL observation is adjusted.

 - AutoRejected - the DL observation is not adjusted because 
the vector had the status Not Allowed before the adjustment 
procedure.

 - Disable - the DL observation is not adjusted because the 
vector was disabled before the adjustment procedure.

• Ht. Residual – adjustment residuals for the level 
measurements.You cannot edit the value. 

• Elevation - the elevation on the FS point that includes the 
elevation of sight and rod reading on the FS point. You cannot 
edit the value. 
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Properties Window: Quality Control 

Tab for a DL Observation (Right Panel 

of the DL Obs Tab)

 

You can open this tab after the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted line in the right panel of the DL Obs tab is 
selected.

The Quality Control tab contains:

• pane with information about highlighted DL observation (marked 
in red on the views) that did not pass some of the quality control 
checks. 

•   Ignore QC  check box-  if this parameter is checked, all quality 
control tests are not performed for the given DL observation. This 
parameter is unchecked by default. 

Lines Properties Window 
 

The Lines tab displays a table containing two panels. Each panel has 
its own Properties window. 

• The Properties window for the polyline/area contains the 
following tabs:

• Line tab

• Plotting Style tab

• CoGo tab

• Photonotes tab

The Properties window for the selected segment(s) of the line 
contains the following tabs:

• General tab

• End Position tab
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Properties Window: Line Tab of the 

for a Polyline

 

 You can open this tab after the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted row in the left panel of the Lines tab is 
selected. This tab contains the fields:

• Type - In this field you can select the type of the polyline:

- Line - unclosed polyline.

- Area - closed polyline.

 When you select Area for a polyline which has the Line type, the 
application automatically adds a segment to close the existing 
polyline (if the existing polyline has more than one segment). 
When you select Line for a polyline with the Area type, the 
application automatically removes a segment to unclose the area.

• Layer – the Layer in which the polyline resides. The Layer sets 
the plotting style for the polyline (and all segments of the 
polyline). Every polyline has its non-empty Layer. In this field, 
you can select any Layer from the list of user-created layers.

Properties Window: Plotting Style 

Tab for a Polyline

 

 You can open this tab after the Properties command from the pop-
up menu for the highlighted row in the left panel of the Lines tab is 
selected. This tab contains the fields:

• Line Style - the polyline style for CAD Preview. The style can be 
chosen from the list. If you set BYCODE or BYLAYER, the style 
of the polyline automatically will be set to the style that was 
selected for the polyline's code or polyline's layer.

• Line Width - the polyline width for CAD Preview. The width can 
be chosen from the list. If you set BYCODE or BYLAYER, the 
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width of the polyline automatically will be set to the width that 
was selected for the polyline's code or polyline's layer.

• Line Color - the polyline color for CAD Preview. The color can 
be chosen from the list. If you set BYCODE or BYLAYER, the 
color of the polyline automatically will be set to the color that 
was selected for the polyline's code or polyline's layer.

• Area Fill Style - the fill style for a closed polyline (area) in CAD 
Preview. The fill style can be chosen from the list. If you set 
BYCODE or BYLAYER, the fill style for the polyline 
automatically will be set to the fill style that was selected for the 
polyline's code or polyline's layer.

• Point Type - the symbol for the point of the polyline in CAD 
Preview. The symbol can be chosen from the list. If you set 
BYCODE or BYLAYER, the point symbol automatically will be 
set to the symbol that was selected for the polyline's code or 
polyline's layer. 

• Fill Transparency - the transparency value for closed polyline 
(area) in CAD Preview. The value can be chosen from the list. If 
you set BYCODE or BYLAYER, the value automatically will be 
set to the symbol that was selected for the polyline's code or 
polyline's layer. 

• Area Color - the color for the closed polyline (area) in CAD 
Preview. The color can be chosen from the list. If you set 
BYCODE or BYLAYER, the area color automatically will be set 
to the color that was selected for the polyline's code or polyline's 
layer. 

• Point Color - the color for the point of the polyline in CAD 
Preview. The color can be chosen from the list. If you set 
BYCODE or BYLAYER, the point color automatically will be 
set to the color that was selected for the polyline's code or 
polyline's layer. 
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Properties Window: CoGo tab of the 

for a Polyline

 

 You can open this tab after the Properties command from the pop-
up menu for the highlighted row in the left panel of the Lines tab is 
selected.

 This tab contains the fields:

• Distance - the summary length of the polyline in current linear 
units. This distance can be of either geodetic, grid, or ground type 
depending on the selected coordinate type for the current job.

• Area - the area of the closed line. This area can be of either 
geodetic, grid, or ground type depending on the selected 
coordinate type for the current job.

Properties Window: Photonotes Tab 

for a Polyline

 

You can open this tab after the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the highlighted row in the Lines tab is selected.

This tab displays all images that were attached to the selected 
polyline. An unlimited number of pictures can be attached to a 
polyline. This tab contains:

-  Photo Note Number field and a panel

- buttons to add/remove photo images for the polyline

Properties Window: General Tab for a 

Segment

 

You can open this tab after the Properties command from the pop-up 
menu for the selected segment in the Map View is selected. The 
content of this tab depends on the segment type:
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For the Line segment, the tab contains the fields:

• Length - the distance of the segment (from the previous point to 
this point), in current linear units. You cannot edit this value.

• Azimuth - the end azimuth of the tangent to the given point 
(vertex) of the segment. You cannot edit this value.

For the Curve, Curve by 2 points, Curve by 3 points segments 
the tab contains the fields:

• Length - the distance of the segment (from the previous point to 
this point), in current linear units. You cannot edit this value.

• Turn - the direction of the curve turn. The Right value stands for 
clockwise direction and the Left value for counter-clockwise 
direction. You can edit the direction only for the Curve segment 
type.

• Radius - the radius of the curve. You can edit the parameter.

• Azimuth - the end azimuth of the tangent to the given point 
(vertex) of the segment. You cannot edit this value.

The curve parameters in the Curve panel in current linear units (you 
cannot edit this parameters):

• Deg Curve - the angle in degrees used to compute the radius of 
the curve whose curve is 100 units long. Using the degree of 
curve (DCV) parameter, the radius of the curve can be calculated 
as follows:

 

• Deg Chord - the angle in degrees used to compute the radius of 
the curve with a chord of 100 units long. Using the degree of 
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chord (DCH) parameter, the radius of the curve can be calculated 
as follows:

 

• Delta - the angle between the radii corresponding to the curve.

• Chord - the length of the segment joining start and end points of a 
curve.

• Tangent - the length of the segment which touches the given 
curve.

• Mid Ord (Middle Ordinate) - the distance from the midpoint of a 
chord to the midpoint of the corresponding curve.

• External - the distance from the midpoint of the curve to the 
intersection point of the tangents.
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Properties Window: End Position Tab 

for a Segment

 

You can open this tab, after the Properties command from the pop-
up menu for the chosen segment in the Map View is selected. This tab 
contains the coordinates of the end point (vertex) of the segment. You 
cannot edit these values:

• End Northing - the end point northing coordinate in the Ground / 
Grid coordinate system.

• End Easting – the end point easting coordinate in the Ground / 
Grid coordinate system.

• End Azimuth – the azimuth of the tangent to the given point 
(vertex) for the current segment. You cannot edit this value. 

 

Surface Properties Window 
 

The Properties window for the surface which was created from points 
and/or lines (not converted from roads and lines) contains the 
following tabs:
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• General tab

• Option tab

 

The Properties window for the surface, which was created by 
conversion from a road, contains the following tabs:

• General tab

• Road tab

 The Properties window for surface, which was created from a geoid, 
contains the following tabs:

• General tab

Properties Window: General Tab for a 

Surface

 

 You can open this tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the Surfaces tab. This tab 
contains the fields:

• Icon – an symbol associated with the surface. For details, see a 
list of symbols in the Surfaces Tab.

•  Name – the name of the surface. To edit the name, click on the 
highlighted field and enter a new name. The surface name is 
unique and the field cannot be empty.

•  Focus point - the name of a focus point. If the column is empty, 
the triangulation is completed with respect to the ground plane. If 
set to some existing point, the triangulation will be done with 
respect to that point, as if the surface is viewed from that point. 
You can select a point from the list of the job's points.

Layer – the name of the Layer in which the surface resides. The Layer 
sets the plotting style for the surface. Every surface has to have a 
Layer. In this field, you can select any Layer from the list of user-
created layers.
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• Number of Points – the quantity of points in the surface, 
including intersection points of lines forming this model. You 
cannot edit this parameter.

• Number of Triangles – the quantity of triangles created in the 
surface. You cannot edit this parameter.

•  Area – the sum of areas of the triangle projections on the 
horizontal plane (if the triangulation is done with respect to the 
ground plane) and the vertical plane (if the triangulation is done 
with respect to a vertical plane from a focus point for the given 
surface). You cannot edit this parameter.

• Minimum Northing - the minimum value of northing 
coordinates of points included in the surface. You cannot edit this 
parameter.

• Maximum Northing - the maximum value of northing 
coordinates of points included in the surface. You cannot edit this 
parameter.

• Minimum Easting - the minimum value of easting coordinates of 
points included in the surface. You cannot edit this parameter.

• Maximum Easting - the maximum value of easting coordinates of 
points included in the surface. You cannot edit this parameter.

• Minimum Elevation - the minimum value of elevations of points 
included in the surface. You cannot edit this parameter.

• Maximum Elevation - the maximum value of elevations of points 
included in the surface. You cannot edit this parameter.

• Comment - any additional information about the surface.

• Need Update - the current status of the surface. If set to "No", the 
surface is not changed or the automatic update is done. If set to 
"Yes", the surface is changed, and the automatic update of the 
changed surface is disabled.

and checkbox:

Auto Update - if this check box is unchecked (default setting), the 
automatic update of the changed surface is disabled. If this parameter 
is checked, an automatic update of the changed surface is enabled.
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Option Tab of the Option Window for 

a Surface

 

 This tab is enabled only for surfaces which were created from points 
and/or lines (not converted from roads and lines). You can open this 
tab after selecting the Properties command from the pop-up menu 
for the highlighted line in the Surfaces tab. This tab contains the 
fields:

• with Interior Angle < - the minimal allowable interior angle of a 
created triangle (in the current angular units). The Interior Angle 
cannot be less than the set value. You can edit the parameter. By 
default it is empty.

• with Area > - the maximal allowable area of a triangle (in the 
current linear units). The Area cannot be more than the set 
value.You can edit the parameter. By default it is empty.

Road Tab of the Option Window for a 

Surface

 

 This tab is enabled only for surfaces which were created by 
conversion from a road. You can open this tab after selecting the 
Properties command from the pop-up menu for the highlighted line 
in the Surfaces tab. This tab contains the fields:

• Interval - the interval between triangles (in the current linear unit) 
set for creating the surface from the road. You can edit this 
parameter. 

• Level - this value defines the level of the ground surface. After 
entering the corresponding value (not empty), the application will 
calculate and display in graphic mode the cut and fill for the 
surface of the road taking into account this level value. The 
picture displays the surface of the road without any relation to the 
ground (the field Level is empty). Then set the ground level in 10 
meters and click the Update surface command. The picture 
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displays the surface of the road under the level and over the level 
and cut and fill areas of this surface.

• Road - the name of the road from which the surface was created. 
You cannot edit this name.

Road Properties Windows

 

The Roads tab displays a table containing road data and content - 
horizontal alignment, vertical alignment and X-section or Road String 
Set:

Each road object has its own Properties window. 

The Properties window for a single road contains the following tabs:

• General tab

• Alignment names tab

The Properties window for the horizontal alignment contains the 
General tab.

The Properties window for the vertical alignment contains the 
General tab.

The Properties window for the X-Section contains the General tab 
(for the road with X-Section).

The Properties window for the Road String Set contains the General 
tab (for the road with String Set).

The Properties window for the separate Road String contains the 
General tab (for the road with String Set).

The Properties window for the pair of the horizontal and vertical 
alignments contains the General tab (for the road with String Set).

The Properties window for the horizontal element contains the 
following tabs:

• General tab

• End Position tab
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The Properties window for the vertical element contains the General 
tab.

The Properties window for the X-Section Station contains the 
General tab.

Road Properties Window 
 

The Properties window for a single road contains the following tabs:

• General tab

• Alignment names tab

General Tab of the Properties: Road / 

Add Road Windows

 

You can open the Properties: Road window after selecting the 
Properties command from the pop-up menu for the highlighted road 
in the Roads tab and open the Add Road window by clicking the 

 icon in the Add group of the ribbon. 

This tab contains the fields:

• Name - a road name. To edit the name, click on the highlighted 
field and enter a new name. The road name is unique and the field 
cannot be empty.

• Start Point - the name of the road’s start point. You can select the 
desired point from the list. After selecting the point, the Northing, 
the Easting and Elevation fields display the coordinates of the 
selected point. These coordinates cannot be changed for the 
selected point.
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• Northing - the road’s start point northing coordinate in the current 
coordinate system (Grid or Ground). You can edit the value when 
a point is not selected in the Start Point field.

• Easting - the road’s start point easting coordinate in the current 
coordinate system (Grid or Ground). You can edit the value when 
a point is not selected in the Start Point field.

• Elevation - the road’s start point elevation coordinate in the 
current (Grid or Ground) coordinate system. You can edit the 
value when a point is not selected in the Start Point field.

• Start Station / Chainage - starting station or chainage for the road. 
You can edit the value.

• Station Stakeout Interval -the Station Interval for staking out the 
previous/next station. You can edit the value.

• Left Corridor Offset - defines the left border for the Road 
Stakeout. The parameter relates to the Road with String Set only. 
Entering the value in the application does not change the view of 
the road in this software. For the road with an X-section the field 
is disabled. Here is the rule for creating the working corridor: the 
value of the left corridor offset has to be less or equal to the value 
of the right corridor offset.

• Right Corridor Offset - defines the right border for the Road 
Stakeout. The parameter relates to the Road with String Set only. 
Entering the value in the application does not change the view of 
the road in this software. For the road with X-section the field is 
disabled. Here is the rule for creating the working corridor: the 
value of the left corridor offset has to be less or equal to the value 
of the right corridor offset.

• Layer  - the Layer in which the road resides. The Layer sets the 
plotting style for the road. In this field, you can select any Layer 
from the list of user-created layers.

Alignment Names Tab of the 

Properties: Road / Add Road Windows
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You can open the Properties: Road window after selecting the 
Properties command from the pop-up menu for the highlighted road 
in the Roads tab and open the Add Road window by clicking the 

 icon in the Add group of the ribbon. 

This tab contains the fields:

• Horizontal Alignment Name  - you can select a pre-defined 
horizontal alignment from the list for the given road. 

• Vertical Alignment Name - you can select a pre-defined vertical 
alignment from the list for the given road. 

• X-Section Set Name - you can select a pre-defined cross-section 
set from the list for the given road (for the road with an X-Section 
set). 

• Road String Set Name - you can select a pre-defined string set 
from the list for the given road (for the road with a string set). 

 

Horizontal Alignment 

Properties Window
 

The Properties window for the horizontal alignment of the road 
contains the General tab.

Properties Window: General Tab for a 

Horizontal Alignment

 

You can open the tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted horizontal alignment in the left 
panel of the Roads tab. 
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This tab contains the fields: 

• Name - the name of the horizontal alignment. You can rename 
this alignment.

• Start Point - the name of the horizontal alignment start point. You 
can select the desired point from the list. After selecting the point, 
the Northing and the Easting fields display the coordinates of the 
selected point. These coordinates cannot be changed for the 
selected point.

• Northing - the horizontal alignment start point's northing 
coordinate in the current coordinate system (Grid or Ground). 
You can edit the value when a point is not selected in the Start 
Point field.

• Easting - the horizontal alignment start point's easting coordinate 
in the current coordinate system (Grid or Ground). You can edit 
the value when a point is not selected in the Start Point field.

• Start Station / Chainage - starting station or chainage for the 
horizontal alignment. You can edit the value.

Vertical Alignment Properties 

Window
 

The Properties window for the vertical alignment of the road contains 
the General tab.

Properties Window: General Tab for a 

vertical alignment 

 

You can open the tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted vertical alignment in the left 
panel of the Roads tab. 

This tab contains the fields: 
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• Name - the name of the vertical alignment. You can rename this 
alignment.

• Start Point - the name of the vertical alignment start point. You 
can select the desired point from the list. After selecting the point, 
the Northing and the Easting fields display the coordinates of the 
selected point. These coordinates cannot be changed for the 
selected point.

• Elevation - the vertical alignment start point's elevation 
coordinate in the current coordinate system (Grid or Ground). 
You can edit the value when a point is not selected in the Start 
Point field.

• Start Station / Chainage - starting station or chainage for the 
vertical alignment. You can edit the value.

X-section Properties Window
 

The Properties window for the X-Section of the road (only for road 
with X-Section) contains the General tab. 

Properties Window: General Tab for a 

X-Section

 

You can open the tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the X-Section in the left panel of the Roads tab. 

This tab contains the Name field, which is the name of the X-Section. 
You can rename this X-Section.

Road String Set Properties Window

 

The Properties window for the Road String Set (for the road with 
String Set) contains the General tab.
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Properties Window: General Tab for a 

Road String Set

 

You can open the tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the Road String Set in the left panel of the Roads 
tab. 

This tab contains the Name field, which is the name of the Road 
String Set. You can rename this Road String Set.

Road String Properties Window
 

The Properties window for the Road String (for the road with String 
Set) contains the General tab.

Properties Window: General Tab of 

for a Separate Road String 

 

You can open the tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the separate Road String in the left panel of the 
Roads tab. 

This tab contains the fields: 

• Name -the Road String name. To edit the name, click on the 
highlighted field and enter a new name. The Road String name is 
unique and the field cannot be empty. 

• Order - the order of a separate Road String in the selected Road 
String Set. You can set any number from the list of Road String 
numbers. 
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Horizontal Element Properties 

Window
 

The Properties window for the horizontal element contains the 
following tabs:

• General tab

• End Position tab

General Tab of the Properties: Horz 

Element / Add Horz Element Windows

 

You can open the Properties: Horz Element window after selecting 
the Properties command from the pop-up menu for the horizontal 
alignment. You can also open the Add Horz Element window after 
selecting the Add Horz Element command from the pop-up menu 
for either the road or the horizontal alignment. 

The content of this tab depends on the  alignment type:

For the Line the tab contains the fields:

•  Length - the length of the horizontal element.You can edit this 
value.

•  Azimuth - the azimuth of the tangent to the start point of the 
horizontal alignment. You can edit this value only for the starting 
element of the road (in this case “Tangential to previous element” 
box is disabled). To change the azimuth of all other elements, 
uncheck the “Tangential to previous element” box and enter the 
desired value in the field.

 and check box:

• Tangential to previous element - if this parameter is checked 
(default setting for all horizontal alignment types except the first 
road element), the given value of the azimuth will be used for the 
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next alignment as a start azimuth, and you cannot edit the 
azimuth. Uncheck the box to edit the azimuth.

 

For Curve the tab contains the fields:

• Length - the length of the horizontal element. You can edit this 
value.

• Turn - the direction of the curve turn. The Right value stands for 
clockwise direction and the Left value, for counter-clockwise 
direction. You can edit the direction for a Curve and Spiral 
horizontal alignment type.

• Radius - the radius of the curve. You can edit the value.

• Azimuth - the azimuth of the tangent to the start point of the 
horizontal alignment. You can edit this value only for the starting 
element of the road (in this case “Tangential to previous element” 
box is disabled). To change the azimuth of all other elements, 
uncheck the “Tangential to previous element” box and enter the 
desired value in the field.

 and check box:

Tangential to previous element - if this parameter is checked 
(default setting for all horizontal alignment types except the first 
road element), the given value of the azimuth will be used for the 
next alignment as a start azimuth, and you cannot edit the 
azimuth. Uncheck the box to edit the azimuth.

The curve parameters in the Curve panel in the current linear 
units (you cannot edit this parameters) include the following: 

• Deg Curve - the angle in degrees used to compute the radius of a 
curve whose curve is 100 units long. Using the degree of curve 
(DCV) parameter, the radius of the curve is automatically 
calculated.

• Deg Chord - the angle in degrees used to compute the radius of a 
curve whose chord is 100 units long. Using the degree of curve 
(DCH) parameter, the radius of the curve is automatically 
calculated.
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• Chord - the length of the segment joining the start and end points 
of a curve.

• Tangent - the length of the segment which touches the given 
curve.

• Mid Ord (Middle Ordinate) - the distance from the midpoint of a 
chord to the midpoint of the corresponding curve.

• External - the distance from the midpoint of the curve to the 
intersection point of the tangents. 

For Spiral TS to SC the tab contains the fields:

• Length - the length of the horizontal element. You can edit this 
value.

• Turn - the direction of the curve turn. The Right value stands for 
clockwise direction and the Left value for counter- clockwise 
direction. You can edit the direction for a Curve and Spiral 
horizontal alignment type.

• Radius - the end radius of the curve. You can edit the value.

• Azimuth - the azimuth of the tangent to the start point of the 
horizontal alignment. You can edit this value only for the starting 
element of the road (in this case “Tangential to previous element” 
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box is disabled). To change the azimuth of all other elements, 
uncheck the “Tangential to previous element” box and enter the 
desired value in the field.

 and check box:

• Tangential to previous element - if this parameter is checked 
(default setting for all horizontal alignment types except the first 
road element), the given value of the azimuth will be used for the 
next alignment as a start azimuth, and you cannot edit the 
azimuth. Uncheck the box to edit the azimuth.

The curve parameters in the Curve panel in the current linear units 
(you cannot edit this parameters) include the following: 

• Spiral Constant - the square root of the product of the length and 
the radius of the spiral. The value is used to define a compound 
curve.

• Deg Curve - the angle in degrees used to compute the end radius 
of a curve whose curve is 100 units long. Using the degree of 
curve (DCV) parameter, the curve radius is automatically 
calculated.

• Deg Chord - the angle in degrees used to compute the end radius 
of a curve whose chord is 100 units long. Using the degree of 
curve (DCH) parameter, the curve radius is automatically 
calculated.

 

• For Spiral CS to ST the tab contains the fields:

• Length - the length of the horizontal element. You can edit this 
value.
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• Turn - the direction of turn of the curve. The Right value stands 
for clockwise direction and the Left value for counter-clockwise 
direction. You can edit the direction for a Curve and Spiral 
horizontal alignment type.

• Radius - the end radius of the curve. You can edit the value.

• Azimuth - the azimuth of the tangent to the start point of the 
horizontal alignment. You can edit this value only for the starting 
element of the road (in this case “Tangential to previous element” 
box is disabled). To change the azimuth of all other elements, 
uncheck the “Tangential to previous element” box and enter the 
desired value in the field.

 and check box:

• Tangential to previous element - if this parameter is checked 
(default setting for all horizontal alignment types except the first 
road element), the given value of the azimuth will be used for the 
next alignment as a start azimuth, and you cannot edit the 
azimuth. Uncheck the box to edit the azimuth.

And the curve parameters in the Curve panel in the current linear 
units (you cannot edit this parameters) include the following: 

• Spiral Constant - the square root of the product of the length and 
the radius of the spiral. The value is used to define a compound 
curve.

• Deg Curve - the angle in degrees used to compute the start radius 
of a curve whose curve is 100 units long. Using the degree of 
curve (DCV) parameter, the radius of the curve is automatically 
calculated.

• Deg Chord - the angle in degrees used to compute the start radius 
of a curve whose chord is 100 units long. Using the degree of 
curve (DCH) parameter, the radius of the curve is automatically 
calculated.
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For Spiral CS to SC the tab contains the fields:

• Length - the length of the horizontal element. You can edit this 
value.

• Turn - the direction of turn of the curve. The Right value stands 
for clockwise direction and the Left value for counter-clockwise 
direction. You can edit the direction for a Curve and Spiral 
horizontal alignment type.

• Radius - the end radius of the curve. You can edit the value.

• Azimuth - the azimuth of the tangent to the start point of the 
horizontal alignment. You can edit this value only for the starting 
element of the road (in this case “Tangential to previous element” 
box is disabled). To change the azimuth of all other elements, 
uncheck the “Tangential to previous element” box and enter the 
desired value in the field.

 and check box:

• Tangential to previous element - if this parameter is checked 
(default setting for all horizontal alignment types except the first 
road element), the given value of the azimuth will be used for the 
next alignment as a start azimuth, and you cannot edit the 
azimuth. Uncheck the box to edit the azimuth.

The curve parameters in the Curve panel in the current linear units 
(you cannot edit this parameters) include the following: 

• Spiral Constant - the square root of the product of the length and 
the radius of the spiral. The value is used to define a compound 
curve.

• Start Deg Curve - the angle in degrees used to compute the start 
radius of a curve whose curve is 100 units long. Using the degree 
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of curve (DCV) parameter, the radius of the curve is 
automatically calculated.

• Start Deg Chord - the angle in degrees used to compute the start 
radius of a curve whose chord is 100 units long. Using the degree 
of chord (DCH) parameter, the radius of the curve is 
automatically calculated.

• End Deg Curve - the angle in degrees used to compute the end 
radius of a curve whose curve is 100 units long. Using the degree 
of a curve (DCV) parameter, the radius of the curve is 
automatically calculated.

• End Deg Chord - the angle in degrees used to compute the end 
radius of a curve whose chord is 100 units long. Using the degree 
of a chord (DCH) parameter, the radius of the curve is 
automatically calculated. 

For Intersection the tab contains the fields:

• Intersection point - the name of the intersection point or the end 
point of the compound curve. You can select the desired point 
from the list. After selecting the point, the Northing and the 
Easting fields displays the coordinates of the selected point. 
These coordinates cannot be changed for the selected point.

• Northing - the intersection point's or compound curve end point's 
northing coordinate in the current coordinate system. You can 
edit the value when a point is not selected in the Intersection point 
field.

• Easting - the intersection point's or compound curve end point's 
easting coordinate in the current coordinate system. You can edit 
the value when a point is not selected in the Intersection point 
field.
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• Turn - the direction of the turning curve. The Right value stands 
for clockwise direction and the Left value for counter-clockwise 
direction. You cannot edit the parameter for intersection 
alignment.

• Spiral 1 Length - the length of the first spiral of the compound 
curve. You can edit the value.

• Spiral 2 Length - the length of the second spiral of the compound 
curve. You can edit the value.

The curve parameters in the Curve panel in the current linear units 
(you can edit these parameters): 

• Spiral Constant 1 - the square root of the product of the length 
and the radius of the first spiral. 

• Spiral Constant 2 - the square root of the product of the length 
and the radius of the first spiral. 

• Deg Curve - the angle in degrees used to compute the start radius 
of a curve whose curve is 100 units long. Using the degree of 
curve (DCV) parameter, the radius of the curve is automatically 
calculated.

• Deg Chord - the angle in degrees used to compute the start radius 
of a curve whose chord is 100 units long. Using the degree of 
chord (DCH) parameter, the radius of the curve is automatically 
calculated.

For any alignment type the Add Next Element check box is present in 
the Add Horz Element window. If this parameter is checked (default 
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setting for all alignment types), after clicking Ok in the current Add 
Horz Element window, the next Add Horz Element window 
automatically displays.

 

End Position Tab of the Properties: 

Horz Element / Add Horz Element 

Windows

 

You can open the Properties: Horz Element window after selecting 
the Properties command from the pop-up menu for the horizontal 
alignment and open the Add Horz Element window after selecting the 
Add Horz Element command from the pop-up menu for either the 
road or the horizontal alignment. This tab contains the coordinates of 
the end point of the horizontal alignment in the current linear units. 
You cannot edit these values:

• End Sta/Chainage - the number of the end station/ chainage for 
the horizontal element.

• End Northing - the end point northing coordinate in Ground / 
Grid coordinate system.

• End Easting – the end point easting coordinate in Ground / Grid 
coordinate system.

• End Azimuth – the azimuth of the tangent to the given point for 
the horizontal alignment. 
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Vertical Element Properties 

Windows
 

The Properties window for the vertical element contains the General 
tab.

General Tab of the Properties: Vert 

Element / Add Vert Element Windows

 

You can open the Properties: Vert Element window after selecting the 
Properties command from the pop-up menu for the vertical alignment 
and open the Add Vert Element window after selecting the Add Vert 
Element command from the pop-up menu for either the road or the 
vertical alignment.

The content of this tab depends on alignment type:

For Grade the tab contains the fields:

• Length – the length of the vertical element. You can edit this 
parameter.

• Grade – the ratio of the grade length and delta H (the difference 
between the elevations at the end station and the start station of 
the grade element) multiplied by 100%. You can edit this 
parameter. If the grade is rising, the value should be set positive; 
if the grade is falling, the value should be set negative.

• Sta/Chainage - the number of the start station or chainage for a 
vertical element. You cannot edit this parameter for this 
alignment. This parameter is automatically calculated taking into 
account Length.

 

For Parabola the tab contains the fields:

• Length – the length of the vertical element. You can edit this 
parameter.
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• Start Grade - the start grade of the element in percents. You can 
edit this parameter. If the grade is rising, the value should be set 
positive; if the grade is falling, the value should be set negative. 

• End Grade – the ending grade of the element in percents. You can 
edit this parameter. If the grade is rising, the value should be set 
positive; if the grade is falling, the value should be set negative. 

• Sta/Chainage - the number of the start station or chainage for a 
vertical element. You cannot edit this parameter for this 
alignment. This parameter is automatically calculated taking into 
account Length , Start Grade and End Grade.

 

For Circular Arc the tab contains the fields:

• Radius - the radius of the vertical element. You can edit this 
parameter.

• Length – the length of the vertical element. The length of the 
circular arc is automatically calculated taking into account the 
entered values of the Radius, Start Grade and End Grade. You 
cannot edit the parameter.

• Start Grade - the start grade of the element, in percents. You can 
edit this parameter. If the grade is rising, the value should be set 
positive; if the grade is falling, the value should be set negative.

• End Grade – the ending grade of the element, in percents. You 
can edit this parameter. If the grade is rising, the value should be 
set positive; if the grade is falling, the value should be set 
negative. 

• Sta/Chainage - the number of the start station or chainage for a 
vertical element. You cannot edit this parameter for this 
alignment. This parameter is automatically calculated taking into 
account the  Radius , Start Grade and End Grade.

The vertical alignment can be described through a long section 
(parabola long section or arc long section). In this case, three points 
are used to draw a compound curve. To set the compound curve in the 
vertical plane, you need to add three long sections to the vertical 
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alignment. When creating a complex curve, the heights for long 
sections 1, 2, and 3 and the length set for long section 2 will be used. 

 

For Parabola Long Section the tab contains the fields:

• Sta/Chainage - the number of the start station or chainage for a 
long section element. You can edit this parameter for the long 
section.

• Length - the length of the vertical element. For the long section 
element, set 0 for the start and end elements of the long section.

• Elevation – the elevation on the station used for creating the long 
section. You can edit this parameter for the long section.

 

For Arc Long Section the tab contains the fields:

• Sta/Chainage - the number of the start station or chainage for a 
long section element. You can edit this parameter for the long 
section.

• Radius - the radius of the vertical element. For the arc long 
section element, set 0 for the start and end element of the long 
section.

• Elevation – the elevation on the station used for creating the long 
section. You can edit this parameter for the long section.
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For any alignment type the Add Next Element check box is present in 
the Add Vert Element window. If this parameter is checked (default 
setting for all alignment types), after clicking Ok in the current Add 
Vert Element window, the next Add Vert Element window 
automatically displays.

 

X-Section Station Properties 

Windows
 

The Properties window for the X-Section station contains the General 
tab.

 

General Tab of the Properties X-

Section Station /Add X-Section 

Windows

 

You can open the Properties X-section Station window after selecting 
the Properties command from the pop-up menu in the X-Section tab. 
You can open the Add X-Section window after selecting the Add X-
Section command from the pop-up menu for either the road or the X-
section. This tab contains the fields:

• Station/Chainage - the station or chainage where the template is 
to be applied. If you set "0", the selected template is applied from 
the road start point to the road end point or to the point where a 
new template is applied.

• Side - the left or right side of the road relative to the center line 
where this template is to be used.

• Template - the name of the template from the list of existing 
templates in the current job.
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and check box:

 Add Next X-Section - If this parameter is checked (default 
setting for all alignment types), after clicking Ok in the current 
Add X-Section window, the next Add X-Section window 
automatically displays.

The Pair of the Horizontal and 

Vertical Alignments Properties 

Window
 

The Properties window for the pair of the horizontal and vertical 
alignments (for the road with String Set) contains the General tab.

Properties Window: General Tab for a 

Pair of the Horizontal and Vertical 

Alignments

 

You can open the tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the pair of the horizontal and vertical alignments 
in the left panel of the Roads tab. This tab contains the fields: 

• Horizontal Alignment Name - the current horizontal alignment 
name. You can select another horizontal alignment from the list 
for the given road. 

•  Vertical Alignment Name - the current vertical alignment name. 
You can select another vertical alignment from the list for the 
given road. 
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X-Sections Template 

Properties Window 
 

The X-Sections Template tab displays a table containing two panels. 
Each panel has its own Properties window. 

The Properties window for the template contains the General tab.

The Properties window for the selected offset of the template contains 
the General tab.

General Tab of the Properties: X-

Section Template / Add X-Section 

Template Window 

 
You can open this tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the left panel of the X-
Section Template tab. This tab contains data for the X-Section 
Template in the fields:

• Name - the name of the X-Section template. You can edit the 
name.

• Cut Slope (1:n) - represents the horizontal increment of the slope 
for a unit of vertical increment. The cut slope is used when the 
road surface is below the terrain. By default, the cut slope equals 
0 (unit in percent). You can edit the parameter.

• Fill Slope (1:n) - represents the horizontal increment of the slope 
for a unit of vertical increment. The fill slope is used when the 
road surface is above the terrain. By default, the fill slope equals 
0 (unit in percent). You can edit the parameter.
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General Tab of the Properties / Add 

Offset / Insert Offset Window

 

You can open this tab after selecting the Properties command from 
the pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the right panel of the X-
Section Template tab. This tab contains data for the offset(s) of the X-
Section Template in the fields:

• Name - the name of the offset. You can edit the name and leave 
the field empty.

• Order – the order of the offset in the template. You can set any 
number from the list of offset numbers.

• Hz. Dist – the horizontal offset (in the current linear units) from 
the center line for the offset. You can edit the value.

• V.Dist – the vertical offset from the horizontal plane for the 
offset. You can edit the value. When you enter this parameter, the 
Grade will be automatically calculated. 

• Grade – the ratio of horizontal offset (Hz. Dist) and vertical offset 
(V.Dist) multiplied by 100%. When you enter this parameter, the 
V.Dist will be automatically calculated. 

•  Hz. Offset from CL (m) – the horizontal offset from the center 
line for the start point of the given offset. It is calculated using the 
corresponding values of the previous offset(s) and it is not 
editable.

• V. offset from CL (m) – the vertical offset from the horizontal 
plane for the start point of the offset. It is calculated using the 
corresponding values of the previous offset(s) and it is not 
editable.
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Inverse Tab Properties Window
 

The Properties window for the inverse task contains the General tab.

Properties Window: General Tab for 

Inverse

 

You can open the General tab, if the Properties command from the 
pop-up menu for the highlighted line in the Inverse tab is selected.

This tab contains the following fields:

•  From / To – the point's name (if the point has name) selected in 
the corresponding fields of the Inverse window. 

•  Forward Azimuth – the calculated value depends on the selected 
coordinate system. If the global coordinate system (WGS84 Lat, 
Lon, Ell.H/Datum Lat, Lon, Ell.H/Datum Lat, Lon, 
Elevation) is selected in the Status bar, the horizontal geodesic 
azimuth from the "From" point to the "To" point is displayed. For 
a Ground/Grid coordinate system, selected in the Status Bar, the 
grid/ground azimuth (bearing) from the "From" point to the "To" 
point is displayed. 

• Backward Azimuth – the calculated value depends on the 
selected coordinate system. If the global coordinate system 
(WGS84 Lat, Lon, Ell.H/Datum Lat, Lon, Ell.H/Datum Lat, 
Lon, Elevation) is selected in the Status bar, the horizontal 
geodesic azimuth from the "To" point to the "From" point is 
displayed. For a Ground/Grid coordinate system, selected in the 
Status Bar, the grid/ground azimuth (bearing) from the "To" point 
to the "From" point is displayed. 

•  Geodetic Distance – the length of the geodetic line (the shortest 
distance) between the two points on an ellipsoid. 

• Ground Distance – the calculated value depends on whether the 
Grid-to-Ground transformation is activated or not. If Grid to 
Ground transformation is not activated, it will be the geodetic 
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distance multiplied by the scale factor, which is automatically 
calculated taking into account the height of the first point. If Grid 
to Ground transformation is activated, the Ground Distance 
displays a grid distance multiplied by the scale factor calculated, 
taking into account the average job height.

•  Grid Distance – the shortest distance between two points on a 
projection plane. This value will be displayed when a Grid 
coordinate system is selected in the Status bar.

• Slope Distance - the 3D distance between the points.

• Delev - the difference in orthometric heights. This value will be 
displayed, if Ground/Grid/Datum Lat, Lon, Elevation is 
selected in the Status bar.

• Delta Ell.H - the difference in ellipsoidal heights. This value will 
be displayed, if WGS84 Lat, Lon, Ell.H/Datum Lat, Lon, Ell.H 
is selected in the Status bar.

• DN- the difference in Northing coordinates. This value will be 
displayed when a projection is defined in the Job Configuration.

• DE- the difference in Easting coordinates. This value will be 
displayed when a projection is defined in the Job Configuration.

• Note- displays a user comment. To edit the note, click on the 
highlighted field and enter comments if necessary.

 

Options Window 
 

The data columns for each tab can be shown/hidden and re-arranged 
according to your preference in available data. You can change the 
order and visibility of the tab’s columns in the Options window. To 
open the Options window for the current tab, right-click on any place 
of the tab, and select the Options command from the pop-up menu. 
The window involves two fields (except the Option window for the 
Images tab):

- left field contains a list of available columns.
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- right field contains a list of selected columns. These columns 
displays in the tab. 

You can create your own set of columns using:

•  corresponding double arrows buttons to include/remove the 
highlighted columns into the Selected columns field.

• corresponding Move UP/Move Down buttons to modify the order 
of the highlighted columns.

 

Options Window for the Points 

Tab
 

You can change the order and visibility of the Points tab’s columns in 
the Options window. To open the Options window, right-click on any 
place in the tab and select the Options command from the pop-up 
menu. The window has two panels.

Options Window for the GPS 

Occupations Tab
 

You can change the order and visibility of the GPS Occupations tab’s 
columns in the Options window. To open the Options window, right-
click on any place in the tab and select the Options command from 
the pop-up menu. The window involves two panels.
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Options Window for the GPS 

Obs Tab
 

You can change the order and visibility of the GPS Obs tab’s columns 
in the Options window. To open the Options window, right-click on 
any place in the tab and select the Options command from the pop-up 
menu. The window has two panels.

Options Window for the TS Obs 

Tab
 

You can change the order and visibility of the TS Obs tab’s columns 
in the Options window. To open the Options window, right-click on 
any place in the tab and select the Options command from the pop-up 
menu. The window has two panels for the TS occupation data  and 
two panels for theTS observation data.

Options Window for the DL Obs 

Tab
 

You can change the order and visibility of the DL Obs tab’s columns 
in the Options window. To open the Options window, right-click on 
any place in the tab and select the Options command from the pop-up 
menu. The window has  two panels for the DL run data and two 
panels for the DL observation data of the tab.
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Options Window for the Lines 

Tab
 

You can change the order and visibility of the Lines tab’s columns in 
the Options window. To open the Options window, right-click on any 
place in the tab and select the Options command from the pop-up 
menu. The window has two panels for the polyline data and two 
panels for the segment data of the tab.

 

Options Window for the 

Surfaces Tab
 

You can change the order and visibility of the Surfaces tab’s columns 
in the Options window. To open the Options window, right-click on 
any place in the tab and select the Options command from the pop-up 
menu. The window has two panels.

Options Window for the Roads 

Tab
 

The Options window for the Roads tab contains six tables for the 
road's components:

• Display Horizontal Elements

• Display Vertical Elements

• Display Cross Sections

• Display Road Strings

• Display Road String Alignments 
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• Graphic Views

 

Options Window for the X-

Section Templates Tab
 

You can change the order and visibility of the X-Section Templates 
tab’s columns in the Options window. To open the Options window, 
right-click on any place in the tab and select the Options command 
from the pop-up menu. The window has two panels for the template 
data and two panels for the offset data.

Options Window for the 

Inverse Tab
 

You can change the order and visibility of the Inverse tab columns in 
the Options window. To open the Options window, right-click on any 
place in the tab and select the Options command from the pop-up 
menu. The window has two panels.
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Enterprise Option: 
Introductions
 
The Enterprise option in the MAGNET Tools allows you to connect 
with the MAGNET Enterprise service to upload or download data to 
the project on the sever and “chat” with company co-workers. Click 
Enterprise in the menu bar to run the Enterprise option. 

To connect with the MAGNET Enterprise web server, click the  
icon.  

To create a new Project Inbox and see all available Projects, click the 

 icon.  

To upload a file in the Project Inbox, click the  icon. 

To download a file from the Project Inbox, click the  icon. 

To start chatting with the company members, click the  icon. 

To automatically receive the coordinates of the measured point in the 

real time to the current job, click the  icon. 
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To change the connection option with Enterprise web server, click the 

 icon. 

Enterprise Option: Logon 

Window

 

In the window you can enter the login (e-mail) and password 
provided by the Enterprise administrator of your company or by your 
dealer to connect with the Enterprise server.

 When the Save login check box is checked, the entered login will be 
stored and you do not need to enter the login for the next connection 
with the server.

 When the Save password check box is checked, the entered password 
will be stored and you do not need to enter the password for the next 
connection with the server.

When the Auto logon on startup check box is checked, the connection 
with the server will be set automatically after starting the application, 
if the Save login and Save password check boxes are checked.

To start a connection, click the Logon button. After the connection is 
established:

• the Logon button changes into the Logout button.

• all fields and all check boxes of the Logon window are disabled.

• all icons of the Enterprise option are enabled. 

To stop the connection, click the Logout button. After disconnecting 
with the Enterprise server:

• the Logout button changes into the Logon button.

• all fields and all check boxes of the Logon window are enabled.

• all icons of the Enterprise option are disabled. 
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Enterprise Option: Connect to 

Project Window

 

In the Connect to Project window you can create a Project Inbox on 
the Enterprise service. Only after creating a project you can upload / 
download data to the project. You can create an unlimited number of 
projects. To create a project, enter a name in the New project field 
and click the Create button.

Note 1: In the Enterprise option you cannot assign additional user(s) 
to the Project Inbox(es).

Note 2: An Administrator or Project Manager can assign additional 
user(s) to the project in the Enterprise web server.

The Available field displays all the projects to which you have access. 
In this field you can select one project as the current project: highlight 
a desired project in the field and click the Connect button. 

Note 3: Before starting the Real Time logging, you have to connect 
to the same project, which was selected in the MAGNET Field job. 
Receiving of the measured point coordinates automatically is 
performed within one Project.

Also see Enterprise option: Inboxes Structure.

Enterprise Option: Chat 

Window
 

In the Chat window you can send a text message to the selected 
user(s) of your company. Also you can receive a text message from 
any user of the company.

The Create chat table displays a list of the company user(s): 
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- the icon displays the user who is connected to the 
Enterprise server at the moment (online user),

- the icon displays the user who is not connected to the 
Enterprise server at the moment (offline user).

In this table you can select any user and create a chat for the user or a 
group of users. Check one or few users and click the Create chat 
button. The application creates a Chat tab in the window. 

Note 1: The Create chat button is enabled when the following 
conditions are met:

- A user or group of users are checked in the Attendants field.

- The connection with the server is established.

The Chat tab contains three fields:

- The left field displays a list of the user(s) for the given chat. 
You cannot add/remove a user from the list.

- The top right field displays the text message that was sent 
and message(s) about presence status of the user ("...is 
online" or "...is offline").

- The bottom right field displays the entered message. Click 
the Send button or Ctrl + Enter to post the message to the 
chat.

Note 2: You can send a text message to both online or offline users. 
The online user will immediately receive the message, but the offline 
user will receive the message after establishing the connection with 
the server.

Note 3:You can create unlimited number of chats with different sets 
of the users.
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Enterprise Option: Options 

Window

 

In the window you can edit your account (e-mail and password) and 
options of connection with the Enterprise server.

 When the "Auto logon on startup checkbox" is checked, the 
connection with the server will be set automatically after starting the 
application.

When the "Restore connection on disconnect" is checked, the 
application will automatically try to restore the broken connection.

When the "Connect to last connected project at startup" is checked, 
the application will automatically connect with the project which was 
selected for the previous connection with the Enterprise server.

When the "Show inboxes only for connected project" is checked, the 
right panel of the Upload files window and the left panel of the 
Download files window displays the connected project only. This 
check box has the same functionality as the "Show inboxes for 
connected project only"check box on the Download files and Upload 
files windows.

Click Ok to save the selected option(s) and to close the window.

Enterprise Option: Upload Files 

Window
 

In the Upload files window you can upload selected files to the 
server. In the left panel of the window you can select the desired files: 
click the Add button and select file(s) in the Open window. To delete 
a file from the left panel, select the file(s) and click the Remove 
button.

In the right panel check the folder where you want to store the file(s). 
Click the Upload button to start uploading the selected file(s) to the 
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selected Inbox(es). The Progress window displays the uploading 
percentage that is completed.

 

Note 1: The Upload button is enabled when the following 
conditions are met:

 - in the left panel a file(s) is selected,

 - in the right panel an Inbox(es) is checked,

- the connection with the server is established

Note 2: When the "Show inboxes for connected project only"check 
box is checked, the right panel of the Upload files window displays 
the connected project. You can connect with any project in the 
Connect to Project or Real Time sessions windows.

 

Enterprise Option: Download 

Files Window
 

In the Download files window you can download a file from the 
server to the computer. In the left panel of the window you can select 
the corresponding Inbox. The right panel of the window displays the 
files located in the Inbox. Check the desired file(s).

Click the Select button and navigate to the desired folder in the 
computer where the file(s) will be saved. The Target directory field 
displays the path to the folder for saving the downloaded file(s). 

Click the Download button to start downloading selected file(s) to the 
selected Inbox(es). The Progress window displays the downloading 
percentage that is completed.

 

Note 1: The Download button is enabled when the following 
conditions are met:

 - in the left panel a folder is selected
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 -  in the right panel a file(s) is checked

 - the desired folder in the computer is selected

- the connection with the server is established

Note 2: If your role is Project Team Member you can typically 
download only from your Project Inbox and from the Project Inbox of 
other user(s) where your account was assigned by the Enterprise 
administrator of your company.

Note 3: If your role is Administrator or Project Manager you can 
download from all company user’s Inboxes.

Note 4: When the "Show inboxes for connected project only" check 
box is checked, the left panel of the Download files window displays 
the connected project only. You can connect with any project in the 
Connect to Project or Real Time sessions windows.

 Enterprise option: Real time 

window
 

In the Real time window you can automatically receive the 
coordinates (not raw data and observations) of measured or added 
points from MAGNET Field in real time. The measured / added 
points will automatically send from the MAGNET Field to the 
MAGNET Enterprise and then send to the current job of the 
application. The Points tab displays the points.

To perform the real time import from MAGNET Field to the 
application job, two conditions must be met:

 - The MAGNET Field user and you have to belong to the 
same company,

- The MAGNET Field user and you have to connect to the 
same project.
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Click the  icon, to open the Real Time sessions window. In the 
Project field select the desired project. If you select the Project with 
which the connection was established in the Connect to Project 
window the Connect button is disabled. If you select a Project for 
which you did not set a connection, click the Connect button to 
establish the connection with the project. After connecting with the 
project, the Connect button is disabled.

If a user from the MAGNET Field side has a connection with the 
project, the Sessions table displays the user name, device name and 
ID of the device connected to the MAGNET Enterprise. Each line in 
the Sessions table displayed the connected device to the project. 

To update information in the Sessions table, click the Refresh button.

Select a session and click the Start button. Clicking the Start button 
starts uploading data to the MAGNET Enterprise from the receiver / 
controller, where MAGNET Field runs. To finish the session, click 
the Stop button.

After sending the measured /added points to the current job, the 
Points tab will display the points in WGS-84 or Ground coordinate 
systems.

Enterprise Option: Inboxes 

Structure
 

The Enterprise service allows you to store data in inboxes which have 
the following structure:

• Major inbox is Company. Each company has a Company Inbox. 
The company Administrator will create a MAGNET Enterprise 
company account. The Administrator will then add users to this 
company account. All users that are added will have access to the 
Company Inbox. The Administrator can set the different role for 
the added users.
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Note 1: These steps are performed on the Enterprise web server only 
(not in the Enterprise option of the application).

Note 2. There are four roles for users in the Enterprise web server. 
The table displays the privileges that are associated with the role:

 

 

• Middle inbox is Project. You entered the project name in the 
Project Manager window. All your data can be stored in the 
Project inbox.

Note 3: If a user creates a project in the application only that user is 
assigned to the project. An Administrator or Project Manager can 

Privileges Administra-
tor 

Consul-
tant 

Project 
Manager

Project Team 
Member

Create a MAGNET Enter-
prise company account 

YES NO NO NO

Add / remove a user to the 
company account

YES NO NO NO

Set a role for other users YES NO NO NO

Assign additional users to the Project Inbox(es) YES NO NO NO

Download data from all us-
ers Inboxes

YES NO YES NO

View online / offline devices 
connected to the server

YES YES YES NO

View available licenses YES NO YES NO

Set a notification for the added users YES YES YES YES

Create / edit / remove any Inbox, upload a new 
file to a personal Inbox 

YES YES YES YES

Use the chat with the added users YES YES YES YES

View and edit My Profile YES YES YES YES

View and edit To Do List YES YES YES YES

View Map YES YES YES YES

View Weather YES YES YES YES

View and use Store YES NO NO NO
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then assign additional users to the project in the Enterprise web 
server.

•  Last inbox is User. For any role you can upload data to the 
personal Inbox or Inbox for which you were assigned. If your role 
is Administrator or Project Manager you can download from all 
user’s Inboxes and if your role is Project Team Member you can 
typically download only from their Inbox.
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How To
 

This chapter contains a set of short recommendations which help you 
quickly perform useful operations using MAGNET Tools.

Adding Antenna Type

 
Each antenna type has unique phase center parameters (for L1 and L2 
frequencies, respectively) obtained through either NGS calibration or 
TPS calibration. These parameters are viewable but non-editable in 
the Antennas List window. However, you can add user-defined 
antenna types to the antennas list, as well as to display, to edit, and to 
remove antennas from the antennas list. The custom antenna is stored 
in the user's folder and is saved after updating the version of the 
software. You can add a new antenna type to the antennas list in the 
following tabs:

 - the Antenna tab of the Properties window for a 
GPS occupation. Click the Custom button, to open the 
Custom Antennas List window. This window displays all 
custom antennas which were previously entered. In the 
window click the Add button to open New Custom Antenna 
tab.

- the Base Antenna tab or/and the Rover Antenna tab for a 
GPS observation. Click the Custom button to open the 
Custom Antennas List window. This window displays all 
custom antennas which were previously entered. In the 
window click the Add button to open the New Custom 
Antenna tab.

- the Antennas List window (View->Antennas List). Right 
click on the list and select the New Custom Antenna 
command from the pop-up menu. The New Custom Antenna 
tab appears.
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The New Custom Antenna tab involves three tabs: the General tab, 
the Parameters tab, the PCV tab.

After entering all needed parameters in the tabs, click the OK button 
to store the antenna parameters. You can see the antenna name in the 
Custom Antennas List window and the Antennas List window. In the 
both windows you can edit any parameters for the custom antenna or 
remove the antenna.

Editing and Viewing 

MAGNET Field Offsets in the 

Job
 

MAGNET Field allows you to determine the coordinates of an 
inaccessible point using the measured point(s), distance, and angle 
offsets. MAGNET Field job can contain offsets data from GPS points 
and offsets from TS points.

When you perform a survey with GPS receiver, MAGNET Field will 
allow use the following offset types:

• Offset Line: Determination of the horizontal and vertical (3D) 
coordinates of an inaccessible point, using two points and 
additional distance offsets' measurements.The offset point lies on 
the perpendicular to the line “Start Point - End Point”. This offset 
can be performed from both existing points and measured points.

After importing the MAGNET Field job with Offset Line data 
into the current MAGNET Topcon job, you can see the Offset tab 
in the Properties window for the point ( the offset point has the 

 icon). You can edit the offset values in this tab. To obtain the 
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coordinates of the offset point, save the entered values by 
clicking the OK button and then click the Compute Coordinates 
button.

•  Azimuth & Offsets: Determination of the horizontal and 
vertical (3D) coordinates of an inaccessible point, using one 
measured point, distance, and angle measurements from this 
point to the offset point. This offset can be performed from both 
existing point and measured point. 

After importing the MAGNET Field job with Azimuth & Offsets 
data into the current MAGNET Tools job, you can see this offset 
in:

-  Offset tab in the Properties window for the corresponding 
GPS occupation, if the offset was performed from a measured 
point. The Original Name of this GPS occupation is "Start 
Point". The offset point (calculated from the given GPS 
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occupation and the linear and angular offsets) has the  
icon. 

or

 -  Offset tab in the Properties window for the point, if the 
offset was performed from an existing point. The offset point 
(calculated from the existed point and the linear and angular 

offsets) has the icon. 

You can edit the offset values in this tab. To obtain the 
coordinates of the offset point, save the entered values by 
clicking the OK button and then click the Compute Coordinates 
button.

 

When you performs a survey with Total Station, MAGNET Field 
allows the following offset types:

 
• Horizontal Angle Offset: Determination of the horizontal 
(2D) coordinates of an inaccessible center of pipe / tree / pillar 
using distance and angle measurements.

 After importing the MAGNET Field job with Horizontal Angle 
Offset data into the current MAGNET Tools job, the right panel 
of the TS Obs tab displays two measurements performed for 
calculating this offset point. In this case MAGNET Tools applies 
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the same Point to the name for Side and Center type 
measurements:

You cannot edit the offset values in the MAGNET Tools job.

 

• Horizontal/Vertical Angle Offset: Determination of the 
horizontal and vertical (3D) coordinates of an inaccessible point 
using distance and angle measurements. 

 After importing the MAGNET Field job with Horizontal/
Vertical Angle Offset data into the current MAGNET Tools job, 
the right panel of the TS Obs tab displays two measurements 
performed for calculating this offset point. In this case MAGNET 
Tools job applies the same Point to name for Vertical and Horz. 
Vertical type measurements:

You cannot edit the offset values in the MAGNET Tools job.

 

Point 
From 

Point To Horizontal Circle Slope Dis-
tance

Type

A Offset_Point 35 12 33 150.55 Side
A Offset_Point 35 10 11  Center

Point 
From

Point To Horizontal Cir-
cle

Slope Dis-
tance

Zenith Angle Type

A Offset_Point 45 12 34.000 100 91 12 16.000 Vertical

A Offset_Point 46 10 15.000  84 15 12.000 Horz.Vertical
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• Distance Offset: Determination of the horizontal and vertical 
(3D) coordinates of an inaccessible point using distance and 
angle measurements, and additional distance offsets 
measurements, for example made by the tape.

 After importing the MAGNET Field job with Distance Offset 
data into the current MAGNET Tools job, the right panel of the 
TS Obs tab and the Offset tab of the Properties window for TS 
occupation displays all entered offset values for calculating the 
offset point coordinates:

You can edit the offset values in the TS Obs tab and the Offset tab 
for the given TS occupation. To obtain the coordinates of the 
offset point, click the Compute Coordinates button.

 

Point 
From

Point To Type Offset 
Along (m)

Offset
 dHt (m)

Offset 
Across 

(m)

Offset Type

A Offset_Point SS 2.34 0.56 -1.12 From Observation 
Line
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• Hidden Point: Determination of the horizontal and vertical (3D) 
coordinates of an inaccessible point using distance and angle 
measurements to two prisms located on the rod. 

 After importing the MAGNET Field job with Hidden Point data 
into the current MAGNET Tools job, the right panel of the TS 
Obs tab displays all measurements performed for calculating this 
offset point. In this case MAGNET Tools job applies the same 
Point to name for Missing Pt type measurements:

You cannot edit the offset values in the MAGNET Tools job.

 

• Two Lines Intersection: Determination of the horizontal and 
vertical (3D) coordinates of an inaccessible point as the 
intersection of two auxiliary lines.You create these lines (by two 
points) and performs distance and angle measurements of the 
line’s points. 

Point 
From

Point To Horizontal Cir-
cle

Slope Dis-
tance

Zenith Angle Type

A Offset_Point 45 00 00.000 100.00 90 00 00.000 Missing Pt.

A Offset_Point 45 10 15.000 101.00 91 00 00.000 Missing Pt.
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After importing the MAGNET Field job with Two Line 

Intersection data into the current MAGNET Tools job, the right 
panel of the TS Obs tab displays all measurements performed for 
calculating the offset point. In this case MAGNET Tools applies 
the same Point to name for Line type measurements:

You cannot edit the offset values in the MAGNET Tools job.

• Lines and Corner: Determination of the horizontal and vertical 
(3D) coordinates of an inaccessible point, as intersection an 
auxiliary line and a plane. You create a line (by two points) and a 

Point 
From

Point To Horizontal Cir-
cle

Slope Dis-
tance

Zenith Angle Type

A Offset_Point 45 00 00.000 100.00 91 00 00.000 Line

A Offset_Point 62 00 00.000 140.00 92 00 00.000 Line

A Offset_Point 130 00 00.00 110.00 91 00 00.000 Line

A Offset_Point 102 00 00.00 129.00 93 00 00.000 Line
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vertical plane passing through the offset point. After importing 

the MAGNET Field job with Lines and Corner data into the 
current MAGNET Tools job, the right panel of the TS Obs tab 
displays all measurements performed for calculating the offset 
point. In this case MAGNET Tools applies the same Point to 
name for Line and Corner type measurements:

You cannot edit the offset values in the MAGNET Tools job.

 

• Line and Offset: Determination of the horizontal and vertical 
(3D) coordinates of an inaccessible point, using an auxiliary line 
and additional distance offsets measurements, for example made 
by the tape. You create a line (by two points), then performs 

Point 
From

Point To Horizontal Cir-
cle

Slope Dis-
tance

Zenith Angle Type

A Offset_Point 78 00 00.000 110.00 91 00 00.000 Line

A Offset_Point 59 00 00.000 78.00 92 00 00.000 Line

A Offset_Point 37 00 00.000  93 00 00.000 Corner
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distance and angle measurements of the line’s points and distance 
measurements (from this line) to the offset point.

 After importing the MAGNET Field job with Lines and Offset 
data into the current MAGNET Tools job, the right panel of the 
TS Obs tab displays all measurements performed for calculating 
the offset point. In this case MAGNET Tools applies the same 
Point to the name for Line type measurement, and displays the 
additional distance offsets measurements for the last Line 
measurement:

You can edit the offset values in the TS Obs tab and the Offset tab 
for the given TS occupation. To obtain the coordinates of the 
offset point, click the Compute Coordinates button.

 

• Plane and Corner: Determination of the horizontal and vertical 
(3D) coordinates of an inaccessible point, as intersection of a line 

Point 
From

Point To Horizontal 
Circle

Slope Dis-
tance(m)

Zenith Angle Type Offset 
Along (m)

Off-
set 
dHt 
(m)

Offset 
Across (m)

A Offset_Point 78 00 
00.000

110.00 91 00 00.000 Line    

A Offset_Point 59 00 
00.000

78.00 92 00 00.000 Line 2.34 1.11 -3.45
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of site and a plane defined by three points. You create three 
auxiliary points, then performs distance and angle measurements 
to these points, and angle measurements to the offset point.

 After importing the MAGNET Field job with Plane and Corner 
data into the current MAGNET Tools job, the right panel of the 
TS Obs tab displays all measurements performed for calculating 
the offset point. In this case MAGNET Tools applies the same 
Point to name for Plane and Corner type measurements:

You cannot edit the offset values in the MAGNET Tools job.

 
 

 
 

Point 
From

Point To Horizontal Cir-
cle

Slope Dis-
tance(m)

Zenith Angle Type

A Offset_Point 80 00 00.000 200.40 29 00 00.000 Plane

A Offset_Point 82 00 00.000 253.00 28 00 00.000 Plane

A Offset_Point 101 00 00.00 256.00 27 00 00.000 Plane

A Offset_Point 105 00 00.00  30 00 00.000 Corner
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Adding Custom Instrument 

Type

 

Each Total Station has unique parameters. These parameters are 
viewable but non-editable in the TS Instruments window. However, 
you are able to add a user-defined instrument type(s) to the TS 
Instruments window, to display, to edit and to remove the instrument 
from the window. The custom instrument is stored in the user's folder 
and is saved after updating the version of the software. You can add a 
new instrument type in the Instrument Type tab of the Properties 
window for the left panel of the TS Obs tab. Click the Custom button, 
to open the Custom TS Instrument List window. This window 
displays all custom Total Stations which were previously entered. 
Click the Add button to open the New Custom TS Instrument 
window. The window contains two tabs: the General tab and the 
Parameters tab.

After entering all needed parameters in the tabs, click the OK button 
to store the instrument parameters. You can see the instrument name 
in the Custom TS Instrument List window and the TS Instruments 
window. In the both windows you can edit any parameters for the 
custom instrument or remove the instrument.

Adding Custom Datum to the 

Datum List

 
You can create your (custom) datum in the current job and then use 
this datum for other jobs. For creating a custom datum the application 
uses the Helmert Transformation Strict Formula. Note: The "Custom 
datum to WGS-84" transformation direction is used in the algorithm 
of creating a new custom datum.

 

To define a custom datum, perform the following steps:
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1. Click the Custom button in the Datum field of the Setup tab. This 
button is available when one of the None, UTMNorth, 
UTMSouth, UPS grid projections is selected in the Projection 
field. These projections allow you to use different datums.

2.  The Custom Datums List window displays. In the window click 
the Add button to open the New Custom Datum window. The 
General tab of the New Custom Datum window contains all 
necessary fields to define a new custom datum. Enter the 
following information: 

• Name – enter a name for the datum.

• Ellipsoid – from the list select a predefined ellipsoid used to 
create the datum.

• DX - enter the value of shift along the X axis in meters, which 
specifies a coordinate transformation from the created datum to 
WGS84. The default is 0.

•  DY - enter the value of shift along the Y axis in meters, which 
specifies a coordinate transformation from the created datum to 
WGS84. The default is 0.

• DZ - enter the value of shift along the Z axis in meters, which 
specifies a coordinate transformation from the created datum to 
WGS84. The default is 0.

• RX - enter the value of the rotation angle between the X axis of 
the created datum and WGS84 in arc seconds. The default is 0.

• RY - enter the value of the rotation angle between the Y axis of 
the created datum and WGS84 in arc seconds. The default is 0.

• RZ - enter the value of the rotation angle between the Z axis of 
the created datum and WGS84 in arc seconds. The default is 0.

• Scale - enter the value of the scale factor in ppm, which specifies 
a coordinate transformation from the created datum to WGS84. 
The default is 0.

•  Note – enter any additional notes about the datum.

•  Alias - when you select a datum from the list, all available 
projection(s) for the selected datum automatically will be 
available for the created custom datum.
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 Adding Custom Projection to the Projection List
These parameters (shifts, rotations, and scale) specify a coordinate 
transformation from the newly created reference datum to WGS84

using the following equation:

 

Click Ok in the New Custom Datum window to save the datum and 
close the window. The custom datum is automatically added to the 
datums list.

To remove the custom datum, select the desired datum in the Custom 
Datums List window and click the Remove button.

 

 Adding Custom Projection to 

the Projection List

 
You can create your (custom) projection in the current job and then 
use this projection for other jobs. To define a custom projection, take 
the following steps:

1. Click the Custom button in the Projection field of the Setup tab. 
This button is always available in the tab. 

2. The Custom Projection List window displays. In the window 
click the Add button to open the New Custom Projection 
window. The General tab of the New Custom Projection window 
contains all necessary fields to define a new custom projection. 
Enter the following information:

• Name –enter a name for the projection.

•  Projection Type – select the type of projection from the list 
(Transverse-Mercator, Lambert, Double Stereographic, 
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Stereographic, Oblique Mercator Albers Equal Area, Cassini-
Soldner, Mercator). Every projection has its own set of original 
parameters. After selecting the type of projection, you can edit 
the parameters for this type.

•  Region –enter the name of the region for which the given 
projection will be used. You can use the existing regions (Africa, 
Asia, Australia, New Zealand, and so on) or enter a new name. If 
you enter a new name, the application creates a new folder with 
the entered name in the projection list. After clicking Ok the 
custom projection will be saved in the folder.

• Notes – enter any additional note about the projection.

•  Datum – select the datum used for the projection. After selecting 
the custom projection, the datum will be automatically set in the 
Datum field. 

Click Ok in the New Custom Projection window to save the 
projection and close the window. The custom projection is 
automatically added to the projection list.

To remove the custom projection, select the desired projection in the 
Custom Projection List window and click the Remove button.

 

Adding Geoid to the Job

 

To add a desired geoid to the Geoid list of the application perform the 
following steps:

1. Click the Geoids List button in the Geoid field of the Setup tab. 
This button is always available in the tab. 

2. In the Geoid List window click the Add button. 

3. On the Open window, navigate to the location of the geoid(s) and 
click the Open button to add the new geoid file(s) to the 
application geoids list.

4. The Geoid List window displays the added geoid. To see the 
geoid bounds, right- click the highlighted geoid and select the 
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 Performing Grid to Ground Transformation
Properties command. The General tab of the geoid properties 
window contains information about the name, location, reference 
datum and bounds.

To remove a geoid from the application, select the desired geoid in 
the Geoid List window and click the Remove button.

 
 

 Performing Grid to Ground 

Transformation

 
The application supports two methods for setting the relation between 
Grid and Ground coordinate systems. One method performs 
scaling and rotation relative to some point of the network (or job). 
The other method performs scaling and rotation relative to the origin 
of the Grid coordinate system. To use either method, click Job 
Configuration - Coordinate System, select the desired projection 
(except Localization and None) in the Projection field through which 
the link will be found with some Ground coordinate system. Only 
after selecting the projection the option of Grid - Ground check box 
will be available:

• Check the Grid - Ground check box to activate the Grid to 

Ground (and vice versa): 
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• Press  to select the desired transformation method 
and set the corresponding parameters for each method:

- If the you know the coordinates of a point in both 
coordinate systems (Grid and Ground) and also the rotation 
of these systems, then, to find the relation between the Grid 
to Ground coordinate systems, click the Ground Origin radio 
button in the Grid - Ground window:

This method calculates an offset vector in the horizontal plane 
between coordinates of a point (let’s call this point the origin 
point) in the grid and ground coordinate systems and, using this 
offset, computes the ground coordinates from the grid 
coordinates. If a rotation angle is present between these 
coordinate systems, the application can rotate a grid or ground 
coordinate system relative to this point. Also MAGNET Tools 
takes into account a scale factor between these coordinate 
systems:

 

-After determining the relation between both coordinate systems, 
the application will recalculate ground coordinates from the grid 
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 Performing Grid to Ground Transformation
coordinate system and vice versa. See Creating a ground 
projection relative to a point.

 - If the you  know the value of the scale factor between grid and 
ground coordinate systems or the average height of the network, 
then to find the relation between Grid to Ground coordinate 
systems, click the Parameters radio button in the Grid-> Ground 
dialog window:

This method calculates plane ground coordinates by scaling, 
offsetting, and rotation of grid coordinates. If a rotation angle is 
present between these coordinate systems, the application can 
rotate the ground coordinate system relative to the origin of the 
Grid coordinate system (centre of the projection).

Creating Ground by 
only scaling Grid
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After determining the relation between both coordinate systems, 
the application will recalculate ground coordinates from the grid 
coordinate system and vice versa. See Creating a ground 
projection relative to origin of a grid system.

Creating Ground by 
only rotation Grid

Creating Ground by only shifting Grid
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Importing Control a Point to a 

Job
 

The MAGNET Tools allows you to import a text coordinate file that 
does not contain information about the coordinate system and linear 
units. The file contains ONLY the values of coordinates. To import 
the point coordinates in the corresponding coordinate system, you 
have to:

 - know this coordinate system or projection,

 - set this coordinate system / projection as current before 
importing.

Let us import the coordinate file in SPC-83 grid system, zone Ohio 
(North) for NAD83 datum, where grid coordinates are in US Feet and 
a comma delimiter is used in the format:

To import control points to a job, do the following steps:

1. Open or create a job.

2. Click Job and click the  icon in the Exchange group.

3. Select the file format ‘Name,N,E,Z,Code’ in the list of 
Coordinates files of the Format name field of the Import window.

4. Navigate to the location of the desired text file.

5. Click the Advanced options field, to show the fields where you 
can define the coordinate system and linear units:

- select the USFeet in the Metric unit field 

- select the Grid in the Coordinate type field 
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- select the desired projection (USA/SPC83/Ohia(North)) in 
the Projection field

- select the desired datum (NAD83) in the Datum field

- select the Control type for the given point in the Point type 
field 

6. Click the Open button to start importing the file to the job and 
close the Import window.

7. The Points tab will display the points coordinates for the 
following settings in the Status Bar:

Append Point(s) to Line

 To activate this function,  select Append(s) Point to Line command 
in the pop-up menu for the left/right panel of the Lines tab.

The function adds point(s) to the line segment. Two options are 
available for appending point(s) to the line:

• Highlight the Line, then highlight the Point:

- Highlight the desired line in Map View.

 - Activate the function. The pointer will change ( ) 
after "append points" mode has become active.
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- Select the desired segment type for the line from the list of 
the Segment type field on the Append(s) Point to Line 
window:

- Click a point on the Map View to append it to the line.

The software automatically plots the selected segment type from 
the end point of the line to the point:

- Click another point to append to the line.

• Highlight the Point, then highlight the Line:

 

 - Highlight the desired point in Map View or on the Points 
tab.

 - Activate the function. The pointer will change ( ) 
after the append points mode has become active. 
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- Select the desired segment type for the line from the list of 
the Segment type field on the Append(s) Point to Line 
window:

 

- Click a line on the Map View to append the point to this 
line. The software automatically plots the selected segment 
type from the end point of the line to the point:

 Click any line on the Map View to automatically append the 
selected point.

• When finished, close the Append Point(s) to Line window to 
deactivate "append points" mode. Save the job.
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Insert Point(s) to Line

 

This command is available when the job contains a line. To activate 
this function, select Insert Point(s) to Line command in the pop-up 
menu for the left/right panel of the Lines tab.

The function inserts point(s) to the line segment. When inserting a 
point to a segment, the software deletes the selected segment between 
the start point and end point, and creates two new segments: from the 
start point to the existing /or a new point and from the existing /or a 
new point to the end point).

Two options are available for inserting point(s) to the line:

• Highlight the Line, then highlight the Point:

 - Highlight the desired line in Map View.

- Activate the function. The pointer will change ( ) ‘insert 
point’ mode has become active.

- Select the desired segment type for the line from the list of 
the Segment type field on the Insert Point(s) to Line 
window:

 

- Click a existing point or click at the desired place (for 
creating a new point) on the Map View to insert it to the line.
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The software automatically deletes the previous segment and 
creates two new segments:

• Highlight the Point, then highlight the Line:

  - Highlight the desired point in Map View or on the Points 
tab.

 - Activate the function. The pointer will change ( ) and 
‘insert point’ mode becomes active.

 - Select the desired segment type for the line from the list of 
the Segment type field on the Insert Point(s) to Line 
window:
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- Click a line on the Map View to insert the point to this line. 
The software automatically deletes the previous segment and 
creates two new segments:

 

• When finished, close the Insert Point(s) to Line window to 
deactivate "insert points" mode. Save the job.
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Coordinates Geometry 
(COGO)
This section contains one option: Inverse function.

To run this function, use one of the following actions:

- click Inverse button in the Toolbar

- click COGO -> Inverse in Main Menu

 

 Inverse Function

The inverse function computes the distance and azimuth between 
points of the job in the Ground/Grid/Datum coordinate systems. This 
function allow you to calculate these parameters between:

• any two points 

• a point and a set of points (if the points have names)

• the start and end points of a selected line’s segment or a 
horizontal alignment of a road

To calculate the distance and azimuth between points, take the 
following steps:

1.  Click the  Inverse icon from the Report tab of the 

MAGNET Tools ribbon. The Inverse window displays.

2.  Specify the desired points in the From/ To fields of the Inverse 
dialog box.

3. Click the Calculate button on the Inverse window to start 
calculating the distance and azimuth between selected points. All 
calculated values will be displayed and stored in the Inverse tab. 
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Inverse Window

The window is activated by clicking the Inverse icon from the Report 
tab of the MAGNET Tools ribbon.

The Inverse function computes the distance and the azimuth between 
points of the job. 

Before calculating, select the corresponding point(s) in the From / To 
fields.

There are three ways to specify a point in the field:

• Enter the point name or enter point coordinates using format 
{123.456,322.778} for the Grid and/or Ground coordinate system 
and {11 12 14.555N, 07 08 09.444E} for the Datum coordinate 
system: 

• Selecting the point from a list which will appear after entering the 
first common letter or digit of the point name: 

• Drag-and-drop the selected point(s) or/and segment of line or/and 
alignment of the road in the Tabular and/or Observation View / 
Map View.

You can specify both a single point and multiple points in the field. 
The selection of multiple points can apply with different delimiters.

 

If you specify multiple points, the software will calculate the inverse 
task for all point combinations.

To start calculating the distance and azimuth between selected points, 
click the Calculate button.

To close the dialog box, click  in the corner of the dialog box.

The Inverse tab displays the results of the calculating inverse task for 
the corresponding pair points.

 • using a comma as the delimiter: From A,A2,A3,A4 

 • using a semicolon as the delimiter: From A;A2;A3;A4 

 • using a range of point names: From A-A4 
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